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1
Introduction

In this thesis, I will discuss the interaction between M dwarf stellar winds and Galactic
cosmic rays and the possible effects on the habitability of exoplanets. In particular, I
have used numerical simulations to describe the stellar winds of M dwarfs using ob-
servable constraints, such as the mass-loss rate, X-ray luminosity, and magnetic field
strength/flux. Additionally, I have also used numerical simulations to describe the
propagation of Galactic cosmic rays within M dwarfs planetary systems. With these
simulations, I was able to calculate the flux of Galactic cosmic rays reaching exoplanet
magnetospheres/atmospheres. Measuring cosmic ray fluxes in exoplanet atmospheres
is yet not possible, but cosmic rays are an important ingredient in the context of plan-
etary habitability. For this reason, quantifying these fluxes is essential to complete the
habitability “puzzle”. Future exoplanet atmosphere observations with space telescopes,
such as the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) and the Atmospheric Remote-sensing
Infrared Exoplanet Large-survey (ARIEL), will enable us to constrain cosmic ray fluxes
in exoplanet atmospheres.

1.1 Habitable zone and exoplanet habitability

In the last few decades, more than 5000 exoplanets have been discovered. With so
many exoplanets having been observed so far, there is a lot of interest in determining if
any of these exoplanets are habitable. However, many factors are associated with the
habitability of an exoplanet, such as planetary and stellar properties, stellar effects (see
e.g., Meadows & Barnes, 2018) and determining if an exoplanet is habitable (or not)
seems a complex problem. Fig. 1.1 shows a summary of the planet, stellar and planetary
system properties that are believed to affect planetary habitability. The font colour
indicates the way these properties can be obtained. Blue represents the properties that
could possibly be observed, orange are properties that can be modelled using observable
constraints and green are properties that can be theoretically modelled.
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1.1 Habitable zone and exoplanet habitability

Figure 1.1: Diagram showing the possible factors affecting planetary habitability. In
blue are shown possible observable properties while green are properties that require
modelling with observational constraints. In orange are the properties which require
theoretical modelling. Figure from Meadows & Barnes (2018).

One extremely important factor for life as we know it is the presence of liquid water1

on the exoplanet’s surface that can be influenced by many factors including properties
of the stellar system and planet itself. The circumstellar region around a star in which
a planet can sustain liquid water on its surface is commonly called the habitable zone
(Kasting et al., 1993; Selsis et al., 2007). This region is close-in for small stars, such as
M dwarfs, and further out for F and G dwarfs, such as our Sun. Being in the habitable
zone is believed to be the first condition to be important for exoplanet habitability,
although it does not necessarily mean that a planet in the habitable zone is habitable.

Fig. 1.2 shows the habitable zone as a function of the stellar mass for stars of solar
metallicity and effective temperature between 3700K and 7200K. The dark grey region
is the habitable zone defined by the empirical “early Mars” and “recent Venus” criteria

1Life as we know requires at least three ingredients: energy, “biogenic” elements (C, H, O, N and
S) and a liquid solvent (see e.g., Hoehler et al., 2018). All Earth-based life needs liquid water as a
solvent.
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CHAPTER 1

(cloud-free limits). The “recent Venus” criterion gives an empirical indication of the
inner edge of the habitable zone. This criterion is due to the fact that surface maps of
Venus indicate that liquid water has not been present on the planet in the last ∼ 1Gyr
(Solomon & Head, 1991). At that time, the luminosity of the Sun was believed to be
around 8% dimmer than its present value1. Thus, the luminosity received by Venus,
at that time, was equal to the one received today at a distance ∼ 0.75 au (Selsis et al.,
2007). Similar to the inner edge, the outer edge of the habitable zone can be defined
by empirical indication of the early Mars conditions. The “early Mars” criterion is due
to the fact that geological and geochemical characteristics show that, around ∼ 4Gyr
ago, Mars was warm enough to have surface liquid water (Pollack et al., 1987; Bibring
et al., 2006). The Sun’s luminosity was 28% dimmer at that time, thus the flux received
at Mars was equal to what it is today at a distance of ∼ 1.77 au (Selsis et al., 2007).

Figure 1.2: Habitable zone as a function of the stellar mass. The darker region represents
the habitable zone defined by the empirical “early Mars” and “recent Venus” criteria.
The light grey regions give the theoretical limits with 50% clouds and the dotted lines
correspond to the theoretical limits with 100% cloud cover. The dashed line shows the
distance (≲ 0.7 au) at which a 1M⊕ planet becomes tidally locked in less than 1Gyr. The
black dots represent Venus, Earth and Mars, respectively. Figure modified from Selsis
et al. (2007).

The light grey areas of Fig. 1.2 represent the theoretical limits with 50% cloud cover
1Solar evolution models have shown that during its lifetime in the main sequence, the Sun has

slowly increased its luminosity (e.g., Neronov et al., 2017; Gough, 1981).
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1.2 M dwarfs

and the dotted lines give the theoretical limits with 100% cloud cover. H2O-clouds can
increase the planetary albedo and thus move the inner habitable zone boundary limits
closer to the star by reducing greenhouse warming (Selsis et al., 2007). The presence of
CO2-clouds, on the other hand, can extend the outer habitable zone boundary limits by
warming the planet’s surface caused by a scattering variation of the greenhouse effect
(Mischna et al., 2000; Selsis et al., 2007). The dashed line represents the distance
(≲ 0.7 au) at which a 1M⊕ planet becomes tidally locked (one side of the planet
always faces the star, similar to the moon with respect to the Earth) in < 1Gyr.
This is particularly important for M dwarfs since planets within the habitable zone
are expected to be tidally locked (Kasting et al., 1993). A tidally locked exoplanet
can have a low heat distribution from the day side to the night that could affect the
exoplanet’s climate.

In the context of this thesis, any planet in the habitable zone will be called a
potentially habitable planet. This is not the same as a “real” habitable planet, i.e., any
other criteria except for the habitable zone will not be considered here.

1.2 M dwarfs

M dwarfs are by far the most common type of stars in our Galaxy, accounting for
at least 70% of all the stars in our solar neighbourhood (Henry et al., 2006; Winters
et al., 2015; Henry et al., 2018). They are small, main-sequence stars with masses in the
range of 0.08 – 0.5M⊙, low effective temperatures (< 4000K) and low brightness. All
of these characteristics make M dwarfs the perfect candidates for observing exoplanets
with current observing techniques, in particular rocky potentially habitable planets.
Due to their low luminosities, M dwarfs present a good contrast to detect smaller-
size exoplanets using the transit method, and their low masses enable the detection
of lower-mass exoplanets using the radial velocity method. These exoplanet detection
methods usually favour the detection of close orbiting planets.

M dwarfs are also interesting because of their close-in habitable zone which makes
it easier to observe planets in these regions. The majority of planets observed around
M dwarfs are located within 1 au. For these reasons, M dwarfs are currently the
main targets in search of potentially habitable exoplanets. Our closest star, Proxima
Centauri (Prox Cen), for instance, hosts an Earth-like planet in its habitable zone
(Anglada-Escudé et al., 2016). Trappist-1 is another extremely interesting M dwarf
system, as it hosts 7 planets with 4 of these planets orbiting within the habitable zone
(Gillon et al., 2017).

4



CHAPTER 1

One potential issue for exoplanet habitability is that a large fraction of main-
sequence M dwarfs remain magnetically active for a longer fraction of their lives com-
pared to solar-mass stars (West et al., 2004; Scalo et al., 2007; West et al., 2015; Guinan
et al., 2016). The fraction of active M dwarfs is larger for later spectral types (e.g.,
West et al., 2008). Additionally, M dwarfs can generate strong kilogauss magnetic
fields (Morin et al., 2010; Shulyak et al., 2019). Magnetic fields play an important
role in interior (e.g., Mullan & MacDonald, 2001; Browning, 2008) and atmospheric
properties (e.g., Kochukhov, 2021) of M dwarfs as well as influencing close-in exoplan-
ets. Strong stellar magnetic activity can affect the stellar wind properties (Vidotto
et al., 2014a), generate strong flares (Vida et al., 2017; Tilley et al., 2019), coronal
mass ejections (Lammer et al., 2007; Khodachenko et al., 2007) and accelerate more
high energy particles (Grießmeier et al., 2005). All of these phenomena can affect the
exoplanets orbiting M dwarfs close-in habitable zones as well as planet habitability
(Khodachenko et al., 2007; Vida et al., 2017; Tilley et al., 2019). Strong stellar winds
can erode exoplanet atmospheres (e.g., Zendejas et al., 2010; Vidotto et al., 2013) while
the longer exposure to stellar radiation and high energy particles can affect the planet’s
climate (e.g., Grenfell et al., 2013) and possibly the planetary atmosphere (e.g., Rim-
mer & Helling, 2013; Rimmer et al., 2014; Tabataba-Vakili et al., 2016; Scheucher et al.,
2018).

1.2.1 Magnetic fields and stellar activity

Similar to the Sun, the magnetic fields of cool dwarfs are believed to be produced by the
dynamo mechanism in the interface layer, known as tachocline, between the radiative
zone and the convection zone (Charbonneau, 2014). The dynamo theory describes how
the magnetic field is generated inside a star. The dynamo process is complex and not
fully understood even for the Sun.

Not all M dwarfs have the tachocline layer in their interior. Two scenarios exist for
the interior structure of M dwarfs and those are represented in Fig. 1.3. M dwarfs with
M ≳ 0.35M⊙ (early than M3.5 spectral type) have an interior similar to that of a solar-
like star, with a radiative zone followed by a convective envelope. While M dwarfs with
M ≲ 0.35M⊙ (later than M3.5 spectral type) have a fully convective interior (Chabrier
& Baraffe, 1997). Despite not having a tachocline, low-mass fully convective stars also
show magnetic activity and strong magnetic fields (Route, 2016; Reiners et al., 2022).
Large-scale magnetic fields are starting to be observationally reconstructed for fully

5



1.2 M dwarfs

convective stars (Morin et al., 2010; Morin, 2012; Klein et al., 2021a), even though it is
still not fully understood how the magnetic fields are produced in these types of stars.

Figure 1.3: Schematic of stellar interior structure of M dwarfs. Left: partially convective
interior, with radiative zone followed by a convective envelope. Right: fully convective
interior.

For cool dwarfs, the large-scale magnetic field is believed to be generated by the αΩ

dynamo mechanism (Charbonneau, 2014). The convective zone is formed by plasma
(a fluid of electrically charged particles) in continuous motion. The combination of
electrically charged particles and motion creates electric currents, which generate mag-
netic fields, which in turn produce electric currents, and therefore a loop is generated.
First, starting with a poloidal magnetic field, with a perpendicular direction, the stellar
differential rotation stretches the magnetic field and winds it around the star, building
a toroidal magnetic field with a horizontal direction (Ω-effect). Once the toroidal field
has grown unstable, possibly due to cyclonic motions inside the star, the interaction of
convection and rotation then restores a poloidal field with opposite polarity (α-effect).

In the solar case, the dynamo mechanism results in a magnetic activity cycle called
the solar cycle (e.g., Hathaway, 2010). One of the best manifestations of the solar cycle
is the sunspots1 cycle. The solar cycle has a period of ∼ 11 years, which is characterised
by an increase and decrease in the sunspot number. This period is also characterised
by a flip in the north-south orientation of the solar large-scale magnetic field. Solar
activity is distinguished by two periods: a solar minimum with weak magnetic activity
and few or no sunspots visible on the solar surface and a solar maximum with strong
magnetic activity and an increase in the number of sunspots visible.

1Sunspots are dark regions observed in the solar photosphere.
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Other stars also show magnetic activity and measurements of the stellar magnetic
field are essential to understand the dynamo process and also the many phenomena
occurring in the stellar atmosphere due to magnetic activity. Photospheric magnetic
fields can be directly observed by studying the Zeeman effect in which a single spectral
line splits into multiple observable components due to the presence of a magnetic field.
The splitting of the lines depends on the magnetic field strength. These spectropo-
larimetric observations show that M dwarfs can produce strong large-scale magnetic
fields (Donati et al., 2006, 2008; Morin et al., 2008a,b, 2010; Hébrard et al., 2016;
Moutou et al., 2017). Techniques such as Zeeman broadening and Zeeman Doppler
Imaging (ZDI) are commonly used to understand the surface magnetic field properties
of cool stars (e.g., Morin, 2012; Kochukhov, 2021). The Zeeman broadening method
gives information on the unsigned surface magnetic field intensity (“total” magnetic
field, large-scale and small-scale) while the ZDI method provides information on the
large-scale stellar magnetic field geometry.

At this point, more than 300 M dwarfs have Zeeman broadening measurements
(Kochukhov, 2021; Reiners et al., 2022) and more than 30 M dwarfs have ZDI obser-
vations (Donati et al., 2006, 2008; Morin et al., 2008a,b, 2010; Hébrard et al., 2016;
Moutou et al., 2017). Fig. 1.4 shows the ZDI reconstruction of the large-scale magnetic
field of Prox Cen with an average large-scale magnetic field of ∼ 200G (Klein et al.,
2021a). The average large-scale magnetic field of Prox Cen is 3 times smaller than the
average Zeeman broadening measurements (Reiners & Basri, 2008). The magnetic field
above the stellar surface can be calculated using the ZDI map as a boundary and a field
extrapolation technique. Fig. 1.5 shows an example of the extrapolated magnetic field
topology of Prox Cen using its ZDI map as the boundary for the surface large-scale
magnetic field. Prox Cen shows a large-scale magnetic field geometry with dipole and
quadruple components (Klein et al., 2021a).

X-ray emission is one of the traditional magnetic activity indicators which has been
observed for many stars. Fig. 1.6 shows the correlation between X-ray luminosity and
magnetic flux. The left panel shows the correlation from Zeeman broadening measure-
ments (Pevtsov et al., 2003) and the right panel from ZDI measurements (Vidotto et al.,
2014b). The magnetic field strength is proportional to magnetic flux, as Φ = 4πR2

⋆B,
where R⋆ is the stellar radius. In both panels, the magnetic flux increases with X-ray
luminosity which indicates that the large-scale field and the total field increase with X-
ray luminosity. This relation suggests that coronal activities are powered by magnetic
fields.

7



1.2 M dwarfs

Figure 1.4: Surface distribution of the large-scale magnetic field topology of Prox Cen
reconstructed with ZDI. From left to right the panels show the radial, azimuthal and
meridional magnetic field components. Figure from Klein et al. (2021a).

Figure 1.5: Large-scale magnetic field extrapolation of Prox Cen indicating the open and
closed magnetic field lines. The color scale indicates the intensity of the radial magnetic
field in Gauss. Figure from Klein et al. (2021a).

1.2.2 Stellar winds of cool dwarfs

Nearly all stars lose mass during their lifetimes in a process known as stellar wind.
Stellar winds are the continuous outflow of material from the star surface (Lamers &
Cassinelli, 1999). The stellar wind, and the stellar atmosphere dynamics, are dominated
by the stellar magnetic field. Stellar winds play a key role in stellar evolution from the
star’s origin to its death (Matt et al., 2015; Johnstone et al., 2015). Stellar winds also
interact with exoplanets.

8
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Figure 1.6: Correlation between X-ray luminosity and magnetic flux obtained from Left:
Zeeman broadening measurements from Pevtsov et al. (2003). Dots represent the quiet
Sun, squares the X-ray bright points, diamonds the solar active regions, crosses G, K, and
M dwarfs, and circles the T Tauri stars. Right: ZDI measurements from Vidotto et al.
(2014b). Open circles are the late and mid M dwarfs and are not considered in the fit.
The solid lines in both panels are power-low fits.

1.2.2.1 Techniques to indirectly detect stellar winds

M dwarfs, similar to other cool dwarf stars, have very tenuous winds and, consequently,
it is difficult to directly quantify them (Wood, 2004; Vidotto & Bourrier, 2017; Jardine
& Collier Cameron, 2019). Fortunately, there are some techniques developed to indi-
rectly infer the mass-loss rates of cool dwarfs. Here, I will briefly discuss some of the
most successful techniques to infer mass-loss rates for cool dwarfs. A more in-depth
review of the different methods can be found in Vidotto (2021).

The most successful method used to detect stellar winds is related to the study
of stellar Ly-α absorption (Wood, 2004; Wood et al., 2021, and references therein).
Ly-α absorption occurs when the stellar wind exchanges charges with a neutral (or
partially neutral) interstellar medium (ISM). This absorption can be detectable in UV
spectra. This technique favours stars within 7 pc from the Sun, because around this
region the ISM is partially ionised making it possible to detect the astrospheric1 Ly-α
absorption. Beyond 7 pc the Local Bubble (which extends to ∼ 100 au) is mainly fully
ionised (Welsh et al., 2010).

Fig. 1.7 shows the example of α Cen B. The top panel shows the path of the stellar
photons from the star towards the Sun. The middle panels show the Ly-α line profile
as photons pass through the astrosphere, the ISM and the heliosphere. The purple

1Associated with the astrosphere which is analogous to the Sun’s heliosphere. The concept of an
astrosphere will be discussed in Section 1.3.
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1.2 M dwarfs

regions indicate the fraction of the line absorbed in each region. The bottom panel
shows the observed Ly-α profile for α Cen B. The solid line is the assumed intrinsic
stellar spectrum and the dashed line is the ISM profile. The shaded regions are the
excess absorption due to the astrosphere (red region) and heliosphere (green region).

Figure 1.7: Schematic diagram of Lyman-α absorption observation. The top panel
shows the Ly-α profile path from the star to the Sun. The middle panel shows how
the Ly-α profile changes as it passes through the stellar astrosphere, the ISM and the
heliosphere. The purple regions are the profile absorbed in each region. The bottom panel
shows the observed Ly-α profile of α Cen B. The solid line is the assumed emission profile
and the dashed line is the ISM line profile. The shaded regions show excess absorption
from astrospheric absorption (red) and heliospheric absorption (green). Figure modified
from Wood (2004).

By conducting and modelling Ly-α observations it is possible to estimate the wind
ram pressure, Pram (Wood et al., 2001). The mass-loss rate, Ṁ , assuming spherical
symmetry, can be determined by knowing the stellar wind terminal velocity, u∞, from
the relation

Ṁ =
4πR2Pram

u∞
, (1.1)

10
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where R is a given reference distance where the wind has reached its terminal velocity.
By assuming the Sun’s asymptotic wind velocity of 400 km s−1 for all the stars in their
sample, the method employed by Wood and collaborators Wood et al. (e.g., 2021) has
estimated the mass-loss rate of nearly 30 stars. Almost half of this sample are M
dwarfs. Some of the stars only have a mass-loss rate upper limit since the astrospheric
absorption was not detected. That is the case, for instance, of Prox Cen with an
inferred upper limit of Ṁ . Prox Cen has a mass-loss rate ∼ 0.2 times smaller than the
solar wind mass-loss rate (Wood et al., 2001).

Another proposed method to infer the stellar mass-loss rate is the use of planet-
wind interaction (Vidotto & Bourrier, 2017). This method favours planets with strong
atmospheric escape, in particular close-in gas giant planets. The evaporating planet’s
atmosphere can be observed in Ly-α line absorption during its transit. By modelling
the Ly-α line profile it is possible to obtain the local stellar wind properties. Three
stars have had their mass-loss rates constrained using this technique but only one of
these is an M dwarf (Bourrier & Lecavelier des Etangs, 2013; Kislyakova et al., 2014;
Vidotto & Bourrier, 2017).

The study of slingshot prominences is another method used to derive mass-loss rates
of cool dwarfs (Jardine & Collier Cameron, 2019). A slingshot prominence is a very
extended, bright feature extending outward from the stellar surface. This technique is
successful for very fast rotating stars (Villarreal D’Angelo et al., 2018). The slingshot
prominences can be detected in H-α line absorption transients as the star rotates.
These transients are associated with built up material trapped within large prominences
above the stellar surface (Collier Cameron & Robinson, 1989). The mass trapped in
the prominence and its lifetime can be determined with H-α observations. These two
quantities are then used to infer the mass of the upflow in the prominence. The stellar
mass-loss rate is then estimated by knowing the prominence surface coverage. Five
stars have had their mass-loss estimated using this method with mass-loss rates 2-4
orders of magnitude higher than the solar values. These fast rotating stars are very
active with larger X-ray fluxes and larger mass-loss rates than the Sun.

Other techniques, such as the study of thermal radio emission from stellar winds
can provide measurements of stellar wind densities (Panagia & Felli, 1975). However,
due to non-detections, this method has so far only been used to derive an upper limit
for mass-loss rates (Lim & White, 1996; Gaidos et al., 2000; Fichtinger et al., 2017;
Vidotto & Donati, 2017).

Fig. 1.8 show the mass-loss rates derived with different methods as a function of the
stellar X-ray flux. The red circles are the quantities derived using Ly-α observations
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for M dwarfs. The green circles are the same for G and K dwarfs and the blue squares
for subgiants/giants stars (Wood et al., 2021). The red circle #16 was derived using
the exoplanet-wind interaction (Vidotto & Bourrier, 2017). The magenta squares are
derived from prominences (Jardine & Collier Cameron, 2019). The arrows represent
upper limits for the mass-loss rate. The dashed line is the power-law fit to the data
excluding the subgiants/giants stars (shown in black).

Figure 1.8: Mass-loss rates derived for low-mass stars as a function of X-ray flux. The
circles and the blue squares are values derived with Ly-α observations. The red symbols
are M dwarfs, the green G and K dwarfs and the blue are subgiants/giants stars. The
magenta squares are values derived using prominences (Jardine & Collier Cameron, 2019).
The red circle #16 was derived using the exoplanet as a probe of the stellar wind (Vidotto
& Bourrier, 2017). The mass-loss rate is expressed in terms of solar wind units where
Ṁ⊙ = 2× 10−14M⊙ yr−1. The dashed line is a power-law fit excluding the blue squares.
Figure from Wood et al. (2021).

Mass-loss and coronal X-ray emission are both phenomena associated with the
corona. Ṁ is associated with a wind that originates from open field lines (coronal
holes). On the other hand, FX originates from close field lines (bright regions in X-ray
and UV images). Overall, mass-loss increases with X-ray luminosity, Ṁ ∝ F0.77

X , but
with some scatter as seen in Fig. 1.8. This may indicate that coronal activity and
spectral type are not enough to explain stellar wind properties (Wood et al., 2021).
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1.2.2.2 What drives the wind of M dwarfs?

X-rays are usually used as a magnetic proxy (see Section 1.2.1) and the relation shown
by Wood et al. (2021) suggests a link between mass-loss rate and X-ray flux (see Sec-
tion 1.2.2.1), which means that mass-loss is also magnetic in nature. However, there is
still no agreement about which physical mechanisms of magnetic nature are responsible
for heating and accelerate the winds of cool dwarfs, and even in the case of the solar
wind it remains an open question (e.g., Cranmer, 2009; Cranmer & Winebarger, 2019).
The study of the solar wind is important to better understand other stellar winds.
Some mechanisms have been suggested to explain how stellar winds of cool dwarfs are
driven.

From solar observations, it is known that the corona has a higher temperature
than the solar surface (photosphere). This temperature gradient can be described by a
thermally-driven wind, in which the physical reason behind the temperature increase
from the photosphere to the corona is not taken into consideration. Instead, it assumes
the corona has already reached around a million-Kelvin temperature before the wind
is launched. A thermally driven wind usually uses a polytropic index to indicate
the relation between temperature (or thermal pressure) and density to describe the
temperature profile. In the case of an index equal to one, the wind is isothermal or a
Parker wind (Parker, 1958). An isothermal wind description is commonly adopted to
study winds of cool dwarfs due to its “simplicity”. The only forces operating in the wind,
in this case, are the gravity and the gradient of thermal pressure. A thermally-driven
wind can include or not the effects of a magnetic field.

Another possibility is the use of MHD waves capable of naturally increasing the
temperature from the photosphere to the corona and driving the outflowing stellar
wind via the propagation of Alfvén waves. Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves were
first suggested as being associated with the presence of sunspots on the solar surface
by Alfvén (1942). At this point, it was hypothesised that some type of MHD waves
originating in the lower layers of the Sun was responsible for the photospheric activity
observed. Only later were these MHD waves named after Hannes Alfvén. In 1949,
Schatzman (1949) proposed that MHD waves could be the mechanism responsible for
heating the solar corona to a higher temperature than the solar surface.

Alfvén waves propagate with an Alfvén velocity,

vA =
B√
4πρ

, (1.2)
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where B is the stellar wind magnetic field and ρ is the stellar wind density. Alfvén
waves are generated by oscillations induced in the magnetic field lines at the base of the
stellar wind. Fig. 1.9 presents a sketch of a stellar atmosphere where the open magnetic
field lines oscillate and generate Alfvén waves. The stellar corona can be heated and
accelerated by the dissipation of energy and momentum associated with the propaga-
tion of Alfvén waves, generating a stellar wind outflow (Hartmann & MacGregor, 1980;
Vidotto & Jatenco-Pereira, 2006).

Figure 1.9: Schematic diagram of stellar atmosphere showing the closed and open mag-
netic field line regions. The open magnetic field lines oscillate in the form of Alfvén waves
due to perturbations induced at the base of the wind. The amplitude of the wave depends
on the magnetic field perturbation (δB0) and the wave energy density at the base is given
by ϵ0.

Alfvén waves can be used to describe outflows in the form of an Alfvén-wave-driven
wind. This approach includes the effects of magnetic fields. In this type of stellar wind
models, it is possible to derive the detailed structure of the wind energetics, such as
cooling and heating, contrary to a Parker wind, which assumes a wind temperature a
priori. In this thesis, I assume that the winds of M dwarfs are heated and accelerated
by magnetic processes. To implement this process, I use a stellar wind model that
considers the presence of Alfvén waves to heat and accelerate the winds of M dwarfs.

It is known that Alfvén waves can transport energy to contribute to the coronal
heating, but it is still unclear how the wave energy is converted into thermal energy
and if the energy from the waves is enough to heat up the solar corona (Pagano & De
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Moortel, 2019; Prokopyszyn et al., 2019). Tomczyk et al. (2007) reported the detection
of Alfvén waves in the solar corona, but they estimated that the energy carried out
by the waves was not enough to heat the corona. Although this might not be the
only mechanism, Alfvén waves are still believed to be one of the main contributors to
explain the temperature gradient in the Sun’s atmosphere (e.g., Winebarger & Warren
2004; De Moortel & Browning 2015).

1.3 The interaction between the interstellar medium
and the stellar wind

The solar wind interaction with the ISM creates a vast bubble-like shaped region around
the Sun called the heliosphere. The region inside the heliosphere is dominated by the
solar wind while the outside region is dominated by the interstellar wind. Similar to
the solar wind, stellar wind interaction with the ISM also leads to the formation of an
astrosphere. It is because of these interactions that stellar winds can be detected using
Ly-α line observations (see Section 1.2.2.1).

Fig. 1.10 shows a sketch of a bubble-like shaped astrosphere. When the stellar
wind starts to interact with the ISM, its velocity slows down. The region where the
stellar wind properties start to change due to the interaction with the ISM is called
the termination shock. The boundary where the ISM and stellar wind pressures are
balanced is called the astropause. The pressure balance can be calculated as,

Pram = PISM

Ṁu∞

4πR2
= mpnISMν

2
ISM,

(1.3)

where mp is the proton mass, nISM is the total ISM number density of hydrogen and
νISM is the ISM velocity as observed by the star. Pram can be expressed in terms of
Equation (1.1) because at large distances, where the wind has reached its terminal
velocity, the density of the wind falls with r−2 and Pram follows the same trend.

Equation (1.3) allows us to calculate the extension of the astrosphere, Rast, in terms
of the stellar mass-loss rate, as

Rast =

(
Ṁu∞

4πmpnISMν2
ISM

)1/2

. (1.4)

Thus, the astrospheric size is not only influenced by the stellar wind properties but also
by the ISM properties, such as density, velocity and ionisation fraction. In addition,
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Figure 1.10: Schematic of an astrosphere shaped by the interaction between the ISM
and the stellar wind. The termination shock is the region where the stellar wind properties
start to change due to the interaction with the local ISM and the astropause.

the astrosphere can change in response to the Galactic environment around the star
since the star moves through the ISM.

The heliosphere is located in the Local Interstellar Cloud (LIC) inside the Local
Bubble. The LIC is the cloud immediately surrounding the Sun roughly 5-7 pc across
(Redfield & Linsky, 2000) while the Local Bubble is the low density region within
∼ 100pc of the Sun. Fig. 1.11 shows the solar system within the LIC along with other
stellar systems (blue dots) and stars with detected astrospheres (yellow bubble-like
shape symbols).

Since the ISM can have different properties in different locations of the Galaxy,
this change can directly impact the astrosphere size. Some works have investigated
the astrosphere response under different ISM scenarios for both general astrospheres
(Jasinski et al., 2020) and the heliosphere (Scherer et al., 2002, 2008; Müller et al.,
2006). Müller et al. (2006) found that the extent (or size) of the heliosphere and
structure can be vastly influenced by different ISM properties while assuming the same
properties for the solar wind. In their model, the heliopause location was found to
vary from 12 au, for an ISM ∼ 3× denser and ∼ 4× faster than contemporaneous
values, to 402 au, for an ISM ∼ 3× slower than contemporaneous values. Currently,
the heliosphere extends to ∼ 122 au as observed by Voyager 1 (Stone et al., 2013, 2019).
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Figure 1.11: Local Interstellar Cloud structure. The solar system is shown in the center
and its motion direction is shown by the yellow arrow. The yellow bubble-like shape
symbols represent other detected astrospheres and the blue dots represent stars with
known exoplanets. The direction of the Galactic Center is indicated by the white arrow.
Image Credits: NASA/Adler/U. Chicago/Wesleyan.

On the other hand, Rodgers-Lee et al. (2020) investigated the heliosphere response due
to changes in the solar wind for different ages of the solar system (while assuming the
same properties for the ISM). They found that the heliopause distance decreased as
the Sun aged varying from ∼ 1530 to 47 au.

In terms of stars, astrosphere sizes can vary from a few au to 103 au (Herbst et al.,
2020; Rodgers-Lee et al., 2021b; Mesquita et al., 2021, 2022a,b). Similar to the helio-
sphere, the astrosphere size can change as the star passes through different ISM regions
and also when the star gets old and starts to be less active. All of these changes are
especially important in the context of Galactic cosmic ray propagation inside stellar
systems (see Section 1.4).
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1.4 Galactic cosmic rays and stellar wind interaction

Cosmic rays are high-energy particles originating from the Sun (stellar cosmic rays),
in our own Galaxy (Galactic cosmic rays), and outside our Galaxy (extra-galactic
cosmic rays, Blasi, 2014). Galactic cosmic rays fill and are constantly present in the
entire Galaxy. They mainly originate from, or are accelerated by, supernova remnant
shocks formed in the ISM as the result of supernova explosions (Enomoto et al., 2002;
Aharonian et al., 2004; Brose et al., 2020). It is assumed that cosmic rays with energy
up to ∼ 1015 eV are from our own Galaxy, while the extra-galactic cosmic rays have
much higher energy (∼ 1018 eV) (Blasi, 2014). The origin of such high-energy cosmic
rays is still unknown (Alves Batista et al., 2019). Stellar cosmic rays, also known as
stellar energetic particles, originate in stellar events such as flares and coronal mass
ejections (Rodgers-Lee et al., 2021b). Stellar cosmic ray typical energies can vary
accordingly with stellar activity. For instance, during strong solar flares, the present-
day Sun, an inactive star, can accelerate particles to ∼ 109 eV energies (Ajello et al.,
2014; Kafexhiu et al., 2018).

In this work, I will only focus on Galactic cosmic ray protons. Galactic cosmic rays
can penetrate the astrosphere and reach planet magnetosphere/atmospheres. When in-
teracting with planet atmospheres, cosmic rays can produce showers of secondary par-
ticles, which can reach the planet’s surface. Fortunately, the magnetised stellar wind
throughout the astrosphere acts as a barrier to Galactic cosmic ray fluxes. Outside
the astrosphere, the Galactic cosmic ray has its background level (see Section 1.4.2),
while inside the astrosphere it is modulated in an energy-dependent way. The modu-
lation of cosmic rays can be explained as follows: to penetrate inside the astrosphere,
Galactic cosmic rays need to overcome the outward flow of magnetised and turbulent
stellar wind plasma. The magnetised stellar wind prevents low-energy cosmic rays from
freely propagating into the inner astrosphere while high-energy cosmic rays are nearly
unaffected (Parker, 1965; Potgieter, 2013).

When interacting with exoplanet atmospheres, cosmic rays can ionise molecules
and lead to the production of prebiotic molecules (Dartnell, 2011; Rimmer et al., 2014;
Airapetian et al., 2016; Barth et al., 2021). These prebiotic molecules are associated
with the start of life. Thus, cosmic rays may have been associated with the emergence
of life at Earth and possibly in other exoplanets (Airapetian et al., 2016; Atri, 2016).
Many works have suggested cosmic rays can also affect Earth’s climate through cloud
coverage (Svensmark & Friis-Christensen, 1997; Shaviv, 2002, 2003; Kirkby et al., 2011;
Svensmark et al., 2017).
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Additionally, cosmic rays can also affect developed life-forms by causing cellular
mutation (Dartnell, 2011) and damaging DNA in cells (Sridharan et al., 2016). The
influence of cosmic rays on life-forms can be quantified by the planetary radiation dose
(Atri, 2020; Atri et al., 2020). The planet’s surface is protected by the presence of an
atmosphere and possibly a magnetosphere and the majority of cosmic rays do not reach
the surface. It has been shown that magnetospheres (Grenfell et al., 2007; Grießmeier
et al., 2009, 2015) and atmospheres (Grießmeier et al., 2016; Atri, 2020) can lessen
cosmic ray fluxes at the planetary surface. In contrast, the lack of a planetary mag-
netic field can enhance cosmic ray intensities by more than three orders of magnitude
(Grießmeier et al., 2015). The radiation dose on the planet’s surface can also be af-
fected by the depth of the planet’s atmospheric column density (Atri et al., 2013; Atri,
2017). A larger atmospheric depth is effective at reducing the radiation dose at the
planet’s surface (Atri, 2020). The radiation dose is therefore distributed further up in
the atmosphere.

1.4.1 Galactic cosmic ray observations at Earth and correlation
with solar activity

Cosmic rays fluxes are an important element in exoplanet habitability and quantifying
their fluxes is essential (as described in Section 1.4). Galactic cosmic ray fluxes reach-
ing Earth have been measured by different instruments at different times as shown in
Fig. 1.12. The dotted line is representative of the unmodulated Galactic cosmic ray
spectrum outside the heliosphere (see Section 1.4.2). The symbols indicate measure-
ments made by different instruments. Red, yellow and blue symbols and shaded regions
indicate approximately maximum, moderate and minimum solar activity regimes. The
observations span over 40 years, and the differential intensity of cosmic rays varies by
two orders of magnitude over the solar cycle. The cosmic ray intensity exhibits a link
with the solar activity in which during solar minimum more cosmic rays are detected
and during solar maximum cosmic rays are strongly suppressed.

The anti-correlation between the solar 11-year activity cycle and the intensity of
Galactic cosmic rays at Earth is shown in Fig. 1.13. The top panel shows the percent-
age of cosmic rays observed at Earth in different epochs for particles with a cut-off
momentum of 4.6GeV/c. The values are normalised to 100% in March 1987. The bot-
tom panel shows the yearly average sunspot number observed for five solar minimum
activity periods (indicated by vertical lines). The heliospheric magnetic field polarity
(A) epoch is also indicated at the top of Fig. 1.13. A > 0 indicates epochs in which
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Figure 1.12: Galactic cosmic ray fluxes reaching Earth observed by different instru-
ments throughout many years. Blue, yellow and red points are associated with minimum,
moderate and maximum solar activity, respectively, which is anti-correlated with Galactic
cosmic ray intensity. The dotted line is representative of the unmodulated Galactic cos-
mic ray spectrum. The grey shaded region indicates where suppression can be considered
negligible. Figure from Vos & Potgieter (2015).

the solar magnetic field is pointed outward in the northern and inward in the south-
ern polar region. Fig. 1.14 shows a schematic of these magnetic field polarity epoch
configurations.

From Fig. 1.13 it is possible to observe that the magnetic field polarity epoch seems
to affect the cosmic ray count. During solar minimum periods with A < 0 (solid and
dashed lines), the cosmic ray count shows a sharp maximum while for periods with
A > 0 (dotted and dash-dotted lines) an almost plateau is observed. This behaviour is
attributed to particle drift effects (e.g, Strauss et al., 2012; Potgieter, 2013; Potgieter
& Vos, 2017), a topic that will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 1.13: The top panel shows the solar modulation of cosmic rays observed by the
Hermanus cosmic ray monitor in South Africa for a period of ∼ 50 year, with counts
normalised to 100% in March 1987. The bottom panel shows the yearly averaged sunspot
number for the same period. The vertical lines indicate approximate times of solar mini-
mum. The magnetic field polarity (A) is also indicated at the top. Figure from Strauss
& Potgieter (2014).

1.4.2 The Local interstellar spectrum

Outside of the astrosphere, Galactic cosmic rays are not suppressed by the stellar
outflow and have their background level. This background level is important because it
sets the maximum flux of Galactic cosmic rays at the astropause boundary (assuming
the star is not near a cosmic ray source). In August 2012, Voyager 1 crossed the
heliopause1 and measured the cosmic ray intensity in the local ISM (Stone et al., 2013).
These measurements are believed to be largely unaffected by the solar wind (Stone
et al., 2013; Cummings et al., 2016) and represent the local interstellar spectrum (LIS)
for cosmic rays with energy between 3 and 600MeV. Vos & Potgieter (2015) developed

1In 2012, Voyager 1 crossed a region where it experienced a sharp drop in energetic heliospheric ions
and an increase in low-energy Galactic cosmic rays protons, indicating it had crossed the heliopause
(Stone et al., 2013).
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Figure 1.14: Schematic of the large-scale magnetic field polarity epochs. Magnetic field
directed outward from the star in the northern polar region and inward in the southern
polar region are known as A > 0, while A < 0 indicates the reverse magnetic field
geometry.

a model fit, using the Voyager 1 observations, to represent the cosmic ray differential
intensities of the LIS, jLIS,

jLIS(T ) = 2.70
T 1.12

β2

(
T + 0.67

1.67

)−3.93

m−2s−1sr−1MeV−1, (1.5)

where T is the kinetic energy of the cosmic rays in GeV and β = v/c is the particle speed
as a fraction of the speed of light. Equation (1.5) represents the amount of Galactic
cosmic rays at the heliopause at 122 au. Fig. 1.15 shows the Voyager 1 observations of
the LIS (green and yellow diamonds) and observations of cosmic rays at Earth using
PAMELA (red circles) and AMS-02 (blue circles). Galactic cosmic rays with energies
above 30–50GeV are virtually unsuppressed by the solar wind (e.g., Potgieter, 2013;
Vos & Potgieter, 2015) and measurements at Earth can be used to further constrain
the LIS at this energy range. The model fit to the LIS is shown in Fig. 1.15 by the
black line.

Unfortunately, in-situ measurements of Galactic cosmic ray fluxes in locations other
than the solar system are not available. However, Galactic cosmic rays, with GeV
energy, can be indirectly detected by observing γ-ray emission. As cosmic rays travel
in the Galaxy, they interact with matter, and this interaction generates γ-ray emission.
Many works have used γ-ray observations of nearby molecular clouds to infer the cosmic
ray intensities in other locations in the Galaxy (Neronov et al., 2017; Aharonian et al.,
2020; Baghmanyan et al., 2020) and it was found that γ-ray observations, with energy
∼ 10−104 GeV, across a region of 1 kpc in the local Galaxy are consistent with the LIS
measurements (Neronov et al., 2017). Some local variations in the cosmic ray spectrum
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Figure 1.15: Differential intensity of Galactic cosmic rays as a function of kinetic en-
ergy. The diamond points are observations by Voyager 1 while it is orbiting outside the
heliosphere. The circles are observations at Earth made by PAMELA (red circles) and
AMS-02 (blue circles). The black line is a model fit to the observations representative of
the unmodulated cosmic ray outside the heliosphere, known as the LIS. Figure from Vos
& Potgieter (2015).

are expected in the Galactic disk (Baghmanyan et al., 2020), mainly near acceleration
regions, which can show a local increase in the cosmic ray flux (Fatuzzo et al., 2006).
This allows us to use LIS observations outside the heliosphere to describe the Galactic
cosmic ray spectrum outside other astrospheres if they are not near any cosmic ray
accelerator region.

1.4.3 How to infer/detect cosmic rays on other planets

To understand the effect of cosmic rays on exoplanet habitability it is necessary to
estimate their intensities at the planet’s magnetosphere, atmosphere, and/or surface.
Cosmic ray transport models are currently the only approach to quantify the intensity
of Galactic cosmic rays reaching exoplanets (e.g., Sadovski et al., 2018; Herbst et al.,
2020; Mesquita et al., 2021; Rodgers-Lee et al., 2021b; Mesquita et al., 2022a,b) and
the Earth focusing on different ages of the solar system (e.g., Scherer et al., 2002, 2008;
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Müller et al., 2006; Svensmark, 2006; Cohen et al., 2012; Rodgers-Lee et al., 2020).
Many works have used cosmic ray models to understand the fluxes observed at Earth
(e.g., Potgieter, 2013; Strauss et al., 2012; Strauss & Potgieter, 2014; Potgieter et al.,
2015a). Similarly, models have also been used to understand the effects of stellar cosmic
rays in exoplanet’s atmospheres (Segura et al., 2010; Grenfell et al., 2012; Tabataba-
Vakili et al., 2016; Scheucher et al., 2020) and in M dwarf habitable zone (Fraschetti
et al., 2019).

Cosmic rays are a source of ionisation in exoplanet atmospheres and some finger-
print ions, such as H3O+, H+

3 and NH+
4 (Helling & Rimmer, 2019; Barth et al., 2021)

have been identified as good indicators of the presence of cosmic rays (both Galactic and
stellar counterparts) in exoplanet atmospheres. Absorption features in the transmission
spectra of gas giant exoplanet atmospheres caused by the presence of these fingerprint
ions may be observable with future observations with JWST (Gardner et al., 2006) and
ARIEL (Tinetti et al., 2021). These observations could help constrain the cosmic ray
fluxes reaching exoplanet atmospheres and give some constraints for simulations. Addi-
tionally, these observations could also help us to further piece together the habitability
“puzzle”.

1.5 This thesis

This thesis is about modelling the Galactic cosmic ray propagation through the winds
of M dwarfs with an emphasis on modelling cosmic ray fluxes at the planet’s orbit and
the habitable zone. An outline of this thesis is presented next.

Chapter 2: Trends in stellar wind properties of M dwarfs

This chapter focuses on a parametric study of the winds of M dwarfs aiming to under-
stand the general trends in the wind properties, such as the mass-loss rates, velocities,
and temperatures. A 1D MHD Alfvén-wave driven stellar wind model was used to
describe the stellar wind outflow. The input parameters are explored by varying the
magnetic field strength and the wind density at the wind base, in this case at the
chromosphere.

It is demonstrated that the temperature of our winds, driven by the presence of
Alfvén waves, quickly reach an isothermal stage with mass-loss rates proportional to
the wind base density, Ṁ ∝ ρ20. Additionally, a comparison between our models and an
isothermal wind model (Parker wind) is presented. It is shown that models with denser
winds have terminal velocities and mass-loss rates values consistent with a Parker wind.
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More rarefied winds, on the other hand, have their terminal velocities and mass-loss
rate underestimated by a Parker wind. This implies that denser winds can be well
described by simplified isothermal wind models.

Finally, using our wind models, the X-ray luminosity of the M dwarf GJ 436 was
calculated by assuming that the luminosity is proportional to the radiative losses in
the chromosphere. By comparing with observed X-ray luminosity, the mass-loss rate
of GJ 436 was constrained to be Ṁ < 7.6 × 10−15M⊙ yr−1. This value is compared
with other models for the same star using different approaches.

This chapter was published in Monthly Notices as Mesquita & Vidotto (2020), 494,
1297–1307.

Chapter 3: The terrestrial Galactic cosmic ray flux in the hab-
itable zone of GJ 436

This chapter explores the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays in the planetary system
GJ 436. The flux of cosmic rays reaching different distances in GJ 436’s astrosphere
was quantified by using a 1D cosmic ray transport model. Because the stellar wind
properties of GJ 436 are not well constrained, two stellar wind models from Chapter
2 were used, one with a mass-loss rate consistent with X-ray luminosity observations
and another one with a higher mass-loss rate (by 2 orders of magnitude). However,
the two stellar wind regimes have similar magnetic field and velocity profiles.

Although the astrosphere size calculated for each regime was different, one ten
times larger than the other, the Galactic cosmic ray fluxes at the habitable zone and
at GJ 436 b were found to be similar for both wind regimes. In addition, the flux
at the habitable zone was found to be comparable with the intensities observed on
Earth. However, because GJ 436 b has a close-in orbit the cosmic ray flux reaching the
exoplanet was calculated to be ∼ 10000 times smaller than observed values at Earth
for cosmic rays with energy ≲ 3× 10−2 GeV.

This chapter was published in Monthly Notices as Mesquita et al. (2021), 505,
1817–1826.

Chapter 4: Galactic cosmic ray fluxes in M dwarf with known
exoplanets

This chapter expands the study of Galactic cosmic ray propagation in five M dwarf
astrospheres (GJ 15A, GJ 273, GJ 338B, GJ 411, and GJ 887). These stars were chosen
because they have at least one detected exoplanet and their wind mass-loss rates are
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constrained by Lyman-α observations. To determine a stellar wind with properties
constrained by observations a 1D MHD Alfvén-wave-driven stellar wind model was
used (previously used in Chapter 2). For the Galactic cosmic ray propagation, a 1D
cosmic ray transport model was used (previously used in Chapter 3).

The habitable zone of GJ 411 and GJ 887 was found to receive comparable Galactic
cosmic ray fluxes with Earth’s value, while in GJ 15A, GJ 273, and GJ 338B the fluxes
are lower. The Galactic cosmic ray fluxes received by almost all the planets in the
sample are significantly lower than Earth’s values as the planets have a close-in orbit.
The exceptions are GJ 15A c, which has a slightly higher flux than Earth, and GJ 411 c,
which receives Galactic cosmic ray fluxes similar to the LIS.

Finally, the radiation dose received at the surface was calculated for the only
habitable-zone planet in the sample, GJ 273 b. By assuming an Earth-like atmosphere
and no magnetic field, it was found that GJ 273 b receives a radiation dose equivalent
to 40% of the annual dose on Earth’s surface. This radiation dose is quite significant
since GJ 273 b receives only ∼ 2.3 times less GeV cosmic rays than Earth.

This chapter was published in Monthly Notices as Mesquita et al. (2022a), 509,
2091–2101.

Chapter 5: The effect of particle drift on Galactic cosmic ray
propagation in M dwarf systems

In this chapter, the effect of particle drift is studied. Particle drifts are caused by
gradients and curvatures in the stellar magnetic field that was incorporated in the
Galactic cosmic ray propagation model. The study is focused on two M dwarfs: Prox
Cen, the closest star in the solar neighbourhood, and AU Mic, a very young and active
star. Both stars have known exoplanets, and in particular, Prox Cen b orbits in the
habitable zone.

Particle drift was shown to affect the cosmic ray spectrum in M dwarf systems. In
the case of Prox Cen and AU Mic, the inclusion of particle drift increased the intensity
of Galactic cosmic rays in the astrosphere when compared with models without particle
drift. This effect is more relevant for Prox Cen. Since the stellar wind properties of
AU Mic are not well constrained, two wind environments were used (a high and a low
stellar wind mass-loss rate). Both wind scenarios show a strong suppression of cosmic
rays but they do not show similar modulation for the same distance. Galactic cosmic
ray fluxes reaching Prox Cen b, AU Mic b and AU Mic c are strongly suppressed and,
compared with Earth their fluxes are much smaller.
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This chapter was published in Monthly Notices as Mesquita et al. (2022b), 515,
1218–1227.

1.6 Outlook

In this work, we have mainly used 1D stellar wind simulations and 1D cosmic ray
transport models. 3D cosmic ray models are commonly used to describe cosmic ray
transport in the heliosphere and to quantify the intensities at Earth (e.g., Potgieter,
2013). These models can help to understand the observations of Galactic cosmic rays
at Earth and their effects. For this reason, a natural future step is to implement a
2D/3D model to better describe the 3D nature of the cosmic ray transport within
other astrospheres. Since particle drifts seem to affect cosmic ray transport, the 3D
cosmic ray models will further allow the inclusion of the three components of particle
drift. 3D MHD simulations of stellar winds would also better characterise the system.

Stellar cosmic ray effects have been neglected in this work, however, it is expected
that stellar cosmic ray fluxes dominate over Galactic cosmic rays up to a certain energy.
This may be especially relevant for young and active stars which can accelerate stellar
cosmic rays during flares and coronal mass ejections (Rodgers-Lee et al., 2021a). For
this reason, the contribution of stellar cosmic rays should also be quantified for the M
dwarfs studied here. In addition, Barth et al. (2021) showed that apart from fingerprint
ions, stellar cosmic rays can also strongly enhance the abundance of organic molecules,
such as formaldehyde (CH2O) and ethylene (C2H2) which are both precursors to the
production of glycine (C2H5NO2). Glycine is one of the amino acids associated with
the origin of life, originally produced in the Miller-Urey experiment (Miller, 1953). In
particular, ethylene was enhanced to values possibly observable by spectroscopic atmo-
sphere observations with JWST. Additionally, to interpret spectroscopic observations
information from both cosmic ray fluxes (Galactic and stellar) will be needed.

Finally, Trappist-1 is a fascinating system with four habitable-zone planets in a
total of seven planets. With so many possible habitable planets in a single system, it
would be interesting to estimate the fluxes of Galactic and stellar cosmic rays reaching
those exoplanets.
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Global trends in winds of M dwarf stars
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Abstract

M dwarf stars are currently the main targets in searches for potentially habitable plan-
ets. However, their winds have been suggested to be harmful to planetary atmospheres.
Here, in order to better understand the winds of M dwarfs and also infer their physical
properties, we perform a one-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic parametric study of
winds of M dwarfs that are heated by dissipation of Alfvén waves. These waves are
triggered by sub-surface convective motions and propagate along magnetic field lines.
Here, we vary the magnetic field strength B0 and density ρ0 at the wind base (chro-
mosphere), while keeping the same relative wave amplitude (0.1B0) and dissipation
lenghtscale. Our simulations thus range from low plasma-β to high plasma-β (0.005 to
3.7). We find that our winds very quickly reach isothermal temperatures with mass-loss
rates Ṁ ∝ ρ20. We compare our results with Parker wind models and find that, in the
high-β regime, both models agree. However, in the low-β regime, the Parker wind un-
derestimates the terminal velocity by around one order of magnitude and Ṁ by several
orders of magnitude. We also find that M dwarfs could have chromospheres extending
to 18% to 180% of the stellar radius. We apply our model to the planet-hosting star
GJ 436 and find, from X-ray observational constraints, Ṁ < 7.6×10−15M⊙ yr−1. This
is in agreement with values derived from the Lyman-α transit of GJ 436b, indicating
that spectroscopic planetary transits could be used as a way to study stellar wind
properties.

2.1 Introduction

M dwarf stars are the most common type of stars in our Galaxy. They are small, main-
sequence stars with masses smaller than ∼ 0.5M⊙, low surface temperatures and low
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brightness. One of the most interesting features in M dwarfs is their close-in habitable
zone, which is defined as the extended area away from the star where an orbiting
planet could have liquid water on its surface (Kasting et al., 1993; Selsis et al., 2007).
Because M dwarf stars have low luminosities, their habitable zones are much closer
in, which makes it easier to observe exoplanets in their habitable zones due to current
biases in planet detection. For a M dwarf with 0.5M⊙, for example, the habitable
zone is at ∼ 0.2 – 0.4 astronomical units (Kasting et al., 1993; Selsis et al., 2007).
However, one potential issue for planet habitability is that main-sequence M dwarfs
remain active for a long fraction of their lives, generating strong kG magnetic fields
(Morin et al., 2010; Lang et al., 2014; See et al., 2019; Shulyak et al., 2019). A star with
strong activity can generate strong flares, winds and coronal mass ejections, which can
affect the exoplanets orbiting their habitable zones as well as exoplanet habitability
(Khodachenko et al., 2007; Vida et al., 2017; Tilley et al., 2019).

In addition to consequences to planetary habitability, stellar winds play an essential
role in stellar evolution (Matt et al., 2015; Johnstone et al., 2015). However, M dwarfs,
similar to other cool dwarf stars, have rarefied winds and, as a consequence, it is
difficult to directly measure them (Wood, 2004; Vidotto & Bourrier, 2017; Jardine &
Collier Cameron, 2019). There are some techniques developed to infer the mass-loss
rates of cool dwarf stars, such as radio emission analysis (Panagia & Felli, 1975; Lim
& White, 1996; Fichtinger et al., 2017; Vidotto & Donati, 2017), or the identification
of X-ray emission generated due to the interaction between ionized wind particles
with neutral atoms from the interstellar medium (Wargelin & Drake, 2002; Jardine &
Collier Cameron, 2019). Another more successful method used to detect stellar winds
is related to the study of stellar Ly-α line absorption when the stellar wind exchange
charges with a neutral or partially neutral interstellar medium (Wood et al., 2002,
2005). By studying Ly-α observations of the binary system α Centauri (G2 + K0) and
its distant companion star Proxima Centauri (M5.5), Wood et al. (2001) predicted a
mass-loss rate upper limit of Ṁ < 4×10−15M⊙ yr−1 for Proxima Centauri. A recently
proposed method is to use the exoplanet atmosphere interaction with the host star
wind to infer some properties of the local stellar wind (Vidotto & Bourrier, 2017).
These techniques have provided some constraints on the winds of M dwarfs, but still a
full picture does not yet exist.

In the present work, we turn to numerical simulations to investigate stellar winds
of M dwarfs. There are still not many numerical studies dedicated to the winds of M
dwarfs (e.g. Vidotto et al., 2014a; Garraffo et al., 2016; Vidotto & Bourrier, 2017). In
cool dwarfs, it is common to study winds by adopting a Parker wind model (Parker,
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1958), which consists of a stellar wind with constant temperature. One weakness of
isothermal winds is that, by assuming that the temperature is constant, we cannot
derive the detailed structure of the wind energetics, such as, heating and cooling. In
our work, we assume that the winds of M dwarfs are heated by magnetic processes,
similar to the solar wind. For that, we use a model that considers the presence of
Alfvén-waves to drive the winds of M dwarfs. With this, we can better investigate the
physical processes of the wind acceleration mechanism and of its heating.

Alfvén waves are magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves that propagate with an
Alfvén velocity vA = B/

√
4πρ, where B is the magnetic field and ρ is the density.

In 1942, Alfvén (1942) hypothesized that MHD waves generated in the lower layers
of the Sun could be associated with sunspots. Later on, Schatzman (1949) proposed
that MHD waves were responsible by the coronal heating. Alfvén waves are still one
of the hypothesis to explain the temperature gradient in the Sun’s atmosphere (e.g.,
Winebarger & Warren 2004; De Moortel & Browning 2015). Alfvén waves are gen-
erated if oscillations are induced at the magnetic field at the base of the wind. The
dissipation of energy and momentum associated with the wave propagation can lead
to the acceleration of the outer atmosphere in the form of an Alfvén-wave driven wind
(Hartmann & MacGregor, 1980; Vidotto & Jatenco-Pereira, 2006).

In this paper, we perform a parametric study of winds of M dwarf stars, using
an Alfvén-wave driven stellar wind model to understand the winds of M dwarfs and
also infer their properties, like mass-loss rates, velocities, etc. This paper consists of
the following sections. In Section 2.2, we describe our stellar wind model and the
simulation parameters. Our results for the wind structure and general trends of M
dwarfs are presented in Section 2.3, followed by a discussion about the chromospheric
size of M dwarfs and an application to the planet-hosting star GJ 436 in Section 2.4.
Finally, we present a comparison with a Parker wind model and a discussion about
the effects of the free input parameters in our simulation in Section 2.5 followed by
conclusions in Section 2.6.

2.2 Alfvén-wave driven stellar wind model

We perform one dimensional magnetohydrodynamic simulations to heat and drive the
wind of M dwarf stars. Alfvén waves are generated by perturbations induced in the
magnetic field at the base of the wind. The waves accelerate the stellar atmosphere in
the form of an Alfvén-wave driven wind (Hartmann & MacGregor, 1980; Holzer et al.,
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2.2 Alfvén-wave driven stellar wind model

1983; MacGregor & Charbonneau, 1994). The model used in this work is based on
Vidotto & Jatenco-Pereira (2010), and we describe it next.

We numerically solve the time-independent MHD equations including momentum
and energy equations:

u
du

dr
= −GM⋆

r2
− 1

ρ

dP

dr
− 1

2ρ

dϵ

dr
, (2.1)

ρu
d

dr

(
u2

2
+

5

2

kBT

m
− GM⋆

r

)
+ ρu

d

dr

(
Fc

ρu

)
+

u

2

dϵ

dr
= Q− Pr, (2.2)

where u is the wind velocity, r the radial coordinate, G the gravitational constant,
M⋆ the stellar mass, P = ρkBT/m the gas pressure, m the average mass of the wind
particles, ρ the wind density, T the wind temperature, ϵ the energy density of the
Alfvén waves, Fc the thermal conduction, Q the volumetric heating rate and Pr is the
volumetric radiative cooling rate.

The terms on the right-hand side of Equation (2.1) are the gravitational force, the
gradient of the thermal pressure and the gradient of the wave pressure, respectively.
The first, second and third terms on the left-hand side of Equation (2.2) are related
to the wind energy (kinetic energy, enthalpy and gravitational energy), the thermal
conductivity and the rate at which the waves do work, respectively. The terms on the
right-hand side of Equation (2.2) are related to the wave heating and the radiative
cooling.

The energy density of the Alfvén waves (Hartmann & MacGregor, 1980) are given
by:

ϵ = ϵ0
M0

M

(
1 +M0

1 +M

)
exp

[
−
∫ r

r0

1

L
dr

]
, (2.3)

where M is the Mach number and L is the damping length. In this paper, whenever
we use the subscript “0”, it represents a quantity calculated at the base of the wind,
thus, in Equation (2.3), M0 is the Mach number at the wind base at r = r0. Here, we
assume the nonlinear damping mechanism for the waves, as this has been used in some
solar wind models (Suzuki & Inutsuka, 2005; Suzuki et al., 2013). We parametrise the
non-linear damping mechanism, following the work of Jatenco-Pereira & Opher (1989),
by

L = L0

(
vA
vA0

)4 ⟨δv20⟩
⟨δv2⟩

(1 +M), (2.4)

with an initial length of 10% of stellar radius (L0 = 0.1r0). Here, ⟨δv2⟩ is the mean
quadratic amplitude of the fluctuations in the wave velocity. The amplitude of the
velocity fluctuations are connected with the amplitude of magnetic field fluctuations
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by energy equipartition
1

2
ρ⟨δv2⟩ = ⟨δB2⟩

8π
. (2.5)

Finally, the energy density of the wave is related to its flux as

ϕA = ϵvA

(
1 +

3

2
M

)
. (2.6)

The thermal conduction flux is

Fc = −κT 5/2dT

dr
, (2.7)

where κ = 10−6 erg cm−1s−1K−1 is the Spitzer conductivity. The volumetric heating
rate caused by wave dissipation is

Q =
ϵ

L
(u+ vA), (2.8)

and the volumetric radiative cooling rate is

Pr = ΛnenH , (2.9)

where Λ is the cooling function which depends on the metallicity, ne is the electron
density and nH is the total hydrogen density. In our simulations, we adopt the cooling
function from Schure et al. (2009) for solar-like metallicity. Given the high temperatures
our winds achieve, our winds are fully ionised through the simulation domain, which
implies that nH = np = ne, where np is the proton density.

We also numerically solve the mass conservation equation, assuming steady state

d

dr

(
ρur2

)
= 0. (2.10)

We initially perform 134 simulations assuming spherical symmetry with the input
parameters presented in Table 2.1. We use the values of mass and radius for an early
M dwarf, similar to GJ 436. We adopt an open magnetic field line configuration
with magnetic field oscillations induced at the base of the chromosphere. The initial
perturbations in the magnetic field lines were set to be 10% of magnetic field,

√
⟨δB2

0⟩ =
0.1B0. Given our values of input magnetic fields our simulations are more appropriate
for an inactive to moderately active star. Our simulations results in wave fluxes ranging
from 7.9× 102 to 1.64× 106 erg cm−2s−1 at the base of the chromosphere.

To solve the set of coupled differential equations, we use a shooting method, in which
the only physical solution is the one that passes through the Alfvén point (e.g. Vidotto
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Table 2.1: The top part of the table shows the input parameters of our simulations,
assumed at the base of the wind (chromosphere). The parameters at the bottom, below
the line, are derived from the input parameters.

Physical parameter Symbol Value Unit
Stellar mass M⋆ 0.452 M⊙
Stellar radius r0 0.437 R⊙
Temperature T0 2× 104 K
Magnetic field B0 1 – 10 G
Density ρ0 (1 – 90)×10−15 g cm−3

Magnetic field perturbation
√
⟨δB2

0⟩ 0.1 B0

Damping length L0 0.1 r0
Wave amplitude

√
⟨δv20⟩ 0.9 – 25.4 km s−1

Wave flux ϕA0 7.9× 102 – 1.64× 106 erg cm−2s−1

Wave energy density ϵ0 (7.9 – 790)×10−4 erg cm−3

plasma β at base β 0.005 – 3.7

& Jatenco-Pereira, 2006). The Alfvén point is the point where the wind velocity is equal
to Alfvén velocity, i.e., the distance where the Mach number is unit (M = u/vA = 1).
This is an important parameter for calculating the angular momentum-loss rate, which
we will discuss in Section 2.3.2 (Weber & Davis, 1967; Kraft, 1967).

2.3 Parametric study of winds of M-dwarfs

2.3.1 The structure of the wind

To understand the wind properties, we analyze how temperature, velocity and density
profiles are affected by different input parameters. Fig. 2.1 shows wind profiles for
different magnetic field intensities and for two ranges of base density. We separate the
base densities in two ranges that we label as ‘low-β’ for ρ0 = (1−9)×10−15 g cm−3 and
‘high-β’ for ρ0 = (1 − 9) × 10−14 g cm−3. The plasma β parameter gives information
about the balance between the gas pressure and the magnetic pressure and is given by:

β =
P

Pmag
=

8πρkBT

mB2
, (2.11)

where Pmag = B2/8π is the magnetic pressure.
We see an overall higher wind temperature (Fig. 2.1-a) for higher base densities

(high-β), and, to a lesser extent, higher temperatures are also seen with higher base
magnetic fields. However, the magnetic field does not affect significantly the temper-
ature profiles for high-β, which is seen in the similarities of all distance-profiles. The
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temperature profile displays a sudden rise before ∼ 1.5 r0 and then reaches a flat pro-
file. This flat profile is caused by conduction – models of red supergiant winds without
conductive fluxes, for example, do not show this (Vidotto & Jatenco-Pereira, 2006).
The plateau profile can be interpreted as M dwarfs having nearly isothermal winds.
We will come back to this in Section 2.5.1, when we compare our results with Parker
winds, and the trends with plasma β are discussed in Section 2.3.2.

Figure 2.1: Temperature, velocity and density profiles for high-β (solid lines) and low-β
(non-solid lines) ranges and magnetic fields 1 (red), 5 (blue) and 8G (green). The profiles
for high-β do not depend significantly on the magnetic field intensity. This is because
these winds are thermally dominated. We use ρ0 = 9× 10−15 g cm−3 for low-β cases and
ρ0 = 9× 10−14 g cm−3 for high-β cases.

The overall velocity profiles (Fig. 2.1-b) are higher for high magnetic field intensities.
These profiles show two different behaviours with β parameter. For all our wind models,
the terminal velocities vary from around 710 to 3100 km s−1. The wind is rapidly
accelerated by the transfer of momentum from the waves to the plasma (a consequence
of the third term in Equation (2.1)) and then reaches an asymptotic profile. The
acceleration process happens closer to the star for high-β cases. For low-β, the velocity
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decreases with base density and for high-β the velocity increases with base density. The
velocity profile for high-β is not significantly affected by the magnetic field intensity.

The overall density profiles (Fig. 2.1-c) are higher for higher magnetic field inten-
sities and base densities. Further away from the star, the wind is orders of magnitude
less dense than at the base, which demonstrates that winds of M dwarfs can be very
rarefied, like the solar wind. Similarly to the other profiles studied here, the density
profile for high-β is not significantly affect by the intensity of the base magnetic field.
At large distances, the density profile falls with r2 as a consequence of mass conserva-
tion (Equation (2.10)) and the asymptotic wind speed. At small distances, the nearly
exponential decrease in density is due to the rapid increase observed in the velocity
profile.

All profiles show a very clear trend according to base density range. The physical
explanation for it lies on the β parameter. Beta smaller than one (β < 1) indicates
that magnetic field plays a major role in the wind and beta greater than one (β > 1)
indicates that the thermal forces dominate. In our simulations, we do not change the
temperature at the base, which means that the only parameters influencing β at the
base are the base density and magnetic field intensity. Therefore by analyzing the
beta profile we can interpret what is happening in our simulations for different input
parameters.

Fig. 2.2 shows some selected β profiles for B0 = 5G and ρ0 = 5, 9, 50 and 90 ×
10−15 g cm−3. In this plot, we see that smaller base densities (5 and 9× 10−15 g cm−3)
have β < 1 for nearly the whole wind. The wind only reaches β > 1 for r > 100 r0.
For higher base densities (50 and 90× 10−15 g cm−3), β < 1 only for distances smaller
than 10 r0. These different profiles are due to a combination of different densities,
temperature and magnetic field throughout the wind (see Fig. 2.1). These trends in
the beta profiles demonstrate that low base density cases (low-β) are more magnetically
dominated (magnetic field plays a major role in the wind) and high base density cases
(high-β) are more thermally dominated (winds are thermally driven). This explains
why temperature, velocity and density profiles for high-β are not particularly affected
by changes in magnetic field intensities.

2.3.2 Global trends of M dwarf winds

Here, we investigate the overall trends found in our simulations. To extract the global
quantities of the wind, we use the fact that the values for temperature and velocity are
nearly constant at large distance (≳ 50 r0). We group simulations of same base density
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Figure 2.2: Plasma-β as function of the distance for a constant magnetic field of 5G
and different values of base density. The plot shows that the winds with lower densities
(green-dash dotted and blue-dashed curves) are more magnetically dominated (β < 1) and
higher density winds (pink-solid and red-dotted curves) are more thermally dominated
(β > 1). The crosses denote the minimum of β, here defined as the base of the corona.

and, for each group, we extract local values of velocity, density and temperature at
r = 300 r0, which represent the asymptotic terminal wind velocity (u∞), the density
at large distances (ρ300) and the “isothermal” (plateau) value of the temperature (Tpl),
respectively. Note that the density profile is not constant, but it continues to fall with
r2, following mass conservation of a constant-velocity wind. Within each ρ0 group,
there is a range of values of u∞, ρ300 and Tpl, due to different adopted B0. To better
identify the global trends, we average values of u∞, ρ300 and Tpl for each group with
same ρ0.

Fig. 2.3 shows the results we found for the general trends of the wind. The red
points are the average values of Tpl and the solid line is the power-law fit. The shaded
area in Fig. 2.3-a shows the range of the temperature plateau for different magnetic
field values. The shaded area is larger for low-β values, but overall we see that the
averages (red points) are good representation of the different simulation parameters.
The temperature plateau (Fig. 2.3-a) depends on the base density and can be described
by a power law fit:

Tpl = (7.8± 0.2)× 1014 ρ0.61±0.01
0 , (2.12)

where Tpl is given in K and ρ0 in g cm−3. The numbers in parentheses in Equation (2.12)
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(and also in Equations 2.13 and 2.14) are the 1σ uncertainties for each coefficient of the
fit. In our models, winds with higher base densities use a higher fraction of the wave
flux to heat the wind, thus we find that an increase in the base density also increases
the temperature plateau.

Figure 2.3: Given that for each ρ0, there are multiple simulations with different B0,
we compute an average value (red points) of the (a) temperature plateau, (b) terminal
velocity and (c) density at r = 300 r0, for each group of simulations with the same ρ0.
We see two different regimes for terminal velocity and density at 300 r0, according to
their values of plasma-β. The shaded areas in all plots represents the extreme values
for each plotted quantity, that are due to different assumed B0. The black lines are fits
(Equations (2.12) to (2.14)).

The terminal velocity (Fig. 2.3-b) exhibits two different trends with base density.
For low-β range, the terminal velocity falls off with base density, while for high-β
range, the terminal velocity increases with base density. These two tendencies can be
described by the power law fits:{

u∞ = (1.59± 0.64)× 10−5 ρ−0.55±0.04
0 , for low-β

u∞ = (1.64± 0.07)× 107 ρ0.31±0.01
0 , for high-β

(2.13)
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where u∞ is given in km s−1 and ρ0 in g cm−3. Here, we define low-β for ρ0 <

10−14 g cm−3 and high-β for ρ0 ≥ 10−14 g cm−3. The shaded area in Fig. 2.3-b shows
the range of the terminal velocity for different magnetic field values. Opposite to what
happens with the temperature plateau, the terminal velocity has a slightly large range
with magnetic field, except for high-β range. The terminal velocity shows a ‘V’ shape
profile with base density, where the average values of terminal velocities vary from
approximately 850 − 2700 km s−1. In our simulations we can find the same terminal
velocity for distinct values of wind temperature. Due to the fact that high-β cases are
thermally driven, the terminal velocity follows a simple Parker wind in where the higher
the plateau temperature, the higher the terminal velocity. However, low-β cases are
more magnetically dominated and the wind speed becomes smaller with increase in base
density for these cases. This occurs because the wind cannot be effectively accelerated
due to the large quantity of material to lift up (larger inertia), which results in winds
with lower terminal velocities. This is also seen in simulations by Suzuki et al. (2013).

The density at 300 r0 (Fig. 2.3-c) also has two different trends with base density,
showing two different slopes for low and high-β values. These two trends can be
described by the following power laws:{

ρ300 = (1.44± 1.17)× 1015 ρ2.74±0.08
0 , for low-β,

ρ300 = (8.35± 0.62)× 10−3 ρ1.49±0.01
0 , for high-β,

(2.14)

where ρ300 and ρ0 are given in g cm−3. Overall, the increase we see in ρ300 is affected by
the increase in temperature. Stellar wind density profiles can be approximated as an
exponential decay closer to the star, with a certain scale height. Higher temperature
winds have larger scale heights, thus a slow density decay with distance. This would
explain why as we go to higher wind temperatures, the density at 300 r0 remains larger
(Fig. 2.1-c). The shaded area represents the range on the density at 300 r0 for different
magnetic field values. Similarly to the other plots, the shaded area is larger for low-β
and smaller for high-β cases. The density at 300 r0 is one of the most affected properties
by the magnetic field variation, showing up to one order magnitude variation for the
same ρ0 in the low-β regime.

Given the relation between Tpl and ρ0 (Fig. 2.1-a), in Panels b and c of Fig. 2.3, we
add a top axis indicating Tpl values.

The mass-loss rate can be calculated assuming spherical symmetry as

Ṁ = 4πr2uρ. (2.15)
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Since the mass-loss rate depends of the velocity and the density, as a result it is possible
to determine the trend of Ṁ with ρ0. Fig. 2.4 presents the relation between mass-loss
rate, base density and temperature plateau (grey shaded area). The solid lines are
given by the equations:

Ṁ ∝ ρ300u∞ ∝

{
ρ2.190 , for low-β
ρ1.800 , for high-β

(2.16)

Equation (2.16) comes from the combination of Equations (2.13) and (2.14). Even
though the terminal velocity and the density at 300 r0 have two different trends with ρ0,
the mass-loss rate increases with ∼ base density squared. Given the linear dependence
of Ṁ with density (Equation (2.15)), why is Ṁ ∝ ρ20? This is because the initial
velocity of the wind, i.e., the one that is required for the wind to pass through the
Alfvén radius, has a linear relation with base density. I.e., the denser the wind, the
larger is its required initial velocity.

Figure 2.4: Mass-loss rate as function of base density and temperature plateau. The
two straight lines are represented by Equation (2.16). The shaded area represents the
minimum and maximum values of mass-loss rate for each value of base density. The blue
shaded area represents the model with 100% open magnetic field lines and the red shaded
area represents the model with only 10% open magnetic field lines (see Section 2.5.2).

The wind achieves the Alfvén velocity at the Alfvén radius rA. The Alfvén radius
determines, along with the mass-loss rate and rotation rate of the star, the amount of
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angular momentum that is carried away by the stellar wind. The angular momentum-
loss rate is

J̇ ∝ Ω⋆r
2
AṀ, (2.17)

where Ω⋆ is the stellar rotation rate. The angular momentum is important to explain
how the observed rotation periods of the stars change as they age (Matt et al., 2015;
Johnstone et al., 2015). In our simulations, we do not consider rotation, so in Fig. 2.5,
we show r2AṀ , a proxy for the angular momentum-loss rate, as a function of base wave
flux.

Figure 2.5: The angular momentum-loss rate, given by the proxy r2AṀ , as a function of
wave flux colour-coded according to base density. The symbol sizes are associated with
magnetic field intensity, which varies from 1 (left set of points) to 10G (top right set of
points). Angular momentum loss rates are larger for larger wave fluxes.

Rotation can alter the position of the Alfvén radius and the mass-loss rate, but
these parameters are more affected in the case of fast rotation. From Fig. 2.5, we
see that for a given value of base density, the angular momentum-loss rate is higher
for higher wave fluxes. The magnetic field intensity is represented by the size of the
symbols. Given that ϕA,0 ∝ ϵ0vA,0 ∝ (δB2)0B0/

√
ρ0, higher values of magnetic fields

show higher values of wave flux, when the density is kept constant. For a given value of
magnetic field, the angular momentum-loss rate decreases with wave fluxes, this trend
is more evident for small B0. In cases with higher B0 the angular momentum-loss rate
have a, roughly constant value, regardless of ϕA,0.
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2.4 Applications of our model

2.4.1 The extension of the chromosphere in inactive or moder-
ately active M dwarfs

The chromospheric size of the present Sun is less than 1% of the solar radius (Aschwan-
den et al., 2001; Suzuki et al., 2013). In contrast, Czesla et al. (2012) showed, by using
the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect, that a younger and active sun-like star, CoRoT-2A,
could have a larger chromosphere extending to 16% of the stellar radius. Suzuki et al.
(2013) also analysed the time evolution of the height of the chromosphere for young
solar-like stars and found that the size of the chromosphere is time dependent and
varies from 10%–20% of the stellar radius. They define the top of the chromosphere
as the distance where the temperature is T = 2× 104 K. We use a different definition
here, as we present below.

We start our simulation in the chromospheric region and we assume by simplicity
that the top of the chromosphere also defines the base of the corona. In the Sun, the
base of the corona starts when the beta parameter (Eq. 2.11) reaches a local minimum
(Gary, 2001; Aschwanden et al., 2001). Below this local minimum, the photosphere
has a high-plasma β, which reaches values of up to 100 (for a magnetic field of ∼ kG).
Above this local minimum, the plasma-β increases towards the corona. For the Sun,
the minimum of plasma β happens at β ≃ 0.01, at a height of ∼ 0.003 R⊙ (Aschwanden
et al., 2001).

We use the same idea here to define the top of the chromosphere/base of the corona
in our simulations. In Fig. 2.2, the crosses indicate the position of the local minimum
(and therefore the base of the corona) for two cases with low base density (dashed and
dash dotted curves) and two cases with high base density (dotted and solid curves). In
Fig. 2.2, for low-β cases the local minimum of β is around 2 r0, while for the high-β,
the local minimum of β is ∼ 1.2 r0. Overall, for all our simulations, we find that low-β
cases have the base of the corona in between 1.7 and 2.7 r0, while for high-β cases, the
base of the corona is in between 1.2 and 2.2 r0.

This process to define the base of the corona also gives us an estimate of the size of
the chromosphere. Fig. 2.6 shows the extension of the chromosphere as a function of
base density where colour represents the magnetic field intensity. The larger the value
of base density (high-β range), the smaller is the chromosphere of the star. Winds
with higher magnetic field intensities show smaller chromospheres. For low-β range,
we observe a large scatter in the chromospheric size.
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From our simulations, we estimate that the size of the chromosphere is around
18% – 174% of the stellar radius, depending on our inputs. The extension of the
chromosphere has a very wide range of values in our simulations and is considerably
larger than that observed by Czesla et al. (2012) and derived by Suzuki et al. (2013)
in the context of solar-like stars. The difference between the results of Suzuki et al.
(2013) and ours can be due to the different types of stars and/or definitions of the top
of the chromosphere used by each work. In our cases, the temperature at the top of the
chromosphere vary from 0.6 to 3.5MK, and, in theirs, it is assumed to be 2 × 104 K.
They also have a transition region, which is not defined in our simulations.

Figure 2.6: Extension of the chromosphere as function base density color-coded accord-
ing to magnetic field intensity.

2.4.2 The wind of the planet-hosting star GJ 436

Cool dwarf stars, especially when more active, emit in X-rays. Here, we follow the
work of Suzuki et al. (2013), and use our wind models to estimate the X-ray emis-
sion of the planet-hosting star GJ 436. This star has measurements of both X-ray
luminosity and mass-loss rate. GJ 436 is an M2.5 dwarf star, located at 10.14 pc
and host to an exoplanet GJ 436b at 0.0287 au (about 14.1 r0). Based on XMM-
Newton EPIC-pn spectrum of GJ 436, Ehrenreich et al. (2015) reported an X-ray flux
of 4.6×10−14 erg s−1cm−2 in the 0.12 – 2.48 keV band, resulting in an X-ray luminosity
of 5.7× 1026 erg/s.
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By assuming that the radiative losses in the chromosphere is proportional to the
X-ray luminosity, we can estimate the luminosity from the radiative losses (Pr):

LX =

∫
PrdV (2.18)

where dV is the volume element. Here we perform the integral over 4πr2dr, from
1 < r < 300 r0, but note that only the inner region of the wind, within 2 r0 contribute
significantly to LX . We note however that this underestimates the true X-ray lumi-
nosity of the star. Similar to the Sun, we expect that winds of M dwarfs are X-ray
dark as they flow along open flux tubes (coronal holes) and are X-ray bright inside
closed-field line regions. As in our simulations we only consider open flux tubes (i.e.,
the wind region), the observed X-ray luminosity is used as an upper limit to rule out
certain simulations in our parameter space. With this, we can place an upper limit to
the mass-loss rate of GJ 436. This is presented next.

Fig. 2.7 shows our computed X-ray luminosity as a function of the base density (top)
or energy E = kBTpl (bottom) for all our simulations. We get an X-ray luminosity
ranging from 3.5 × 1025 – 9.5 × 1027 erg s−1 and energy range from 0.05 – 0.7 keV
(corresponding to a wavelength ranging from 17 to 234Å). The energy bound includes
the radiation in the ultraviolet range and also in the X-ray range.

The observed luminosity is marked in Fig. 2.7 by a horizontal line. We see that the
models with base densities smaller than 7×10−15 g cm−3 would give rise to luminosities
similar or smaller to the observed one. These models produce mass-loss rates smaller
than 7.6× 10−15M⊙ yr−1, with Alfvén radius varying from 23 r0 – 75 r0. This puts the
planet orbiting at a distance below the Alfvén radius, in a sub-Alfvénic region. Because
of the sub-Alfvénic interaction, energy can be transported back to the star, potentially
causing star-planet interaction signatures on the star (Saur et al., 2013).

Vidotto & Bourrier (2017) used modelling of stellar wind interactions with upper
planetary atmosphere of the warm-neptune GJ 436b to derive the global characteristics
of the wind of GJ 436. Using this approach they estimated the mass-loss rate to be
(0.5 – 2.5)×10−15M⊙ yr−1, which is within our predictions. However, inspite of the
mass-loss rate agreement, our models predict a local velocity that do not match with
their values. While Bourrier et al. (2016) reported a local velocity of 69 – 91 km s−1

at the orbit of the planet, our models give higher velocities with values < 800 km s−1.
Our local densities are < 2.8 × 10−21 g cm−3, in agreement with theirs (1.34 – 7.02)
×10−21 g cm−3. Overall, the local wind velocity has a higher value in our work, but
density has a similar value, and the combined values give a similar mass-loss rate to
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Figure 2.7: X-ray luminosity from radiative losses as function of the base density (top)
and energy (bottom). The X-ray luminosity observed for GJ 436 is represent by the
shaded area with the respective base density.

Vidotto & Bourrier (2017). By modelling the wind of GJ 436 as an isothermal wind,
Vidotto & Bourrier (2017) found that the Parker wind cannot satisfy simultaneously
the wind density, temperature and velocity reported in Bourrier et al. (2016). They
suggested that this could be due to a different, or additional, acceleration mechanism
for the wind (i.e., other than the thermal forces), such as, for example, the Alfvén-wave
pressure force. Similar to their findings, our model cannot reproduce simultaneously
the wind density, velocity and temperature reported in Bourrier et al. (2016).
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By modelling the Lyman-α transits, other works have also derived the properties
of the wind of GJ 436, as it interacts with the warm Neptune GJ 436b. All these
results are summarised in Table 2.2. It is surprising to see overall agreement between
all these different models. All the works have densities of the same order of magnitude.
Local wind velocities are also all in the same ballpark, although, except for Villarreal
D’Angelo et al. (2021), other models predict a factor of 4 to 8 smaller velocities than
ours. Mass-loss rates of all these works are also of similar magnitude, except for
Kislyakova et al. (2019), who found Ṁ higher than the other works. Maybe the largest
disagreement is on the temperature values: our values are higher by a factor of a few
than the values found by other works.

Table 2.2: Comparison of local stellar wind properties of GJ 436 at the position of GJ
436b for different works.

Velocity (km s−1) Density (10−21 g cm−3) Temperature (MK) Ṁ (10−15M⊙ yr−1)
< 800 < 2.8 < 1.7 < 7.6 this work

69 – 91 1.34 – 7.02 0.36 – 0.46 0.5 – 2.5 Vidotto & Bourrier (2017)
110 3.4 0.41 35 Kislyakova et al. (2019)
170 6.7 0.6 4 set No 8 of Khodachenko et al. (2019)
470 0.5 0.17 2 Villarreal D’Angelo et al. (2021)

Still, the overall agreement indicates that planetary transits can be used as a way to
study stellar wind properties, as proposed by Vidotto & Bourrier (2017). We note how-
ever, that, different models, like the Alfvén-wave driven wind and Parker wind models,
can show similar properties at the orbital distances of exoplanets (Section 2.5.1). As a
consequence, by using only planetary transit observations, it is difficult to distinguish
between different models. Thus, it is more likely that models would only be able to
derive some global characteristics of the wind (like mass-loss rate), but not the detailed
physics of wind acceleration.

2.5 Discussion

2.5.1 Comparison between the Alfvén-wave driven wind and
the Parker wind models

It is interesting to investigate how our results compare to the most commonly-adopted
stellar wind model, namely the isothermal, Parker wind (PW) model. This has been
done, for example, for solar wind simulation (Cohen, 2017), although here we use a
different comparison method. In our comparison, we calculate the isothermal wind
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solution for each of our simulations. One free parameter in the PW is the tempera-
ture. Given that our simulations reach a temperature plateau, we use this temperature
plateau as an input for our PW simulations. While the base density plays an important
role in the temperature profile in the Alfvén-wave driven wind (AWDW) simulations,
this is not the case for a PW. Since the isothermal wind equations are independent of
the density, the base density itself in a PW is a scaling factor for the mass-loss rate.
Below we present a scheme of how we use the outputs of AWDW as a input for the
PW.

ρ0 (AWDW) ⇒

{
⟨Tpl⟩
⟨ρcor⟩

⇒ Parker Wind ⇒

{
u∞ (PW)

Ṁ(PW)

.

For a given set of simulations with same ρ0 in our AWDW model, we extract values of
average temperatures plateau and coronal base densities. These are then used as input
for a PW simulation, which results in values of terminal velocity and mass-loss rate.

Unlike the AWDW simulation, the PW simulation starts at the corona, where the
temperatures have already reached around a million K, therefore the base density needs
to be chosen accordingly. We inspect the results of the AWDW to get the density of
the corona for each simulation (see Section 2.4.1 for definition of the corona). This
density at the base of the corona was used as the input density for the PW.

Fig. 2.8 shows the mass-loss rates, as calculated by Equation (2.15), for the PW
(red dots) and AWDW (blue dots). At the Tpl ≳ 106.34 K, both wind mechanisms
give similar values for mass-loss rate. This is because the velocity and density at large
distances are similar in both models (see section 2.A). In contrast, at the Tpl < 106.34 K,
the PW underestimates mass-loss rate by several orders of magnitude. The difference
is particularly high (≥ 104 times) for cases with base density values smaller than
4× 10−15 g cm−3.

In conclusion, the PW is a good representation of the AWDW for high-β, where
the wind is thermally dominated. However, the PW can underestimate the terminal
velocity and density, and thus mass-loss rate, for the low-β cases, where the wind is
magnetically dominated.

2.5.2 Different parameters of the model

In the AWDW model, we have a considerable number of free parameters: ρ0, B0, T0,
L0,

√
⟨δB2

0⟩, damping type and two parameters to describe the flux tube geometry and
coverage; in opposition to PW model which needs only T0 and ρcor. We investigate
now how these parameters affect the structure of our winds.
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Figure 2.8: Mass-loss rate using Alfvén-wave driven wind (blue dots) and Parker wind
(red dots). The PW mass-loss rate is underestimated for winds with low temperature
plateau, and it is in good agreement with AWDW for high temperatures. The PW do
not extend out to the same temperature range as the AWDW because the solution does
not pass trough the sonic point for those Tpl values.

2.5.2.1 Flux tube geometry

In order to investigate how the flux tube geometry and coverage affect our results, we
run a set of 125 simulations with only 10% of open magnetic field line configuration.
To implement this configuration we use a filing factor of open flux tubes, defined as
f0 = 1

F0
= 0.1, which defines the open flux tubes coverage at the stellar surface. The

open flux tubes have a super-radial expansion until a distance rc, which defines the
extension of the closed-field lines (Vidotto & Jatenco-Pereira, 2006). See sketch in
Fig. 2.9.

For a given S > 2, rc (Kuin & Hearn, 1982; Vidotto & Jatenco-Pereira, 2006) is
defined by

F0 =
Ωc

Ω0

=
A(rc)/r

2
c

A(r0)/r20
=

(
rc
r0

)S−2

, (2.19)

where Ωc and Ω0 are the solid angle at r = rc and r = r0, respectively, S the super
radial expansion exponent and A is the area. We chose S = 4.095 because it gives rise
to an extension of the closed field line region of rc = 3 r0, which is similar to the value
observed in the solar wind (i.e., above rc the magnetic field is purely radial). The area
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Figure 2.9: Sketch of a stellar atmosphere showing regions with closed-field lines and
open-field lines (coronal holes). The coronal holes have super-radial flux tubes (area
A ∝ rS , where S in the super radial expansion factor) until the point rC , beyond which
the flux tubes become radial.

of the flux tube is defined as

A(r) =

{
A(r0)(r/r0)

S, if r ≤ rc

A(r0)(rc/r0)
S(r/rc)

2, if r > rc.
(2.20)

The new configuration (with 10% open magnetic field lines) shows a similar value
of temperature plateau when compared with simulations with 100% open magnetic
field lines. The density at 300 r0 is similar for low-β cases but smaller for high-β cases,
around one order of magnitude. The terminal velocity is similar for high-β cases, but
for low-β, u∞ is considerably smaller, around half of the value. This can be understood
by using an analogy of a pipe: if the aperture of the pipe is reduced, the velocity of the
flow through the pipe increases. Similarly, if the aperture of the pipe is increased, the
velocity of the flow goes down (assuming the same flux in both cases). The mass-loss
rate have the same main trends as the ρ300, as can be seen in Fig. 2.4 (red shaded
area). In spite of changes in density and velocity, overall the mass-loss rates in both
set of simulations are comparable.
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2.5.2.2 Thermal properties

Back to our original geometry, we also run a set of simulations with a higher base
temperature of 5 × 104 K (2.5 times higher than the previous value). Overall, the
temperature of the wind increases, but we found that a higher T0 does not significantly
affect the wind velocity profile. However, the mass-loss increases by around one order
of magnitude when compared with a lower base temperature. This is the same problem
as seen in PW models, namely, that the mass-loss rate is sensitive to the temperature
of the wind.

2.5.2.3 Properties of the waves

As discussed before in Section 2.4.2, our velocity values at the orbit of the planet GJ
436b is much higher than the values reported by Bourrier et al. (2016). In order to
check if we could reproduce the low wind speed at GJ 436b orbit, we run our simulations
with densities (6 – 7)×10−15 g cm−3 (which reproduces the luminosity value observed
for GJ 436) but changing some properties of the waves, namely L0 and

√
⟨δB2

0⟩.
When we run the simulation with L0 = 0.01 r0 (one order of magnitude smaller

than our main simulations), the temperature profile decreases (the factor depends on
the B0 intensity). The velocity profile also shows a small reduction. For example, if we
compare the profiles for ρ0 = 6×10−15 g cm−3 and B0 = 1G, the velocity at the planet
orbit is up = 430 km s−1 using L0 = 0.1 r0 and up = 402 km s−1 using L0 = 0.01 r0. As
we can see, there is a decrease in the velocity, but it is still much higher than the value
observed by Bourrier et al. (2016).

When we run the simulation with
√
⟨δB2

0⟩ = 0.01B0 (one order of magnitude
smaller than our main simulations), the density decreases less than one order of mag-
nitude, the temperature also decreases, but to a lesser extent. The velocity, goes
down very significantly, with the decrease being stronger for higher B0. For instance,
for ρ0 = 6 × 10−15 g cm−3 and B0 = 3G, the velocity at GJ 436b orbital distance is
up = 711 km s−1 using

√
⟨δB2

0⟩ = 0.1B0 and up = 348 km s−1 using
√

⟨δB2
0⟩ = 0.01B0,

which is about half of the previous value. The side effect of using a smaller value of√
⟨δB2

0⟩ is that it affects directly the mass-loss rate resulting in a new value smaller
by around one order of magnitude.

From the discussion presented in Sections 2.5.2.1 to 2.5.2.3, we conclude that, as a
consequence of several free parameters, it might be possible to find a set of inputs that
would reproduce the observations by Bourrier et al. (2016). However, this is beyond
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the scope of this paper and, in this work, we focus on discussing general trends of our
model.

2.6 Conclusions

In this paper, we investigated the general trends of winds of M dwarfs. Our goal
was to derive the main properties of the winds, including properties that could be
observationally tested (size of the chromosphere and lower limits to X-ray luminosities).
For that, we investigated how stellar winds from M dwarfs are affected by variations in
the magnetic field and density at the chromosphere. Overall, we performed more than
300 MHD simulations with Alfvén wave energy fluxes spanning 4 orders of magnitude.

We classified our simulations in low-β (β<1) and high-β (β>1) regimes, which is
related to the adopted values of base density (low and high, respectively). When the
base density is larger, the temperature and density profiles are larger. The velocity
profile has two different regimes: it decreases for low-β and increases for high-β with
base density. To a lesser extent, the temperature, velocity and density profiles increase
with magnetic field intensity (Fig. 2.1).

We calculated the mass-loss rate using Equation (2.15) and found that our mass-loss
rates are proportional to ρ20. The square dependency with base density is associated to
the fact that input velocity, required for the wind to pass trough the Alfvén radius, is
higher for cases with higher base density. We also calculate r2AṀ , which is proportional
to the angular-momentum loss rate J̇ (Equation (2.17)). We found that J̇ increases
overall with wave base flux (Fig. 2.5).

When compared to the Parker wind (PW), we showed that Alfvén-wave driven wind
(AWDW) model accelerates more quickly but both wind mechanisms reach a similar
terminal velocity for high-β. The PW can underestimate density by several orders of
magnitude when compared with the AWDW – this feature is more accentuated for
the low-β regime and is a consequence of both the large-distance density (ρ300) and
terminal velocity (u∞) being underestimated in the PW model (Fig. 2.8). On the
contrary, for high-β, both wind mechanisms give a similar mass-loss rate. This is due
to the fact that the high-β regime is thermally dominated. We conclude that, the
PW is a good representation of the AWDW for high-β, where the wind is thermally
dominated. However, the PW can underestimate the terminal velocity and density, and
thus mass-loss rate, for the low-β cases, where the wind is magnetically dominated.

As applications of our model, we use the local minimum of the plasma beta param-
eter to define the transition between the chromosphere and corona. We found that the
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size of the chromosphere for M dwarf stars is more extended than that of our present-
day Sun. We found that M dwarfs can have a very wide chromosphere extending to
18% – 174% of the stellar radius and is larger for the low-β regime.

Assuming that the X-ray luminosity is proportional to the radiative losses in the
chromosphere, we estimated the X-ray luminosity from our stellar wind models. We
compared our results with the observed X-ray luminosity of GJ 436 to constrain its
mass-loss rate to be Ṁ < 7.6 × 10−15M⊙ yr−1, with local velocities smaller than
800 km s−1, local densities smaller than 2.8× 10−21 g cm−3 and local temperatures 1.4
– 1.7 MK. Overall, our results are in good agreement with works that use Lyman-
α transits to constrain the properties of the stellar wind (Vidotto & Bourrier, 2017;
Kislyakova et al., 2019; Khodachenko et al., 2019; Villarreal D’Angelo et al., 2021). This
indicates that transmission spectroscopy of planetary transits coupled with models can
be used as a way to study stellar wind properties (Vidotto & Bourrier, 2017).
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2.A Further comparison between our wind models
and a Parker wind

Here we present further comparison between the AWDW and the PW, following Sec-
tion 2.5.1. We show in details the differences in the density and velocity profiles and
the ratio of u∞ and ρ300. Fig. 2.10 shows the comparison between the AWDW simu-
lations and the PW simulations for a few selected cases: ρ0 = 9 × 10−15 g cm−3 and
B0 = 1 G (red-solid line) and 8G (green-dashed line). The main difference is that
the AWDW accelerates more quickly than the PW, but both methods reach a similar
terminal velocity. This is due to the fact that once the AWDW reaches Tpl, and thus
most of the wave energy has been deposited in the wind, the wind becomes thermally
driven, similar to a PW. Fig. 2.10-a shows the velocity profile for both methods. It is
interesting to note the similar decay of the three curves at large distance: this is the
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r−2 decay of the density that is seen in all models. The density profile (Fig. 2.10-b)
for the PW displays a more rarefied wind. Here, the coronal density of the PW was
defined as the average density for all the cases with ρ0 = 9× 10−15 g cm−3. We could,
in principle, have scaled the dashed-dot blue curve of the PW to match either the 1-G
or the 8-G model, given that the density in the PW is a scaling factor. This would
force the density at large distances to be the same in the AWDW and PW models, but
then they would deviate from each other at small distances.

Figure 2.10: Comparison between the profiles for Parker wind (blue-dash doted curve)
and Alfvén-wave driven wind with B=1G (red-solid curve) and with B=8 G (green-dashed
curve). (a) velocity profile and (b) density profile.

Fig. 2.11 compares the results from the AWDW and the PW, for u∞ (Fig. 2.11-a)
and ρ300 (Fig. 2.11-b). We see that, for the high base density (high-β), the ratios are
∼ 1, showing that both methods reach similar results. In contrast, for the low base
density regime (low-β), u∞ can be nearly one order of magnitude larger for AWDW
and ρ300 several orders of magnitude larger. Together, these two Figures explain why
the PW deviates from the AWDW solution at low-β (Fig. 2.8).
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Figure 2.11: Ratio between the PW and the AWDW as function of base density, for
(a) u∞ and (b) ρ300. For low density range, the PW shows smaller values for u∞ and
underestimated ρ300 while for higher densities the two models produce the same result
for u∞ and ρ300.
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Abstract

Galactic cosmic rays are energetic particles important in the context of life. Many
works have investigated the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays through the Sun’s
heliosphere. However, the cosmic ray fluxes in M dwarf systems are still poorly
known. Studying the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays through the astrospheres
of M dwarfs is important to understand the effect on their orbiting planets. Here,
we focus on the planetary system GJ 436. We perform simulations using a combined
1D cosmic ray transport model and 1D Alfvén-wave-driven stellar wind model. We
use two stellar wind set-ups: one more magnetically-dominated and the other more
thermally-dominated. Although our stellar winds have similar magnetic field and ve-
locity profiles, they have mass-loss rates two orders of magnitude different. Because
of this, they give rise to two different astrosphere sizes, one ten times larger than the
other. The magnetically-dominated wind modulates the Galactic cosmic rays more
at distances < 0.2 au than the thermally-dominated wind due to a higher local wind
velocity. Between 0.2 and 1 au the fluxes for both cases start to converge. However,
for distances > 10 au, spatial diffusion dominates, and the flux of GeV cosmic rays is
almost unmodulated. We find, irrespective of the wind regime, that the flux of Galactic
cosmic rays in the habitable zone of GJ 436 (0.2–0.4 au) is comparable with intensities
observed at Earth. On the other hand, around GJ 436 b (0.028 au), both wind regimes
predict Galactic cosmic ray fluxes that are approximately 104 times smaller than the
values observed at Earth.
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3.1 Introduction

Galactic cosmic rays are energetic particles originating from explosive events such as
the acceleration of charged particles in supernova remnants (Enomoto et al., 2002;
Aharonian et al., 2004; Brose et al., 2020). These particles are constantly present in
the interstellar medium (ISM), and in particular, Galactic cosmic rays are produced
within our own Galaxy. There are extra-galactic sources of cosmic rays, but they are
only relevant at much higher particle energies (Blasi, 2014). These sources are not
being considered in the context of this work.

As Galactic cosmic rays travel through the heliosphere, they interact with the mag-
netised solar wind, which is known to cause global and temporal variations in the
intensity and energy of the cosmic rays (see review by Potgieter, 2013). This phe-
nomenon is known as the modulation of Galactic cosmic rays. The modulation of
Galactic cosmic rays has been studied extensively in the context of the Sun and Sun-
like stars. In this context, several works have investigated the modulation of Galactic
cosmic rays at Earth’s orbit for different ages (Scherer et al., 2002, 2008; Müller et al.,
2006; Svensmark, 2006; Cohen et al., 2012; Rodgers-Lee et al., 2020) to understand the
possible effects of the cosmic rays during the Earth’s lifetime.

The size of the astrosphere1 determines how far the Galactic cosmic rays must travel
through a magnetised stellar wind. The astrospheric size is determined by the balance
between the ISM and stellar wind ram pressures. Thus, the ISM ram pressure (i.e.
the ISM properties, such as the density, velocity and ionization fraction) indirectly
influences the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays. Some works modelled the response
of the astrosphere under different configurations for the ISM conditions around the
heliosphere (Scherer et al., 2002, 2008; Müller et al., 2006) and other astrospheres
(Jasinski et al., 2020). Müller et al. (2006) found that the heliospheric structure and
size changed and found a wide range of possible heliopause locations varying from 12
to 402 au. They also showed that the Galactic cosmic ray spectrum at the Earth’s orbit
is significantly affected by the ISM conditions, where larger astrospheres cause more
modulation of Galactic cosmic rays. From the extreme sizes of the heliosphere, they
found approximately three orders of magnitude difference in the Galactic cosmic ray
fluxes at the Earth’s orbit.

More recently, some works have also studied the modulation of Galactic cosmic
rays for a number of M dwarf stars (Sadovski et al., 2018; Herbst et al., 2020). M
dwarfs are low mass, low luminous and cool stars. They are especially interesting

1An astrosphere is the equivalent of the heliosphere for other stars.
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because their habitable zone, the region where a planet can sustain liquid water on its
surface, is closer to the star (Kasting et al., 1993; Selsis et al., 2007). This makes M
dwarf systems the perfect candidates for transit observations of potentially habitable
planets. As a result, exoplanets around M dwarfs are currently the main targets in
searching for life outside our solar system (Scalo et al., 2007; Tarter et al., 2007). Close-
in exoplanets around low mass stars, such as M dwarfs, are currently easiest to observe
due to observation bias in our present-day detection technology.

However, a large fraction of M dwarfs remain magnetically active for a longer period
of their lives compared to solar-mass stars (West et al., 2004; Scalo et al., 2007; West
et al., 2015; Guinan et al., 2016), with the fraction of active M dwarfs being larger for
later spectral types (see, e.g., West et al., 2008). M dwarfs can generate strong magnetic
fields (Morin et al., 2010; Shulyak et al., 2019). Strong stellar activity means that the
star could have stronger flares (Vida et al., 2017; Tilley et al., 2019) and coronal mass
ejections (Lammer et al., 2007; Khodachenko et al., 2007), more high energetic particles
(Grießmeier et al., 2005) and it could affect the stellar wind (Vidotto et al., 2014a).
All of these phenomena can affect planet habitability (Khodachenko et al., 2007; Vida
et al., 2017; Tilley et al., 2019). The longer exposure time to stellar radiation and stellar
energetic particles could also affect the planetary atmosphere (Rimmer & Helling, 2013;
Rimmer et al., 2014; Tabataba-Vakili et al., 2016; Scheucher et al., 2018) and climate
(Grenfell et al., 2013).

Active M dwarfs generate strong magnetic fields and have higher levels of magnetic
activity. These stars should be efficient at accelerating stellar cosmic rays (energetic
particles generated by the star). In addition, they have close-in habitable zones and
many observed close-in exoplanets. For this reason, stellar cosmic ray fluxes can be
expected to dominate over Galactic cosmic rays up to a given energy around these
stars. Some works have investigate the effects of stellar cosmic rays on exoplanets’
magnetospheres and atmospheres (Segura et al., 2010; Grenfell et al., 2012; Tabataba-
Vakili et al., 2016; Scheucher et al., 2020), in the habitable zone of M dwarfs (Fraschetti
et al., 2019) and at Earth’s orbit for different ages (Rodgers-Lee et al., 2021a). Here,
we do not focus on very magnetically active stars. Additionally, we do not consider
stellar cosmic rays in this work.

In exoplanet atmospheres, cosmic rays can drive the production of prebiotic
molecules (Airapetian et al., 2016; Barth et al., 2021) which are thought to be impor-
tant for the origin of life. Cosmic rays may have been relevant for the origin of life on
Earth and could potentially be relevant for the origin of life on other planets as well
(Airapetian et al., 2016; Atri, 2016). On the other hand, large fluxes of cosmic rays
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can be extremely harmful for life as we know it (Shea & Smart, 2000), as they can
damage the DNA in cells (Sridharan et al., 2016) and possibly cause cellular mutation
(Dartnell, 2011). However, the majority of cosmic rays do not interact directly with
the planet’s surface as the surface is protected by an atmosphere and potentially a
magnetosphere as well. Works have shown that the flux of cosmic rays at the planetary
surface can be reduced by the existence of a magnetosphere (Grenfell et al., 2007;
Grießmeier et al., 2009, 2015) and an atmosphere (Grießmeier et al., 2016; Atri, 2020).
Grießmeier et al. (2015) found that the flux of cosmic rays reaching the planetary
atmosphere can be enhanced by more than three orders of magnitude if the planet
does not have a protecting magnetic field. Additionally, Atri (2020) found that the
radiation dose on the planet surface can be reduced by increasing the depth of its
atmospheric column density (Atri et al., 2013; Atri, 2017). Some works also suggest
that cosmic rays could affect the Earth’s climate through cloud cover (Svensmark
& Friis-Christensen, 1997; Shaviv, 2002, 2003; Kirkby et al., 2011; Svensmark et al.,
2017).

In our present work, we investigate how the winds of M dwarfs can affect the flux
of Galactic cosmic rays that penetrate the astrospheres of these stars. In particular,
we use results from Mesquita & Vidotto (2020) who modelled the wind of GJ 436, a
moderately active planet-hosting star. In their work the stellar wind was heated and
driven by the presence of Alfvén waves originating from the base of the chromosphere.
The advantage of the Alfvén-wave-driven stellar wind model is that it gives a detailed
structure of the wind energetics, such as heating (see Section 3.2.2 for more details).
At the same time, it is particularly difficult to observe the winds of M dwarfs, since
they have a rarefied wind. Some methods have been proposed to measure the winds of
low-mass stars (see review by Vidotto, 2021), such as through astrospheric Lyman-α
absorption (Wood, 2004; Wood et al., 2014, and references therein), radio emission
(Panagia & Felli, 1975; Lim & White, 1996; Fichtinger et al., 2017; Vidotto & Donati,
2017), X-ray emission (Wargelin & Drake, 2001, 2002), slingshot prominences (Jardine
& Collier Cameron, 2019) and exoplanet atmospheric escape (Vidotto & Bourrier, 2017;
Kislyakova et al., 2019). These works help to give some constraints on the mass-loss
rate for a number of low-mass stars. However, for the majority of objects, some stellar
wind parameters are still not fully known, such as the mass-loss rate and terminal
wind velocity. For this reason, in our previous work, we varied a number of input
parameters. Here, we selected two wind regimes from Mesquita & Vidotto (2020), a
more magnetically-dominated wind and a thermally-dominated wind, to investigate if
the wind regime could affect the flux of Galactic cosmic rays in the habitable zone of
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GJ 436 and at GJ 436 b. The most important difference between the two wind regimes
is that they have mass-loss rates which differ by two orders of magnitude.

GJ 436 is a very well studied M2.5 dwarf star due to its close proximity at 10.14 pc
(Turnbull, 2015). It has a mass of 0.45M⊙, a radius of R⋆ = 0.437R⊙ (Knutson et al.,
2011) and a rotation period of 44 days (Bourrier et al., 2018). Chromospheric activity
indicates that GJ 436 has modest stellar magnetic activity compatible with an old M
dwarf (Butler et al., 2004). GJ 436 hosts at least one known exoplanet, GJ 436 b, at
0.028 au (about 14.1R⋆), first discovered by Butler et al. (2004). GJ 436 b is a warm-
Neptune planet with an orbital period of 2.64 days (Butler et al., 2004). The system
itself is very interesting, with the planet being observed to lose a substantial amount
of its atmosphere (Kulow et al., 2014; Bourrier et al., 2015; Ehrenreich et al., 2015;
Bourrier et al., 2016).

Here, we investigate the intensity of Galactic cosmic rays in the stellar system
GJ 436. We use the one-dimensional model of cosmic rays transport from Rodgers-
Lee et al. (2020) to calculate the spectrum of Galactic cosmic rays at different orbital
distances in GJ 436’s astrosphere. The model is based on the transport equation of
Parker (1965). This paper consists of the following sections: in Section 3.2, we describe
the transport equation that is used to describe the propagation of the Galactic cosmic
rays as they travel inside the astrosphere. We also include information about the stellar
wind used as an input parameter in our simulations. Our results on the size of GJ 436’s
astrosphere for the two different stellar wind regimes, the flux of Galactic cosmic rays
in the habitable zone and around the planet’s orbit are given in Section 3.3. Finally,
we discuss the important parameters used in our simulations and compare our results
with other works in Section 3.4, followed by our conclusions in Section 3.5.

3.2 Galactic Cosmic ray propagation

Galactic cosmic rays travel throughout the ISM. They interact with stellar winds and
penetrate the astrospheres of stars, the region of space around stars dominated by
the outflow of their magnetised stellar winds. Fig. 3.1 shows a schematic of Galactic
cosmic rays propagating inside the astrosphere region. The stellar wind is able to
modulate the cosmic rays as they progress inside the astrosphere. Here, we recall that
modulation refers to the global variations in the intensity and energy of the cosmic rays
as they travel through the stellar wind. In our work, we do not consider the temporal
variations. This modulation can be described by the diffusive transport equation of
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Parker (1965). The model used in this work is based on the model used in Rodgers-Lee
et al. (2020) which solves the diffusive transport equation which we describe next.

Figure 3.1: Sketch showing the region dominated by the stellar wind environment (the
astrosphere) surrounded by the interaction with the ISM in the inertial frame of the star.
The red arrows depict the Galactic cosmic rays propagating into the astrosphere. In red
we show the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays as they diffuse through the astrosphere.
Pram is the stellar wind ram pressure and PISM is the ISM ram pressure.

Here, we numerically solve the one dimensional time-dependent, spherically sym-
metric transport equation for cosmic rays, given by

∂f

∂t
= ∇ · (κ∇f)− u · (∇f) +

1

3
(∇ · u) ∂f

∂ ln p
, (3.1)

where f(r, p, t) is the cosmic ray phase space density, u(r) is the stellar wind velocity,
κ(r, p) is the spatial diffusion coefficient, p is the momentum of the cosmic rays and r

is the radial distance from the star. The terms on the right-hand side of Equation (3.1)
are the spatial diffusion of cosmic rays through the stellar wind, spatial advection and
momentum advection, respectively. The spatial advection impedes the propagation of
cosmic rays inside the astrosphere and the momentum advection drives the cosmic rays
to lower energies, also known as adiabatic losses.
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The propagation of cosmic rays through the stellar wind is a diffusive process which
depends on the level of turbulence and strength of the magnetic field of the stellar wind.
The particles undergo a random walk through the magnetic field lines. From quasi-
linear theory (Jokipii, 1966; Schlickeiser, 1989), the diffusion coefficient of the cosmic
rays can be expressed as

κ(r, p)

β̃c
= η0

(
p

p0

)1−γ

rL, (3.2)

where β̃ = v/c is the particle speed as a fraction of the speed of light, p0 = 3GeV/c,
rL = p/eB(r) is the Larmor radius of the protons and

η0 =

(
B

δBturbulence

)2

, (3.3)

where B2 is connected with the energy density of the stellar wind large-scale magnetic
field and δB2

turbulence to the total energy density in the smaller scale magnetic field
turbulent modes. η0 represents the level of turbulence in the magnetic field and here
we adopted η0 = 1 which sets the maximum value for the turbulence. γ is related
to the turbulence power spectrum and it defines how the diffusion coefficient changes
with energy. Here, we adopt γ = 1 which corresponds to Bohm diffusion and is the
same value used by Svensmark (2006), Cohen et al. (2012) and Rodgers-Lee et al.
(2020). With these values, the present day observations of the cosmic ray flux at
1 au are well reproduced (see Figure A1 from Rodgers-Lee et al., 2020). We used
logarithmically spaced spatial and momentum grids with 60 grid zones each. The outer
spatial boundary for case A is 33 au and for case B, it is 363 au (see Section 3.2.3). The
inner spatial boundary for both cases is 0.01 au. The minimum momenta, used in our
simulations, is pmin = 0.15GeV/c and maximum momenta pmax = 100GeV/c.

In our model, the key parameters necessary for solving the Galactic cosmic ray
modulation are: the Galactic cosmic ray spectrum outside the astrosphere, the stellar
wind parameters and the size of the astrosphere (which depends on the ISM parameters
combined with the stellar wind parameters), which we will detail in the next subsec-
tions. We describe the local interstellar spectrum for Galactic cosmic rays and the
fit used in this work in Section 3.2.1. In Section 3.2.2 we summarise the stellar wind
parameters and the wind driving mechanism used. In Section 3.2.3 we demonstrate
how we calculated the size of GJ 436’s astrosphere.
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3.2 Galactic Cosmic ray propagation

3.2.1 Local Interstellar Spectrum (LIS)

Outside of the astrosphere Galactic cosmic rays are unmodulated by the stellar wind.
For our simulations an unmodulated Galactic cosmic ray spectrum is needed at the
outer spatial boundary condition. For this unmodulated boundary condition, we adopt
the local interstellar spectrum (LIS).

After crossing the heliopause (the boundary that separates the solar wind and
the ISM), Voyager 1 made Galactic cosmic ray observations, which are thought to be
unaffected by the solar modulation (Stone et al., 2013; Cummings et al., 2016). Using
observations of Voyager 1, Vos & Potgieter (2015) developed a model fit to describe
the differential intensity of the LIS, jLIS, given by

jLIS(T ) = 2.70
T 1.12

β̃2

(
T + 0.67

1.67

)−3.93

m−2s−1sr−1MeV−1, (3.4)

where T is the kinetic energy of the cosmic rays in GeV. The differential intensity of
cosmic rays can be expressed in terms of the phase space density as j(T ) = p2f(p). In
our simulations the LIS is considered to be constant as a function of time.

Equation (3.4) describes, by construction, the amount of Galactic cosmic rays at
the heliopause at 122 au and is valid for the solar case. Unfortunately, we do not have
observations of the Galactic cosmic ray spectrum outside GJ 436’s astrosphere. In-situ
measurements of Galactic cosmic rays in locations other than the solar system is not
possible. On the other hand, γ-ray observations of nearby molecular clouds have been
used to infer the cosmic ray spectrum for other locations in the Galaxy (Neronov et al.,
2017; Aharonian et al., 2020; Baghmanyan et al., 2020). γ-ray emission is generated
when cosmic rays interact with matter as they travel in the Galaxy. According to
Neronov et al. (2017) the inferred cosmic ray spectrum from γ-ray observations across
a region of 1 kpc in the local Galaxy is in agreement with Voyager measurements at
122 au. For this reason, it is reasonable to use the LIS measured by Voyager 1 as the
outer spatial boundary condition for the simulations of the GJ 436 stellar system.

3.2.2 Stellar wind parameters

The key parameters for our Galactic cosmic ray propagation model are the physical
properties of the stellar wind, such as the magnetic field and velocity. To derive such
parameters, we use the results of wind simulations from Mesquita & Vidotto (2020).
In their simulations, the wind of GJ436 is heated and accelerated by the dissipation
of Alfvén waves, analogous to similar processes occurring in the the solar wind (e.g.,
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Cranmer & Winebarger 2019; for other Alfvén-wave-driven wind models in the context
of M dwarfs, see Garraffo et al. 2016; Mesquita & Vidotto 2020; Sakaue & Shibata 2021;
Kavanagh et al. 2021). In Mesquita & Vidotto (2020), the Alfvén waves are generated
at the base of the wind due to perturbations induced on the magnetic field. The wind
is launched at the chromosphere and extends until 0.6 au (300R⋆), where the wind has
reached its terminal velocity. In their models, the increase in temperature from the
chromosphere to the corona occurs naturally. Other models, such as thermally-driven
wind models, for instance, cannot model this temperature rise and instead already
assume a million Kelvin-temperature wind (e.g., Vidotto et al. 2014a. See Vidotto
2021 for a recent review on the winds of low-mass stars).

To investigate the modulation of Galactic cosmic rays around GJ 436 we choose two
sets of wind parameters from Mesquita & Vidotto (2020), which had more than 134
simulations. Note that the different wind models can affect the results of the cosmic
ray simulations, we discuss these effects further in Section 3.4. Two sets of wind
parameters were selected in particular because one is more magnetically-dominated,
further referred as ‘case A’, and the other is more thermally-dominated, further referred
as ‘case B’. Although both sets assume the same magnetic field strength at the wind
base (B0 = 4G), they have different base densities, which implies that the energy fluxes
of the Alfvén waves at the wind base are different for each case, resulting in different
radial profiles for the velocity and density, as well as different mass-loss rates.

The first stellar wind, ‘case A’, has a terminal velocity of u∞ = 1250 km s−1, a
density at the chromosphere of ρ0 = 4×10−14 g cm−3 and a density at 0.6 au of ρ0.6 au ∼
6 × 10−25 g cm−3. The second stellar wind, ‘case B’, has a terminal velocity u∞ =

1290 km s−1, a density at the chromosphere of ρ0 = 3 × 10−15 g cm−3 and a much
higher density at 0.6 au of ρ0.6 au ∼ 7 × 10−23 g cm−3. The mass-loss rate for Case B
is a factor of 125 higher than for case A. Table 3.1 summarises the relevant physical
properties of the planet-hosting stellar system, GJ 436. Table 3.2 shows the stellar
wind parameters, the astrosphere sizes and the derived parameters for the modified
force field approximation in the habitable zone and at GJ 436 b orbital distance for
each case (see Section 3.3.3).

In Mesquita & Vidotto (2020), case A is one of the models in the group called ‘low-β
cases’ and case B is one of the models in the group called ‘high-β cases’, where β here
refers to the plasma β parameter, which is the ratio between the thermal and magnetic
pressures. As discussed in Mesquita & Vidotto (2020), case A is our preferred model
for this star, as it predicts an X-ray luminosity that is consistent with that observed
for GJ 436 (Ehrenreich et al., 2015).
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3.2 Galactic Cosmic ray propagation

Table 3.1: Properties of the planet-hosting stellar system GJ 436 relevant for this work.

Physical parameter Symbol Value Unit
Stellar mass a M⋆ 0.452 M⊙
Stellar radius a R⋆ 0.437 R⊙
Stellar rotation period b Prot 44 days
Stellar angular speed Ω 1.65× 10−6 rad s−1

ISM velocity c νISM 81 km s−1

ISM column density d NISM 1× 1018 cm−2

ISM average H density c nISM 0.03 cm−3

ISM ram pressure c PISM 3.3× 10−12 dyn cm−2

Habitable zone 0.2 – 0.4 au
Semi-major axis e a 0.028 au

aKnutson et al. (2011).
bBourrier et al. (2018).
cVidotto & Bourrier (2017).
dBourrier et al. (2015).
eButler et al. (2004).

Table 3.2: Important parameters of each case studied here. We used two Alfvén-wave-
driven stellar wind models from Mesquita & Vidotto (2020) consisting of a magnetically-
dominated wind (case A) and a thermally-dominated wind (case B). The columns are,
respectively, the case ID, the terminal velocity, the magnetic field strength and density at
the stellar wind base, the magnetic field strength and density at 0.6 au, the wind mass-loss
rate, the Alfvén radius, the astrosphere size and the modified force field approximation
parameter ϕ (see Section 3.3.3) at the habitable zone (0.2 – 0.4 au) and at the orbital
distance of GJ 436 b (0.028 au).

Case u∞ B0 ρ0 B0.6 au ρ0.6 au Ṁ RA Rast ϕHZ ϕGJ 436 b

[km s−1] [G] [g cm−3] [G] [g cm−3] [10−15M⊙ yr−1] [au] [au] [GeV] [GeV]
A 1250 4 3 ×10−15 3.85 ×10−5 6 ×10−25 1.2 0.08 33 0.38 - 0.15 a 2.70 b

B 1290 4 4 ×10−14 3.85 ×10−5 7 ×10−23 150 0.01 363 0.40 - 0.18 a 2.20 b

a The values of ϕ in the habitable zone are only well-defined for particle energies
above ≳ 200MeV. At lower energies, the analytical expression can overestimate the
flux considerably, see Section 3.3.3.
b The values of ϕ for GJ 436 b are only well-defined for particle energies above
≳ 1GeV. At lower energies, the analytical expression can overestimate the flux
considerably, see Section 3.3.3.

The stellar wind models from Mesquita & Vidotto (2020) end at 0.6 au (where the
wind has reached its terminal velocity) but the astrosphere extends much further out.
Thus, we extrapolate the values of ur, Br and Bϕ beyond 0.6 au to the astrosphere edge
as

ur(r > 0.6 au) = ur, 0.6 au = u∞, (3.5)
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Br(r > 0.6 au) = Br, 0.6 au

(
0.6 au
r

)2

, (3.6)

Bϕ(r > 0.6 au) = Bϕ, 0.6 au

(
0.6 au
r

)
. (3.7)

The velocity is assumed to be constant because the wind already reached its terminal
velocity. The radial component of the magnetic field falls with r2 and the azimuthal
component falls with r, which generates the Parker spiral (Parker, 1958).

Fig. 3.2 shows the wind parameters as a function of distance for the two selected
cases. The stellar wind parameter for case A is shown in Fig. 3.2-a and for case B
in Fig. 3.2-b. The dashed lines are the outputs from the Alfvén-wave-driven wind
simulations and the solid lines are the inputs for the Galactic cosmic ray simulations.
The radial velocity profiles are shown in magenta, the radial magnetic field in green,
the azimuthal magnetic field in blue and the total magnetic field in red.

In Mesquita & Vidotto (2020), the Alfvén-wave-driven wind is a 1D MHD simula-
tion which does not take into account rotation, for this reason we do not have a Bϕ

profile from the stellar wind simulation. Given that at large distances the azimuthal
field should dominate, we use the Parker spiral (Parker, 1958) equation to produce an
azimuthal magnetic field component:

Bϕ

Br

=
uϕ − rΩ

ur

, (3.8)

where uϕ is the azimuthal component of the velocity and Ω is the angular speed of the
star. The azimuthal component of the magnetic field only becomes relevant at large
distances. Additionally, further out in radius, uϕ ≪ rΩ, and we see from Equation (3.8)
that

|Bϕ| ≃
rΩ

ur

Br. (3.9)

We use Equation (3.9) to produce an azimuthal magnetic field for distances beyond
the Alfvén radius r > RA (given in Table 3.2). The total magnetic field profiles for
our simulations consist of the vectorial sum of the radial and azimuthal magnetic field
components (see red curves of Fig. 3.2).

3.2.3 What is the size of the astrosphere of GJ 436?

The outer boundary of the astrosphere is set by the equilibrium between the pressure
of the ISM and the stellar wind ram pressure. The size of the astrosphere is relevant
in the context of the interaction of Galactic cosmic rays with a stellar wind (Scherer
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Figure 3.2: Wind parameters as a function of distance for: a) case A (magnetically-
dominated) and b) case B (thermally-dominated). The dashed lines are the output from
the Alfvén-wave-driven wind simulation and the solid lines are the inputs for the Galactic
cosmic ray simulations. The radial velocity profiles are shown in magenta, the radial
magnetic field in green, the azimuthal magnetic field in blue and the total magnetic field
in red. The grey line on top panel is the velocity profile of case B for comparison. SWM
stands for stellar wind model and CRM stands for cosmic ray model.

et al., 2002, 2008; Müller et al., 2006). This is due to the fact that depending on
the size of the astrosphere the Galactic cosmic rays will potentially need to travel a
further distance through the magnetised stellar wind and may result in higher levels
of modulation, depending on the stellar wind properties.

To calculate the size of an astrosphere, we find the point where the ram pressure of
the stellar wind balances the ram pressure of the ISM. The stellar wind ram pressure
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is given by:
Pram = ρu2, (3.10)

where ρ is the mass density and u is the velocity of the wind. At large distances, where
the wind has reached terminal speed, the density of the stellar wind falls with r2 and
the stellar wind ram pressure follows the same trend. The distance to the astropause
can be estimated as

Rast =

(
Pram(r = Rref)

PISM

)1/2

Rref =

(
Pram(r = Rref)

mpnISMν2
ISM

)1/2

Rref, (3.11)

where Rref = 0.6 au is the reference distance adopted in our work where Pram already
falls with r2, nISM is the ISM number density of neutral hydrogen, νISM is the ISM
velocity as seen by the star and mp is the proton mass.

The ISM ram pressure around GJ 436 can be estimated using observations of the
ISM column density towards GJ 436 (Bourrier et al., 2015). We follow the same
approach as Vidotto & Bourrier (2017), in the case of GJ 436: we assume the ISM is
homogeneous along the line-of-sight of the star and purely neutral. In this way, the
ISM density can be estimated as nISM = NISM/d = 0.03 cm−3 (Vidotto & Bourrier,
2017), where NISM = 1018 cm−2 is the ISM column density (derived by Bourrier et al.,
2015) and the distance to GJ 436 is d = 10.14 pc. The density in Equation (3.11) is
the total density. If we assume the ISM is purely neutral, then the neutral density and
the total density are the same. However, if the ISM is partially ionised (which is the
more likely scenario, see, e.g., Table 1 in Jasinski et al., 2020), this means that the
total density is larger than the neutral density. As a result, the size of the astrosphere
given here (for a purely neutral ISM) is an upper limit. We will discuss the effect of
the astrospheric size on the cosmic ray flux further in Section 3.3.1. Using Lyman-α
reconstruction, Bourrier et al. (2015) found that the ISM absorption towards the line-
of-sight of GJ 436, among different possibilities, has a heliocentric radial velocity for the
ISM hydrogen most likely associated with the Local Interstellar Cloud (LIC)1. Using
the ISM Kinematic Calculator (Redfield & Linsky, 2008) and the LIC radial velocity
from Bourrier et al. (2015), Bourrier et al. (2015) estimate the heliocentric LIC velocity
in the direction of GJ 436. With GJ 436 Hipparcos proper motion (van Leeuwen, 2007)
and radial velocity (Bourrier et al., 2015), the heliocentric velocity can be calculated.
From these assumptions, Vidotto & Bourrier (2017) derive the ISM velocity as seen

1The LIC is the interstellar cloud surrounding the Sun roughly 5–7 pc across (Redfield & Linsky,
2000).
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by GJ 436 to be νISM = 81 km s−1 and thus we find an ISM ram pressure of PISM ∼
3.3× 10−12 dyn cm−2.

Using Equation (3.10) and the input parameters (Table 3.1 and Table 3.2) we
calculate the stellar wind ram pressure to be Pram A(r = 0.6 au) ∼ 9.3× 10−9 dyn cm−2

for case A and Pram B(r = 0.6 au) ∼ 1.2× 10−6 dyn cm−2 for case B.
Using the values of the ISM ram pressure and the stellar wind ram pressure, we

estimate the size of the astrosphere of GJ 436 to be 33 au for case A and 363 au for
case B. The difference between the size of the astrosphere for the two different cases is
due to the wind density for case A being two orders of magnitude smaller than case B.
We note that the value calculated in Vidotto & Bourrier (2017) using an isothermal
wind model is more similar to the value we calculate for case A.

3.3 Galactic Cosmic Rays in M dwarf systems

3.3.1 Intensity of cosmic rays as a function of the particle’s
kinetic energy

Here we investigate how the modulation of Galactic cosmic rays around GJ 436 is
affected by different stellar wind properties. Fig. 3.3 shows the intensity of Galactic
cosmic rays as a function of the particle’s kinetic energy for case A (solid lines) and
case B (dotted lines) for different distances. The solid black curve is the LIS given
by Equation (3.4). Case B has a larger astrosphere which means that the differential
intensity of cosmic rays at a given distance will be smaller than for a system with the
same wind parameters and a smaller astrosphere. This is noticeable in Fig. 3.3 when
we analyse the differential intensity of cosmic rays at 30 au (light blue curves) and
1 au (green curves) for both cases (at large orbital distances the stellar wind properties
for case A and B are nearly identical). In these situations the differential intensity of
cosmic rays of case A is higher than case B. 30 au is close to the outer boundary for
case A, which is why we chose this specific distance. After travelling a short interval,
∼ 3 au (solid light blue curve of Fig. 3.3), the cosmic rays have almost the same flux
as the LIS for case A. On the other hand, for case B after travelling a larger distance,
∼ 333 au (dotted light blue curve of Fig. 3.3), the cosmic rays lose energy but less
than an order of magnitude compared with the LIS. This shows that the size of the
astrosphere has a small contribution to the modulation of cosmic rays in the case of
GJ 436.
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Figure 3.3: Differential intensity of Galactic cosmic rays at different orbital distances
for case A (solid lines) and case B (dotted lines). Smaller orbital distances have a much
lower intensity of Galactic cosmic rays compared with larger distances. The black solid
line is the LIS and grey crosses are representative of the intensity of Galactic cosmic rays
observed at Earth at solar minimum (Rodgers-Lee et al., 2020).

The radial velocity profile of case A is slightly higher (by a factor ≲ 1.4) than case
B for distances smaller than 0.45 au (compare the grey and pink lines in Fig. 3.2-a).
Due to the combination of the velocity profile and the size of the astrosphere, at around
0.2 au the intensity of cosmic rays is equivalent for both cases (see Fig. 3.3 blue lines).
For smaller distances (< 0.2 au), case A modulates the cosmic rays more than case B
because of the higher velocity of the wind for case A. If the stellar wind velocity is
larger it suppresses the flux of Galactic cosmic rays more.

3.3.2 Advective and diffusive timescales

The modulation of Galactic cosmic rays in the system can be understood by analysing
the advective and diffusive timescales. The timescales are defined as:

τadv =
r

u
, τdif =

r2

κ
∝ r2

p/B
. (3.12)

The advective timescale depends only on the stellar wind velocity while the diffusion
timescale depends on the momentum of the cosmic rays and the magnetic field profile
of the stellar wind. Fig. 3.4 presents the ratio between the advective and the diffusive
timescales as a function of distance for case A (solid lines) and case B (dotted lines)
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3.3 Galactic Cosmic Rays in M dwarf systems

for different values of cosmic ray kinetic energy. The pink shaded area (τadv/τdif < 1)
indicates the region where advection dominates and the blue shaded area (τadv/τdif > 1)
indicates the area where diffusion dominates. If diffusion strongly dominates the Galac-
tic cosmic rays experience little (if any) modulation. When timescales are comparable
(τadv/τdif ∼ 1) both effects start to compete and the Galactic cosmic rays start to ex-
perience modulation. On the other hand, if advection dominates the Galactic cosmic
rays are strongly modulated by the stellar wind.
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Figure 3.4: Ratio between advective timescale and diffusive timescale as a function of
distance from the star for case A (solid lines) and case B (dotted lines). In the blue region,
the dominate physical process is diffusion. In the pink region, Galactic cosmic rays are
strongly modulated by advection.

The diffusion timescales have the same values for both cases because they have
the same magnetic field profile. On the other hand, the advective timescale is slightly
different due to the difference in the wind velocity profile of each case. Consequently,
the ratio between the timescales is different between both cases which is only noticeable
for smaller radii (r < 0.45 au).

The timescale ratio can be written as

τadv

τdiff
∝ p

ruB
∝ p

u

rα

r
,

where rα comes from the magnetic field profile as B ∝ 1/rα. The radial component
of the magnetic field falls with r2, hence is best represented by α ∼ 2. The azimuthal
component of the magnetic field falls with r and it is best represented by α ∼ 1. For
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distances r ⩽ 10 au, α ∼ 2 (see Fig. 3.2 green and red curves) and the timescale ratio
is ∝ pr/u. For distances r ⩾ 10 au, α ∼ 1 (see Fig. 3.2 blue and red curves) and the
timescale ratio is ∝ p/u. Both trends can be observed in Fig. 3.4, where the timescale
ratio increases with distance for r ⩽ 10 au and it becomes constant for r ⩾ 10 au.

For distances smaller than 0.2 au the timescale ratio of case B is higher than case
A, for a given energy. When r < 0.2 au, we have uA > uB and consequently τadv B >

τadv A. Consequently case A modulates the Galactic cosmic rays more than case B in
this region. For distances larger than 0.2 au both cases show a similar value for the
timescales.

From Fig. 3.4 we observe that higher energy (10 GeV, black lines) cosmic rays
are unmodulated because their diffusive timescale is much smaller than the advective
timescale. In other words, they can diffuse faster in the stellar system than the advec-
tive processes can act to suppress them. Low energy cosmic rays (100MeV, magenta
lines) are more modulated by the stellar wind because their diffusive timescale is much
larger than the advective timescale. This means that stellar winds are more effective
at modulating low energy Galactic cosmic rays than high energy ones.

The modulation of Galactic cosmic rays is stronger for low energy cosmic rays (<
1GeV) and less effective for high energy cosmic rays (> 1GeV) because the diffusive
timescale depends inversely on the momentum of the cosmic rays. The more energetic
cosmic rays are not modulated by the stellar wind which can be observed by the fact
that all curves (except red curves) in Fig. 3.3 are the same as the LIS (the LIS spectrum
is by definition unmodulated) for energies greater than 5 GeV. In contrast, high energy
cosmic rays begin to be modulated at small orbital distances as can be observed by
the red curves in Fig. 3.3. In fact, Galactic cosmic rays of all energies that we consider
are strongly modulated for small distances which can be explained by the fact that the
stellar wind magnetic field is much stronger close to the star leading to large diffusion
timescales in combination with a small advective timescale.

3.3.3 The intensity of Galactic cosmic rays in the habitable
zone and at GJ 436 b

The region around a star where it is possible for a planet to have liquid water on
its surface is called the habitable zone (Kasting et al., 1993; Selsis et al., 2007). The
differential intensity of Galactic cosmic rays in the habitable zone of GJ 436 (0.2–
0.4 au)1 is shown in Fig. 3.5 as a function of cosmic ray kinetic energy, where blue is

1The habitable zone was calculated based on Kasting et al. (1993) and Selsis et al. (2007) by
assuming an Earth-like exoplanet with the same albedo and the same greenhouse effect as the Earth.
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for case A and red for case B. The black line is the LIS and the green points are the
flux of Galactic cosmic rays observed at Earth (Rodgers-Lee et al., 2020).
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Figure 3.5: Differential intensity of Galactic cosmic rays in the habitable zone of GJ 436
using case A (blue shaded area) and case B (red shaded area) and at the orbital distance
of GJ 436 b (0.028 au) for case A (dashed line) and case B (dotted line). The yellow
squares is representative of the intensity of Galactic cosmic rays observed at Earth at
solar minimum (Rodgers-Lee et al., 2020).

Overall, the flux of cosmic rays in the habitable zone of GJ 436 is very similar for
both cases, with case B presenting a slightly higher level of modulation than case A.
This result is due to a combination of the velocity profile and the astrosphere size of
the cases studied here. The similar results we found here is possibly a coincidence,
which would not happen if we choose another stellar wind model (see Section 3.4 for
further discussion). In addition, the flux of Galactic cosmic rays in the habitable zone
is comparable with values observed at Earth for both cases studied here, even though
the habitable zone around GJ 436 is at much smaller distances than the solar habitable
zone.

Since GJ 436 hosts a planet, we further investigate the differential intensity of
cosmic rays reaching the orbital distance of GJ 436 b (0.028 au). The results are shown
in Fig. 3.5 as a function of cosmic ray kinetic energy. Because the planet orbits at
such a close distance, case A (blue dashed line) shows a higher modulation of cosmic
rays when compared with case B (red dotted line). The difference is more pronounced
when we analyse low energy particles (< 1GeV). We also present in Fig. 3.5 the flux
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of Galactic cosmic rays at Earth’s orbit (green solid line) as a function of cosmic ray
kinetic energy for comparison (see Figure A1 from Rodgers-Lee et al., 2020). When
compared with the Earth, GJ 436 b is exposed to far fewer Galactic cosmic rays than
the present-day Earth.

We provide here an analytical expression for the Galactic cosmic ray intensity at the
habitable zone of GJ 436 and at the orbit of GJ 436 b. This analytical expression can
be used in other works where the flux of cosmic rays is considered an input (e.g., cal-
culating the flux of cosmic rays through planetary magnetospheres and atmospheres).
The force field approximation (Gleeson & Axford, 1968) is a theory-based, analytic
expression that can be used to describe the modulation of Galactic cosmic rays. This
expression depends only on a modulation potential ϕ. Here, we use a modified force
field approximation (Rodgers-Lee et al., 2020) for the differential intensity of Galactic
cosmic rays in the habitable zone of GJ 436, given by:

j(T )

E2 − E2
p

= β̃

(
jLIS(T + ϕ)

(E + ϕ)2 + E2
p

)
, (3.13)

where E =
√
(pc)2 + E2

p is the total proton energy, Ep = 0.938GeV is the proton rest
energy and ϕ is the average energy lost by a cosmic ray coming from infinity, i.e. the
ISM. The modified force field approximation (Equation (3.13)) has an extra factor of
β̃ in comparison to the force field approximation which acts to suppress low energy
cosmic rays more. The values of ϕ which fit our data well are given in Table 3.2.
The modified force field approximation can be used to easily reproduce the Galactic
cosmic ray spectrum in the habitable zone of GJ 436 and at the orbit of GJ 436 b.
For the former, the modified force field approximation is only appropriate for energies
above 200MeV, as it overestimated the low energy cosmic ray fluxes by 10 times at
0.015GeV, while for the latter, the approximation should only be used above 1 GeV, as
it can overestimate the flux by a factor of up to ∼ 2 orders of magnitude at 0.015GeV.

3.4 Discussion

When modelling the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays inside a stellar astrosphere
there are some key parameters that influence the modulation of Galactic cosmic rays.
Here, we discuss how the parameters used in our simulations could possibly affect the
Galactic cosmic ray propagation and how our work compares with other work in the
literature. We also suggest possible future plans.
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From the many stellar wind models available from Mesquita & Vidotto (2020), there
is a set which is compatible with X-ray observations of GJ 436. This set has stellar
wind base densities < 7 × 10−15 g cm−3 and stellar magnetic fields varying from 1 to
10G, resulting in Ṁ < 7.6× 10−15 M⊙/yr. From their models, we chose only two with
similar velocity and magnetic field profiles but that are in a different wind regime and
thus have very distinct mass-loss rates (and stellar wind densities). The magnetically-
dominated wind (case A) is one of the models that is compatible with observations, as
it predicts X-ray luminosities that are below values observed for GJ 436 (Ehrenreich
et al., 2015), and gives rise to a mass-loss rate more compatible with other calculated
values (see discussion in Mesquita & Vidotto, 2020). Case B, on other hand, is not
compatible with such observations. In spite of substantial differences in wind mass-loss
rates, our two selected wind models gave rise to a similar modulation of Galactic cosmic
rays in the habitable zone of GJ 436 which may indicate that our lack of knowledge on
the stellar wind regime is not important for this study.

However, there is still the question of whether our choice of models coincidentally led
to similar results. If we had selected another stellar wind model, would it have resulted
in a different modulation of Galactic cosmic rays? For instance, a stronger stellar
magnetic field leads to longer diffusive timescales, which allows the advective processes
to dominate (for a given fixed velocity profile), thus, generating more modulation.
A higher stellar wind velocity would also modulate the Galactic cosmic rays further.
Additionally, the stellar wind density profile would affect the size of the astrosphere
which also affects the modulation of the cosmic rays. Mesquita & Vidotto (2020)
gave an upper limit for the mass-loss rate and density for GJ 436, but the magnetic
field profile remains unconstrained. One way to constrain the magnetic field of a star
is through spectropolarimetric observations (e.g. Morin et al., 2010). However, an
observationally-derived magnetic map of GJ 436 is currently not available. A magnetic
map would allow us to model the stellar wind in 3D (e.g., Kavanagh et al., 2019) and
with that the influence of the magnetic field geometry on the cosmic ray propagation
could be studied.

The properties of the ISM (such as density, velocity, temperature and ionisation
fraction) are also important for the modulation of Galactic cosmic rays, since it is di-
rectly connected with the astrosphere size. Jasinski et al. (2020), following the method-
ology of Müller et al. (2006), demonstrated the importance of the ISM conditions by
showing how it can affect the Galactic cosmic ray propagation around two stellar sys-
tems, Kepler-20 and Kepler-88. Using the ISM density and velocity constrained by
Jasinski et al. (2020), these authors calculated the ISM ram pressure and found that
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the astrosphere sizes for Kepler-20 and Kepler-88 could be in the range 2–63 au and
10–270 au, respectively. Jasinski et al. (2020) found at the orbital distances of Kepler-
20f and Kepler-88c that the Galactic cosmic ray fluxes at ∼ 100MeV energies could
be ⩾ 2 orders of magnitude different due to the astrosphere size variation. Here, we
found that the size of the astrosphere did not strongly affect the modulation of Galactic
cosmic rays. Our astrosphere size varied due to the different stellar wind conditions
rather than the ISM conditions. In our work, an astrosphere ten times larger does not
significantly affect the flux of cosmic rays for most radii. At 30 au, for instance, case
B has less than half of the flux of cosmic rays with energy of 0.15GeV in comparison
with case A at the same distance. The reason for the discrepancy between the work
presented in Jasinski et al. (2020) and our work is related to a different formulation of
the diffusion coefficient for the cosmic rays. In contrast with our work, Jasinski et al.
(2020) use a spatially constant diffusion coefficient. In our work, the diffusion coeffi-
cient scales inversely with the magnetic field, similar to Herbst et al. (2020). We cannot
point out which formulation for the diffusion coefficient is more appropriate for GJ 436,
or the systems considered in Jasinski et al. (2020), because the spatial variation of the
turbulence in these systems is unknown. Our prescription for the diffusion coefficient
is based on observations in the solar system. When applying it to the GJ 436 system,
we assume that the spatial variation of the turbulence is similar in both systems.

Herbst et al. (2020) calculated the flux of Galactic cosmic rays throughout the
astrosphere of three M dwarf stars (V374 Peg, Proxima Centauri and LHS 1140). They
found at the orbital distances of Proxima b and LHS 1140 b that the Galactic cosmic
rays were not significantly modulated. On the other hand, the Galactic cosmic rays are
strongly modulated in the V374 Peg system1. Our values for GJ 436 b lie between these
two extremes. LHS 1140 has a very small astrosphere of 11.3 au, a slow stellar wind and
a weak magnetic field which all contribute to the lack of significant Galactic cosmic ray
modulation in this stellar system. Proxima Centauri has a weak magnetic field at 1 au
in comparison to the solar value at the same distance which leads to larger diffusion
coefficients resulting in less modulation of the Galactic cosmic rays. In comparison,
V374 Peg has an astrosphere 8500 au in size and a strong magnetic field which leads to
the strong modulation of Galactic cosmic rays. These results show the variety between
the different M dwarfs when studying the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays. One
important point to highlight is that Herbst et al. (2020) used a different prescription for
the diffusion coefficients with γ = 5/3 (corresponding to Kolmogorov-type turbulence),

1In Fig. 3 of Herbst et al. (2020) the units should read as m−2 s−1 sr−1 MeV−1, instead of
m−2 s−1 sr−1 GeV−1 (Herbst, private communication).
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normalised at 1GeV/c. This γ value affects the modulation at all energies. Cosmic rays
with momentum < 1GeV/c are less modulated, in comparison with our adopted value
of γ = 1. Cosmic rays with momenta > 1GeV/c suffers less modulation, in comparison
with γ = 1 (due to the normalisation occurring at 1GeV/c). An additional point to
note is that Herbst et al. (2020) used the ISM properties from outside the heliosphere
as a proxy for the ISM properties of the three M dwarf stars in their study. If we
had used the ISM values around the Sun (νISM = 25.7 km s−1 and nISM = 0.1 cm−3),
GJ 436’s astrosphere would be about 75% larger. Therefore, the values of Herbst et al.
(2020) could be different depending on the ISM properties around each star.

Another parameter that may vary is the LIS. In our work we used the LIS values
from observations outside the heliosphere made by Voyager. Our assumption comes
from the fact that the LIS conditions are believed to be similar throughout the Galac-
tic disk (Strong et al., 2007; Neronov et al., 2017; Prokhorov & Colafrancesco, 2018;
Aharonian et al., 2020; Baghmanyan et al., 2020) and that it provides a homogeneous
Galactic cosmic ray background. However, the spectrum of cosmic rays could have
variations locally (Baghmanyan et al., 2020). Stars close to cosmic ray acceleration
regions, such as supernova remnants, can show local variations in cosmic ray spectra
and have a larger flux of cosmic rays (Fatuzzo et al., 2006). According to Baghmanyan
et al. (2020), the LIS spectrum is representative of the cosmic ray spectrum throughout
the Galaxy, except within 100 pc of a cosmic ray accelerator. Since GJ 436 is 10.14 pc
away from the solar system, and the Sun is not near any cosmic ray accelerator region,
any variation of the LIS is not relevant in the context of this work.

Finally, the list of M dwarf stars which host a planet is quite large (Vidotto et al.,
2019) and it opens up the possibility to further investigate the propagation of Galac-
tic cosmic rays through their astrospheres. Since we are most interested in possible
habitable planets, a possible future work would be the study of Galactic cosmic rays
propagation around M dwarfs with exoplanets in the habitable zone. In addition, M
dwarfs with magnetic field measurements would also be good targets since it would
give further constrains on the stellar wind properties. Knowing the ISM properties
around the star is another important factor which was one of the strengths of choosing
GJ 436 as a target.

Since M dwarfs can have strong magnetic fields and have a much closer-in habitable
zone it is important to investigate the flux of stellar cosmic rays, which are energetic
particles generated by the star. Also, the strong magnetic fields and higher levels of
magnetic activity in M dwarfs indicate that they should be efficient at accelerating
stellar cosmic rays. Potentially habitable planets would therefore be located closer to
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the stellar cosmic ray source. Stellar cosmic rays could play a more important role for
close-in planets than Galactic cosmic rays (Segura et al., 2010; Grenfell et al., 2012;
Tabataba-Vakili et al., 2016; Fraschetti et al., 2019; Scheucher et al., 2020; Rodgers-
Lee et al., 2021a) and should be further investigated in future work. In the context of
GJ 436, because it is not very magnetically active, stellar cosmic rays may not be as
important as for other stars with stronger activity.

3.5 Conclusions

In this paper we investigated the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays through the as-
trosphere of the planet-hosting M dwarf system GJ 436. Galactic cosmic ray fluxes
are suppressed in an energy-dependent way as they travel through magnetised stellar
winds, known as the modulation of Galactic cosmic rays. Our main goal was to cal-
culate the intensity of Galactic cosmic rays in the habitable zone of GJ 436 and at
the orbital distance of GJ 436 b and compare it with observations at the Earth. For
that, we used a 1D cosmic ray diffusive transport equation to model the modulation
of Galactic cosmic rays, including spatial and momentum advection of Galactic cosmic
rays by the stellar wind. Given that the stellar wind of GJ 436 is not well constrained,
we used two Alfvén-wave-driven stellar wind models from Mesquita & Vidotto (2020)
consisting of a magnetically-dominated wind (case A) and a thermally-dominated wind
(case B). With this, we were also able to investigate how the stellar wind regime could
affect the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays.

The wind models selected for this work have similar velocity and magnetic field
profiles but with mass-loss rates two orders of magnitude different. Because of this
difference, one model (case B) produced an astrosphere ten times larger than the other
model (case A). The two wind cases show different fluxes of Galactic cosmic rays for the
same distance. This difference in fluxes, however, is not that large, being less than half
an order of magnitude different between cases A and B for the same orbital distance.
The difference in both cases only occurs for energies lower than 1GeV – the fluxes are
more similar for higher energies.

For distances larger than 10 au diffusion is the main physical process dominating
the cosmic ray propagation, which leads to little modulation of cosmic rays at ∼GeV
energies. For these distances, a larger astrosphere results in only slightly lower Galactic
cosmic ray fluxes in comparison with a smaller one (comparing the same orbital dis-
tance). Between ∼ 0.2 au and 1 au the fluxes for the two wind cases begin to converge.
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At 0.2 au the fluxes of Galactic cosmic rays are nearly identical for both wind setups.
At this orbital distance, we noticed a change in behaviour in the propagation of cosmic
rays. For distances larger than 0.2 au, the velocity and magnetic field of the stellar
winds are very similar, leading to similar levels of modulation (with slightly lower
fluxes for the larger astrosphere system). On the other side, for distances smaller than
0.2 au, the magnetically-dominated wind modulates the Galactic cosmic rays more due
to a higher local wind velocity (which leads to a smaller advective timescale).

In the habitable zone of GJ 436 (0.2–0.4 au) the flux of Galactic cosmic rays are
comparable to the intensities observed at Earth and are approximately the same for
both of our wind setups. We provide an analytical fit to our spectra in the habitable
zone of the star in Equation (3.13). This fit can be used to reproduce the Galactic
cosmic ray spectrum found in our work. We also analysed the flux of Galactic around
GJ 436 b (0.028 au) and found that both wind regimes show a strong modulation of
cosmic rays, with values four orders of magnitude smaller than intensities observed
at the present-day Earth. The thermally-dominated wind (case B) shows intensities
of Galactic cosmic rays twice as high as magnetically-dominated wind (case A). The
results found here could be further used to investigate the propagation of Galactic
cosmic rays through the magnetosphere and atmosphere of GJ 436 b.

The stellar wind properties such as magnetic field and velocity are very important
for cosmic ray propagation. In the case of GJ 436, in particular, our lack of knowledge
on the wind regime (more thermally-dominated versus more magnetically-dominated),
and consequently on the astrosphere size, do not strongly affect the propagation of
Galactic cosmic rays on this system (for our choice of diffusion coefficients).
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Abstract

Quantifying the flux of cosmic rays reaching exoplanets around M dwarfs is essential
to understand their possible effects on exoplanet habitability. Here, we investigate
the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays as they travel through the stellar winds (as-
trospheres) of five nearby M dwarfs, namely: GJ 15A, GJ 273, GJ 338B, GJ 411 and
GJ 887. Our selected stars each have 1 or 2 detected exoplanets and they all have wind
mass-loss rates constrained by Lyman-α observations. Our simulations use a combined
1D magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) Alfvén-wave-driven stellar wind model and 1D cos-
mic ray transport model. We find that GJ 411 and GJ 887 have Galactic cosmic rays
fluxes comparable with Earth’s at their habitable zones. On the other hand, GJ 15A,
GJ 273 and GJ 338B receive a lower Galactic cosmic ray flux in their habitable zones.
All exoplanets in our sample, with exception of GJ 15A c and GJ 411 c, have a signif-
icantly lower flux of Galactic cosmic rays than values observed at the Earth because
they orbit closer-in. The fluxes found here can be further used for chemical modelling
of planetary atmospheres. Finally, we calculate the radiation dose at the surface of the
habitable-zone planet GJ 273 b, assuming it has an Earth-like atmosphere. This planet
receives up to 209 times less 15 MeV energy cosmic ray fluxes than values observed at
Earth. However, for high-energy cosmic rays (∼GeV), the difference in flux is only 2.3
times smaller, which contributes to GJ 273 b receiving a significant surface radiation
dose of 0.13mSv/yr (40% of the annual dose on Earth’s surface).
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4.1 Introduction

With more than 4,300 exoplanets discovered and confirmed (as of 30 September 2021
on NASA’s exoplanet archive1) in the last few decades, there is a lot of interest in
discovering/determining if any of these exoplanets are habitable. There are many
factors affecting the habitability of an exoplanet (see, e.g., Meadows & Barnes, 2018).
One key factor is the presence of liquid water on the exoplanet surface. Many factors
can influence the presence of surface liquid water on a planet, such as the planet
and stellar system properties. The habitable zone is defined as the orbital distances
from a star where liquid water can exist on a planet’s surface (Kasting et al., 1993;
Selsis et al., 2007). This region is close-in for M dwarfs and further out for F and G
dwarfs. Although being in the habitable zone does not necessarily mean that a planet
is habitable, this is the first condition thought to be important for habitability.

Currently M dwarfs are the main targets in the search for potential habitable ex-
oplanets. This is because M dwarfs are small, they have low brightness, and conse-
quently, they have a close-in habitable zone. This combination, due to current ob-
servational capabilities, makes M dwarfs the best candidates to observe exoplanets in
the habitable zone. Additionally, they constitute the majority of stars in our Galaxy
(Henry et al., 2006; Winters et al., 2015; Henry et al., 2018). However, the stellar
environment of M dwarfs can be very harmful for close-in exoplanets. M dwarfs can
produce strong magnetic fields (Morin et al., 2010; Shulyak et al., 2019), and compared
with solar-mass stars, they stay magnetically active for a longer duration of their lives
(West et al., 2004; Scalo et al., 2007; West et al., 2015; Guinan et al., 2016). Exo-
planet habitability can be affected by strong stellar activity (Khodachenko et al., 2007;
Vida et al., 2017; Tilley et al., 2019). This is because, strong stellar activity leads to
stronger stellar winds (Vidotto et al., 2014a), generates more stellar energetic particles
(Grießmeier et al., 2005), stronger flares (Vida et al., 2017; Tilley et al., 2019) and
coronal mass ejections (Lammer et al., 2007; Khodachenko et al., 2007), all of which
can affect planetary atmospheres and thus their potential to generate life.

In particular, the stellar wind plays an important role in stellar evolution (Johnstone
et al., 2015; Matt et al., 2015) and interacts with planets (Vidotto et al., 2011, 2013;
Vidotto & Cleary, 2020). For this reason, it is important to understand the properties
of stellar winds. M dwarfs, however, have rarefied coronal winds analogous to the solar
wind, which makes it difficult to observe them. Fortunately, novel techniques have been
developed to characterise the winds of low-mass stars (see review by Vidotto, 2021)

1https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu
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providing some constraints on the wind properties, such as, the stellar wind mass-loss
rate. These methods include Lyman-α absorption observations (Wood, 2004; Wood
et al., 2021, and references therein), X-ray emission (Wargelin & Drake, 2001, 2002),
radio emission (Panagia & Felli, 1975; Lim & White, 1996; Fichtinger et al., 2017;
Vidotto & Donati, 2017), exoplanet atmospheric escape (Vidotto & Bourrier, 2017;
Kislyakova et al., 2019) and slingshot prominences (Jardine & Collier Cameron, 2019).
Despite all of these methods being able to provide constraints for a few tens of low-mass
stars there are still unknowns related to the stellar wind properties.

In our work, we study the properties of M dwarf winds using numerical simulations
and observational constraints from Lyman-α measurements. Here, we assume the M
dwarf winds are heated and accelerated by the dissipation of Alfvén waves. We use an
Alfvén-wave-driven stellar wind model to understand the stellar wind and calculate its
properties, such as, the velocity profile and mass-loss rate (Mesquita & Vidotto, 2020).

One particular aspect of interest in our work is that stellar winds affect the propa-
gation of cosmic rays, which are an important factor that could affect exoplanet habit-
ability. On the one hand, cosmic rays may have been important for the origin of life on
Earth and for other exoplanets (Airapetian et al., 2016; Atri, 2016), as they can drive
the production of prebiotic molecules (Rimmer et al., 2014; Airapetian et al., 2016;
Barth et al., 2021). In contrast, for developed life-forms cosmic rays can damage DNA
in cells (Sridharan et al., 2016) and cause cellular mutation (Dartnell, 2011). Thus,
large cosmic ray fluxes are harmful for life as we know it (Shea & Smart, 2000). A
way to quantify the impact of cosmic rays on life-forms is by calculating the radiation
dose on the surface of a planet (Atri, 2020; Atri et al., 2020). In addition to this, cos-
mic rays can also affect cloud coverage which could affect Earth’s climate (Svensmark
& Friis-Christensen, 1997; Shaviv, 2002, 2003; Kirkby et al., 2011; Svensmark et al.,
2017). All of these aspects about cosmic rays makes it important to investigate their
effects on exoplanets.

There are two populations of cosmic rays: Galactic cosmic rays and stellar cosmic
rays generated by the host star. Many works have focused on the impact of stellar
cosmic rays fluxes at the Earth (Rodgers-Lee et al., 2021a), on M dwarfs (Fraschetti
et al., 2019), on young T-tauri systems (Rab et al., 2017; Rodgers-Lee et al., 2017), on
exoplanets’ magnetospheres and atmospheres (Segura et al., 2010; Grenfell et al., 2012;
Tabataba-Vakili et al., 2016; Scheucher et al., 2020) and also in the context of star-
forming regions (see review by Padovani et al., 2020). In this work, we only consider
the effects of Galactic cosmic rays originating from our own Galaxy.
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4.2 The stars in our sample

Many studies have investigated the Galactic cosmic ray fluxes at Earth focusing
on different ages of the solar system (Scherer et al., 2002, 2008; Müller et al., 2006;
Svensmark, 2006; Cohen et al., 2012; Rodgers-Lee et al., 2020) to understand their
possible effects on Earth. More recently, Rodgers-Lee et al. (2021b) studied the Galactic
cosmic rays fluxes for a well-constrained sample of five Sun-like stars with magnetic
field measurements and Lyman-α observations. Some works (Sadovski et al., 2018;
Herbst et al., 2020; Mesquita et al., 2021) have also analysed the Galactic cosmic ray
fluxes at exoplanets orbiting M dwarfs.

The interaction between the stellar wind and the interstellar wind forms a bubble
shaped region around the star which is dominated by its stellar wind (see Fig. 4.1). This
region is called the astrosphere, analogous to the Sun’s heliosphere. When studying
the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays, the astrosphere becomes especially relevant
– outside this region, the cosmic ray flux has its background level. The astrosphere
acts as a barrier to the cosmic rays due to the presence of a magnetised stellar wind.
Within the astrosphere, the flux of Galactic cosmic rays is modulated/suppressed in a
energy-dependent way by the stellar wind.

In this paper, we investigate the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays through a
sample of five M dwarf astrospheres. We focus on M dwarfs that host known exoplanets
and have mass-loss rates constrained by Lyman-α observations recently presented in
Wood et al. (2021). We perform 1D MHD simulations, using an Alfvén-wave-driven
stellar wind model to derive the properties of the winds of the M dwarfs (Mesquita &
Vidotto, 2020). We use a 1D model of cosmic ray transport (from Rodgers-Lee et al.,
2020) to calculate the spectrum of Galactic cosmic rays within M dwarf astrospheres.
This paper is organised as follows: in Section 4.2 we describe the stars in our sample.
The stellar wind model and the astrospheric sizes are presented in Section 4.3. The
transport model for the cosmic rays is described in Section 4.4. Our results on the
Galactic cosmic ray fluxes in the habitable zone and at the exoplanets’ orbits, together
with the radiation dose at GJ 273 b’s surface are shown in Section 4.5, followed by our
discussion and conclusions in Section 4.6.

4.2 The stars in our sample

We select stars with well-constrained stellar wind ram pressure values from recent
Lyman-α observations presented in Wood et al. (2021). Our main targets are M dwarfs
because they have been identified as prime targets in the search for bio-signatures from
exoplanets (Meadows et al., 2018). Additionally, our sample only contains M dwarfs
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the stellar system environment studied in this work. The
wind generated by the star (large yellow circle) interacts with the interstellar medium
(ISM) and creates a “bubble” region called the astrosphere (grey region). The Galactic
cosmic rays propagate inside the astrosphere and can interact with the host planets (small
circles).

with at least one known orbiting exoplanet. Using these criteria we select five M dwarfs,
namely: GJ 15A, GJ 273, GJ 338B, GJ 411 and GJ 887. All of these stars are in close
proximity to the solar system, within 7 pc. Table 4.1 presents the stellar properties
relevant for our stellar wind simulations, such as radius, mass, distance, rotation period
and X-ray luminosity. Table 4.2 summarises the list of known exoplanets in our sample
of stars and their properties.

GJ 15A and GJ 338B are wide-orbit binary systems with a second M dwarf. Their
orbital separations are 146 au (Pinamonti et al., 2018) and 110 au (González-Álvarez
et al., 2020), respectively. However, this is still close enough for each pair to reside
within a common astrosphere, meaning the measured wind strength represents the
combined wind of both stars (Wood et al., 2021). For the purposes of our work, when
simulating the wind and the cosmic ray transport we assume that the wind is being
produced by GJ 15A and GJ 338B, because they are the companions with planets.
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4.3 The stellar wind environment

Table 4.1: Sample of stars studied in our work. The parameters are from Wood et al.
(2021) unless explicitly stated otherwise. The columns are, respectively, star ID, stellar
mass, radius, stellar spectral type, rotation period, X-ray luminosity, ISM velocity as
seen by the star, mass-loss rate, wind ram pressure, ISM ram pressure and habitable zone
boundaries. The last two columns are quantities calculated in our work.

Star Mass Radius Spectral Prot logLX vISM Ṁwood Pram, wood(300R⋆) PISM Habitable zone
[M⊙] [R⊙] type [days] [erg s−1] [km s−1] [M⊙ yr−1] [dyn cm−2] [dyn cm−2] [au]

GJ 15A 0.38 a 0.38 a M2 V 44 b 27.37 28 2× 10−13 6.4× 10−7 3.2× 10−12 0.12 – 0.31
GJ 273 0.29 c 0.293 c M3.5 V 99 c 26.54 75 < 4× 10−15 < 2.2× 10−8 2.4× 10−11 0.08 – 0.20
GJ 338B 0.64 d 0.58 d M0 V 16.6 d 27.92 29 1× 10−14 1.4× 10−8 3.4× 10−12 0.23 – 0.58
GJ 411 0.386 e 0.389 e M2 V 56.2 e 26.89 110 < 2× 10−15 < 6.1× 10−9 4.7× 10−11 0.12 – 0.31
GJ 887 0.489 f 0.471 f M2 V > 200 f 27.03 85 1× 10−14 2.1× 10−8 2.9× 10−11 0.16 – 0.40

aPinamonti et al. (2018); bHoward et al. (2014); cAstudillo-Defru et al. (2017);
dGonzález-Álvarez et al. (2020); eDíaz et al. (2019); fJeffers et al. (2020).

Table 4.2: Properties of the known exoplanets in our sample of stars. The columns are,
respectively, planet name, semi-major axis, mass, orbital period and references for the
properties.

Planet a Mp P References
[au] [M⊕] [days]

GJ 15Ab 0.072 3.03 11.44 1
GJ 15A c 5.4 36 7600 1
GJ 273 b 0.091 2.89 18.65 2
GJ 273 c 0.036 1.18 4.72 2
GJ 338Bb 0.141 10.27 24.45 3
GJ 411 b 0.079 2.69 12.95 4
GJ 411 c 3.10 18.1 3190 5
GJ 887 b 0.068 4.2 9.26 6
GJ 887 c 0.12 7.6 21.79 6

Note. 1 - Pinamonti et al. (2018); 2 - Astudillo-
Defru et al. (2017); 3 - González-Álvarez et al.
(2020); 4 - Stock et al. (2020); 5 - Rosenthal et al.
(2021); 6 - Jeffers et al. (2020).

4.3 The stellar wind environment

4.3.1 The Alfvén-wave-driven wind simulation

To investigate the stellar wind properties for each star in our sample we use 1D time-
independent MHD simulations. Similar to the solar wind, we assume the winds of
M dwarfs are heated by magnetic processes. Here, the stellar wind is heated and
accelerated by the dissipation of Alfvén waves. These waves are generated due to
perturbations of the magnetic field lines at the base of the wind. The wind is launched
at the base of the chromosphere and the grid extends until 300R⋆. Note that all the
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stars in our sample have reached their terminal velocities by this distance. The model
used here is based on the model presented in Mesquita & Vidotto (2020) (see also
Vidotto & Jatenco-Pereira, 2010).

The time-independent MHD equations are given as follows:

d

dr
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ρur2
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= 0, (4.1)
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= Q− Pr, (4.3)

where r is the radial coordinate, ρ the wind mass density, u the wind velocity, G

the gravitational constant, M⋆ the stellar mass, P = ρkBT/m the gas pressure, m

the average mass of the wind particles, T the wind temperature, ϵ the energy density
of the Alfvén waves, Fc the thermal conduction, Q the heating term and Pr is the
radiative cooling term. Equations (4.1) to (4.3) are the mass, momentum and energy
conservation equations, respectively. The terms on the right-hand side of Equation (4.2)
are the gravitational, thermal and mechanical forces, respectively. The terms inside
the first parentheses on the left-hand side of Equation (4.3) are the kinetic, enthalpy
and gravitational energies per unit mass which are associated with the wind energy.
The second term is the conductive energy and the third is the wave energy.

The parameters required in our model are the magnetic field strength and geom-
etry, damping type and length, stellar wind density, temperature and magnetic field
perturbation intensity. All the input parameters in our simulations are defined at the
base of the chromosphere. We refer the reader to Mesquita & Vidotto (2020), who
investigated how these parameters influence the properties of the stellar wind, such
as density, velocity, temperature and mass-loss rate. Here, we use a fully radial mag-
netic field line configuration. We use the same temperature of 104 K at the base of
the chromosphere for all of the stars. We adopt a non-linear damping mechanism in
which the amplitude of the MHD waves decreases with the quadratic amplitude of
the fluctuations in the wave velocity, using the approach by Jatenco-Pereira & Opher
(1989). We adopt an initial damping length of 0.1R⋆ (Mesquita & Vidotto, 2020).
The non-linear damping mechanism for the waves has been used in solar wind models
(e.g., Suzuki & Inutsuka, 2005; Suzuki et al., 2013). The magnetic field perturbations
are taken at the base of the wind as 0.1B0, where B0 is the magnetic field strength
at the base of the wind. The magnetic field perturbation at the base of the wind is a
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free parameter in our simulation that can affect the properties of the stellar wind (see
discussion in Mesquita & Vidotto, 2020). The amplitude of the magnetic field fluctua-
tions is connected with the amplitude of velocity fluctuations by energy equipartition
(see Equation 5 in Mesquita & Vidotto, 2020). van Holst et al. (2014) used the velocity
fluctuations value of 15 km s−1 at the chromosphere for a 3D MHD solar simulation.
This value agrees with Hinode observations of the 15 km s−1 turbulent velocities for the
solar wind (De Pontieu et al., 2007). In our simulations, the velocity fluctuations at
the base of the wind vary from 9–23 km s−1 (using the magnetic field perturbations at
the base of the stellar wind equal to 0.1B0) which is in good agreement with the works
mentioned for the solar wind. We use observations to constrain the magnetic field
strength and the density at the base of the stellar wind in our model. The approach
used here is explained below.

4.3.1.1 Stellar surface magnetic field

In order to constrain the input magnetic field strength at the base of the chromosphere
we use the observed correlation between X-ray luminosity and large scale magnetic
flux, LX ≈ 10−13.7Φ1.80±0.20

V , from Vidotto et al. (2014a). We use the X-ray luminosity
given in Table 4.1 to infer the large scale magnetic flux using this relation. Then, we
use the relation ΦV = 4πR2

⋆B0 to get the average large scale magnetic field strength.
This value of B0 is used as the input magnetic field strength for the stellar wind simu-
lations. The value used for each star is presented in Table 4.3. The stars in our sample
are old and not very active, which explains the relatively low magnetic field strength
values (3.1–7.5G) found in our work (consistent with recent spectropolarimetric results
from Moutou et al., 2017). More active M dwarfs can have kilo Gauss magnetic field
strengths (e.g. review by Morin, 2012).

Table 4.3: Stellar wind properties. The columns are, respectively, the star ID, the
magnetic field strength and density at the base of the wind (input model parameters),
terminal velocity, mass-loss rate, stellar wind ram pressure, Alfvén radius and astrosphere
size (output model parameters).

Star B0 ρ0 u∞ Ṁ Pram(300R⋆) RA Rast

[G] [g cm−3] [km s−1] [M⊙ yr−1] [dyn cm−2] [au] [au]
GJ 15A 7.5 2.6× 10−14 1100 6.8× 10−14 6.2× 10−7 0.02 240
GJ 273 4.3 9.8× 10−15 880 < 1.8× 10−15 < 2.2× 10−8 0.06 12
GJ 338B 6.0 5.5× 10−15 940 1.1× 10−14 3.6× 10−8 0.06 52
GJ 411 3.5 2.4× 10−15 1400 < 6.1× 10−16 < 6.4× 10−9 0.08 6
GJ 887 3.1 9.6× 10−15 850 4.8× 10−15 2.1× 10−8 0.05 18
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4.3.1.2 The base density of the stellar wind

One successful technique used to detect stellar winds of low-mass stars is the detec-
tion of Lyman-α absorption (Wood et al., 2021, and references therein). Lyman-α
absorption is generated when stellar photons travel through the stellar astrosphere,
the ISM and the heliosphere and is detected in UV spectra. With the detection of
astrospheric absorption it is possible to determine the ram pressure of the stellar wind,
Pram. By knowing the stellar wind asymptotic velocity, u∞, it is possible to determine
the mass-loss rate, Ṁ , using the relation

Ṁ =
4πR2

⋆Pram

u∞
. (4.4)

On the other hand, if astrospheric absorption is not detected only an upper limit for
Pram is obtained. In both cases, the Lyman-α observations are essential to constrain
the density at the base of the chromosphere that we use in our stellar wind model.

For that, we vary the value of the density at the base of the wind to reproduce the
stellar wind ram pressure inferred from the Lyman-α observations. We match the stellar
wind ram pressure, rather than the mass-loss rates presented in Wood et al. (2021),
because Wood et al. (2021) assumes the Sun’s terminal wind velocity of 400 km s−1 for
all the stars. In our simulations, the values we find for u∞ are larger. The ram pressures
derived from the observationally-inferred mass-loss rates and u∞ = 400 km s−1 are
shown in column ten of Table 4.1 (Pram, wood) – these values are calculated at a reference
radius of 300 R⋆. For comparison, we show the ram pressure values that our models
produce in Table 4.3 (calculated at the same reference radius). As it can be seen, our
values are reasonably similar (i.e., within a factor of 2.6) from the observationally-
derived ones. In terms of mass-loss rates, our approach gives lower values than those
found in Wood et al. (2021) (see Ṁwood in Table 4.1) due to our higher stellar wind
terminal velocities. The value of the base density, ρ0, used for each simulation is shown
in Table 4.3.

4.3.2 Stellar wind density, velocity and magnetic field profiles

The stellar wind properties, such as the magnetic field and velocity profiles, are needed
to calculate the Galactic cosmic ray flux reaching an exoplanet. From our Alfvén-wave-
driven wind simulations we have the stellar wind velocity profile. However, only the
radial component of the magnetic field, Br, is calculated from our 1D MHD simulations.
Thus, to determine the azimuthal component of the magnetic field, Bϕ, we use the
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Parker spiral relation (Parker, 1958):

Bϕ

Br

=
uϕ − rΩ

ur

, (4.5)

where uϕ is the azimuthal velocity component, Ω = 2π/Prot is the angular speed of the
star and Prot is the stellar rotation period. Bϕ only dominates at large distances and
at these distances, uϕ ≪ rΩ. Thus, Equation (4.5) can be expressed as

|Bϕ| ≃
rΩ

ur

Br. (4.6)

The total magnetic field strength is B =
√

B2
r +B2

ϕ, where Bϕ is given by Equa-
tion (4.6) for distances beyond the Alfvén radius, r > RA. The Alfvén radius is defined
as the distance where the wind has reached the Alfvén velocity which is given by
vA = B/

√
4πρ.

The outer boundary of the Alfvén-wave-driven wind simulations is at 300R⋆, where
the wind has already reached its terminal velocity. However, the astrosphere extends
further out and we extrapolate the quantities ur, Br and Bϕ to take into account
the profiles for the whole astrosphere. Since the velocity reaches its asymptotic value
by 300R⋆, beyond this distance it has a constant profile. The radial magnetic field
component continues to fall with r2 and the azimuthal component with r, generating
the Parker spiral (Parker, 1958).

Fig. 4.2 shows a summary of the stellar wind properties for GJ 273 (left) and
GJ 338B (right) to show the different contributions of the magnetic field components.
In both panels, the black curve is the velocity profile, the red curve is the total magnetic
field, the green curve is the radial magnetic field strength and the blue curve is the
azimuthal magnetic field strength. The dotted curves are the results from the Alfvén-
wave-driven wind simulations and the solid curves are the profiles used as an input for
the cosmic ray simulations. Two planets in our simulations, GJ 273 c and GJ 411 b, lie
within the Alfvén radius, in a sub-Alfvénic region.

4.3.3 The size of the M dwarf astrospheres

The outer boundary of the cosmic ray simulation is set to be the astrospheric radius,
which varies for the stars in our sample. The size of the astrosphere can be calculated
by finding the balance between the stellar wind ram pressure and the ISM ram pressure.
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Figure 4.2: Stellar wind properties, such as, velocity (black curves) and magnetic field
(total magnetic field red curves, radial magnetic field strength green curves and azimuthal
magnetic field blue curves) profiles of left: GJ 273 and right: GJ 338B. The dotted lines
are the results obtained from the stellar wind model and the solid lines are the profiles
used as input in the cosmic ray model.

The wind ram pressure is given by:

Pram = ρu2. (4.7)

The ISM ram pressure is given by:

PISM = mpnISMν
2
ISM, (4.8)

where mp is the proton mass, nISM is the total ISM number density of hydrogen and
νISM is the ISM velocity as seen by the star.

The ISM ram pressure was calculated using νISM for each star as given in Table 4.1.
The total ISM number density of hydrogen is given by the sum of neutral hydrogen
number density and the ionised hydrogen number density (nISM = nn+ni). We assume
that the ISM is partially ionised and we use the values from Wood et al. (2000) that
successfully reproduces heliospheric absorption, e.g., Model 10 of Wood et al. (2000),
which are nn = 0.14 cm−3 and ni = 0.1 cm−3, giving nISM = 0.24 cm−3 for all stars in
our sample. Using Equation (4.8) we calculate PISM for each star in our sample, the
results are shown in Table 4.1.

The astrospheric size is calculated as:

Rast =

√
Pram(R)

PISM
R, (4.9)

where R is a given reference distance where the wind has reached its terminal velocity.
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The stellar wind ram pressure calculated at R = 300R⋆ is shown in Table 4.3. In
general, M dwarfs tend to be an older stellar population due to their long lifetimes
(see review by Shields et al., 2016), and consequently, they will on average have higher
νISM values because as stars pick up more gravitational perturbations with time they
acquire larger deviations from the Local Standard of Rest. For this reason, M dwarfs
tend to have small astrospheres.

Using Equation (4.9) we calculate the astrospheric size of each star in our sample,
the values are shown in Table 4.3. The size of the astrospheres in our sample vary from
6 to 240 au. GJ 411 has the smallest astrospheric size and is a very compact system.
In constrast, GJ 15A has a very large astrosphere being almost as twice as large as the
present-day heliosphere (∼ 122 au, Stone et al., 2013, 2019). Note that for GJ 338B,
we obtain a larger astrosphere size of 83 au instead of the 52 au using Pram, wood. This
is because our value for Pram is around 2.6 times larger than the value Pram, wood

1.

4.4 Cosmic ray transport

As Galactic cosmic rays propagate through a magnetised stellar wind they suffer global
variations in their intensity and energy which is known as the modulation (or suppres-
sion) of cosmic rays. The modulation of cosmic rays can be obtained by solving the
diffusion-advection transport equation of Parker (1965). The model we use was pre-
sented in Rodgers-Lee et al. (2020) and was previously applied to the M dwarf, GJ 436
(Mesquita et al., 2021). We numerically solve the time-dependent transport equation

∂f

∂t
= ∇ · (κ∇f)− u · (∇f) +

1

3
(∇ · u) ∂f

∂ ln p
, (4.10)

where f(r, p, t) is the cosmic ray space phase density, r is the radial distance, p is
the cosmic ray momentum and u is the stellar wind velocity. The first term on the
right-hand side of Equation (4.10) represents the diffusion of the cosmic rays which
depends on the diffusion coefficient, κ(r, p). The second term is the advection of the
cosmic rays which depends on the stellar wind velocity, u, and acts against the inward
diffusion of the cosmic rays. The third term is the adiabatic losses due to the stellar
wind expansion2.

1We found that this difference in the astrospheric size of GJ 338B does not strongly affect the
Galactic cosmic ray fluxes for the system. A similar situation was also observed in the GJ 436 stellar
system (discussed in Mesquita et al., 2021).

2Here, we do not take into account ionisation losses because the cosmic rays do not have a lot of
material to cross when travelling in the astrosphere of the M dwarfs in our sample. This is because
the column density of stellar wind material is small. For instance, for GJ 436 we calculated, using the
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Stellar wind magnetic field (via the diffusion coefficient) and velocity profiles are
key ingredients for the modulation of Galactic cosmic rays, as given by Equation (4.10).
The stellar wind density profile is relevant to define the size of the astrosphere. How-
ever, it does not lead to any significant attenuation of the cosmic rays, as the stellar
wind wind density is very low.

Our spatial and momentum grids are logarithmically spaced with 60 grid zones each.
The spatial inner boundary is 0.01 au and the outer boundary is set as the astrospheric
size of each star in our sample (see Table 4.3). The momentum range that we consider
for our simulations is pmin = 0.15GeV/c and pmax = 100GeV/c. The upper limit
for the momentum was selected because particles with energies above this limit are
very infrequent and are not relevant in the context of planetary atmosphere chemistry
(Rimmer & Helling, 2013). The lower limit was selected because particles with low
energies (≲ 290MeV, i.e. the pion threshold energy) do not reach the planetary surface
(Atri, 2017) and do not contribute to the radiation dose calculated there (this will
be calculated in Section 4.5.2). However, the low-energy particles are important in
the context of planetary atmospheres because they deposit all of their energy there
(Rodgers-Lee et al., 2020) and could be included in future chemical modelling studies.

4.4.1 Diffusion coefficient

As Galactic cosmic rays penetrate a stellar astrosphere their intensity is reduced due
the presence of a magnetised stellar wind. The diffusion of the cosmic rays depends on
the turbulence level of the magnetic field. The presence of magnetic field irregularities
makes the cosmic ray undergo a random walk in the system. The diffusion coefficient
of the cosmic rays, from quasi-linear theory (Jokipii, 1966; Schlickeiser, 1989), can be
expressed as

κ(r, p)

βc
= η0

(
p

p0

)1−γ

rL, (4.11)

where β = v/c is the ratio between the particle velocity and the speed of light, p0 =

3GeV/c, rL = p/eB(r) is the Larmor radius of the protons. η0 depends on the level of
turbulence in the magnetic field. We adopt η0 = 1 which represents the maximum level
of turbulence for the magnetic field. γ determines how the diffusion coefficient varies
with momentum. We adopt γ = 1, which corresponds to Bohm diffusion. This value
is commonly used in other works (Svensmark, 2006; Cohen et al., 2012; Rodgers-Lee
et al., 2020) and is in good agreement with observations at Earth. There are different

stellar wind density, that the column density of stellar wind material is 2.8× 10−7 g cm−2.
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prescriptions for γ, such as, the Kolmogorov-type turbulence (γ = 5/3, as in Herbst
et al., 2020) and magnetohydrodynamic-driven turbulence (γ = 3/2). The type of
turbulence for M dwarf systems is currently unknown. The turbulence type can affect
the cosmic ray spectrum for all energies. For instance, for Kolmogorov-type turbulence
normalised at 1 GeV/c, Mesquita et al. (2021) found that cosmic rays with momentum
<1GeV/c are less modulated when compared with Bohm-type turbulence. On the
other hand, cosmic rays with momentum >1 GeV/c are more modulated.

4.4.2 Local Interstellar Spectrum (LIS)

In the ISM there is a “sea” of Galactic cosmic rays, unaffected by the presence of the
magnetised stellar wind. This value sets the background flux of Galactic cosmic rays
that can penetrate the stellar systems.

The unaffected background spectrum of Galactic comic rays was observed by Voy-
ager 1, after it crossed the heliopause (Stone et al., 2013; Cummings et al., 2016).
In our simulations, we use the fit to the local interstellar spectrum (LIS) from Vos
& Potgieter (2015) to describe the unaffected spectrum of Galactic cosmic rays that
can be injected in our system. Using Voyager 1 observations, Vos & Potgieter (2015)
developed a model fit to describe the LIS:

jLIS(T ) = 2.70
T 1.12

β2

(
T + 0.67

1.67

)−3.93

m−2s−1sr−1MeV−1, (4.12)

where j is the differential intensity of cosmic rays and T is the kinetic energy of the
cosmic rays in GeV. In our simulations, the LIS is considered constant as a function
of time. Note, the differential intensity can be expressed in terms of the phase space
density, f in Equation (4.10), as j(T ) = p2f(p).

γ-ray observations, which trace ∼ 10 − 104 GeV cosmic rays, within 1 kpc in the
local Galaxy inferred the Galactic cosmic ray spectrum to be in a good agreement with
Voyager measurements in the local ISM (Neronov et al., 2017). However, ionisation
rates inferred from observations of diffuse molecular clouds (see discussion in Recchia
et al., 2019; Padovani et al., 2020), which trace lower energy cosmic rays (≲GeV),
indicate that there are more low-energy cosmic rays present in these clouds than is
measured by Voyager in the local interstellar medium. This could be due to low-
energy cosmic rays from young stars close to the molecular clouds. However, the stars
in our sample are all nearby stars within 7 pc of the solar system. Thus, adopting the
LIS for our sample is a good assumption.
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We also note that, if low energy cosmic rays were more abundant than the LIS it is
unlikely to affect the radiation dose calculated in our paper for the surface of GJ 273 b
(see Section 4.5.2). In addition, close-in exoplanets (such as the ones we have in our
sample) would not be affected by low energy cosmic rays because they are suppressed
strongly by advective processes. This might not be the case for planets that orbit
further out.

4.5 Galactic cosmic ray fluxes around M dwarfs

4.5.1 The flux of Galactic cosmic rays at the habitable zone
and at planetary orbits

The habitable zone depends on the planetary mass and atmospheric conditions. In this
work we calculate the habitable zone size using the prescription of Kopparapu et al.
(2014), where the distance in au is given by

d =

√
L/L⊙

Seff
, (4.13)

where L/L⊙ is the stellar bolometric luminosity compared with the solar luminosity
and Seff is the stellar effective flux incident on the top of the planet’s atmosphere, given
by

Seff = Seff⊙ + aT⋆ + bT 2
⋆ + cT 3

⋆ + dT 4
⋆ , (4.14)

where T⋆ = Teff − 5780K. The coefficients in Equation (4.14) are given by the recent
Venus and early Mars limits in Table 1 of Kopparapu et al. (2014) for planets with
0.1M⊕ ≤ Mplanet ≤ 5M⊕. The habitable zone boundaries that we calculate are given
in Table 4.1. With this prescription, only one exoplanet (GJ 273 b) lies in the habitable
zone, with GJ 887 c lying very close (at 0.12 au) to the inner edge of the habitable zone
(at 0.16 au).

Fig. 4.3 shows the differential intensity of cosmic rays as a function of kinetic energy
in the habitable zone (green shaded areas), at planet b orbit (blue curves) and at
planet c orbit (yellow curves) for each star in our sample and GJ 436 (case A from
Mesquita et al., 2021). For each panel, the solid black line is the LIS and the grey
dots are representative of the Galactic cosmic ray spectrum observed at Earth’s orbit,
representative of solar minimum values (taken from a model from Rodgers-Lee et al.,
2020). With the exception of GJ 15A c and GJ 411 c all the planets in our sample
receive a lower flux of cosmic rays in comparison with Earth (see Fig. 4.3) for all kinetic
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Figure 4.3: Differential intensity of Galactic cosmic rays as a function of kinetic energy
for six M dwarfs. The green shaded areas are the flux of cosmic rays in the habitable
zone of each star. The blue and yellow lines are the fluxes of cosmic rays at planets b and
c orbital distances, respectively. The grey dots in each panel is the Galactic cosmic rays
fluxes observed at Earth and the black line is the LIS.

energies because they orbit close-in. In particular, we observe a strong suppression
of low-energy cosmic rays at the majority of exoplanets orbit. Galactic cosmic ray
fluxes are seen to continue decreasing for close-in distances for the Sun as well (during
solar minimum observations from Marquardt & Heber, 2019). However, the solar
observations also capture temporal variations that we do not take into account in our
work. For example, our model neglects velocity drift terms and is most applicable to
solar minimum conditions (when the velocity drift term is minimal).

The bottom panels of Fig. 4.3 show that two stars in our sample have Earth-like
Galactic cosmic ray fluxes in their habitable zones, namely GJ 887 and GJ 411, al-
though GJ 411 is only comparable for cosmic rays with energies above 0.4 GeV energies.
GJ 436 also has comparable Galactic cosmic ray fluxes at its habitable zone for en-
ergies larger than 0.1GeV. Interestingly, GJ 273 b, which is the only exoplanet in our
sample in the habitable zone, receives a much lower (up to two orders of magnitude)
flux of Galactic cosmic rays when compared with the values at Earth. We will come
back to this planet when we calculate the biological surface radiation dose in the next
subsection.

Fig. 4.4 shows the flux of GeV energy Galactic cosmic rays as a function of semi-
major axis for each planet in our sample and the Earth. We chose 1GeV energy cosmic
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rays because particles with this energy can penetrate exoplanetary atmospheres, as
they do not lose as much energy as low-energy cosmic rays. Almost all the planets
in our sample have a very small semi-major axis, with exception of GJ 15A c and
GJ 411 c. For a given star, the Galactic cosmic ray fluxes decrease with decreasing
orbital distance. Thus, a closer-in planet receives lower Galactic cosmic rays fluxes
in comparison to a planet with a larger semi-major axis. We identify that different
wind parameters may coincidentally lead to similar levels of Galactic cosmic rays for
different planetary systems (see Fig. 4.4 planets GJ 273 b (D) and GJ 887 b (H), for
instance).
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Figure 4.4: Galactic cosmic ray flux at semi-major axis of each planet for particles with
1 GeV kinetic energy. Most of the planets orbiting the M dwarfs studied here have a very
small semi-major axis with exception of GJ 15Ac and GJ 411 c.

Here, we focused only on Galactic cosmic rays but active stars with strong mag-
netic fields should be efficient in accelerating energetic particles or stellar cosmic rays
(Rodgers-Lee et al., 2021a). Similarly to Galactic cosmic rays, stellar energetic par-
ticles can also interact/affect exoplanets’ magnetospheres, atmospheres and surface
(Segura et al., 2010; Grenfell et al., 2012; Tabataba-Vakili et al., 2016; Fraschetti et al.,
2019; Scheucher et al., 2020). In addition, because M dwarfs have close-in habitable
zones and several observed close-in exoplanets, it is expected that at those distances
the stellar cosmic rays may dominate up to a given energy.
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4.5.2 GJ 273 b’s surface radiation dose

GJ 273 b is a super-Earth orbiting in the habitable zone at a distance of 0.091 au. Its
mass is 2.89M⊕ and it has an orbital period of 18.6 days (Astudillo-Defru et al., 2017).
It receives an incident bolometric flux of 1.06 times that received at Earth (Astudillo-
Defru et al., 2017). In addition to the presence of surface liquid water, GJ 273 b
could be potentially habitable if an atmosphere is present. Here, assuming an Earth-
like atmosphere, we investigate the biological radiation dose that reaches GJ 273 b’s
surface.

The biological radiation dose is modelled using the geant4package (Agostinelli
et al., 2003). It is a Monte Carlo code developed at CERN to model charged particle
interactions with matter and is extensively calibrated and used worldwide. For simplic-
ity, we assume that GJ 273 b has an Earth-like atmosphere and has no global magnetic
field. We use the standard Earth’s atmosphere as used in the earlier studies (Atri,
2017, 2020) incident with isotropic flux of particles ranging from energies correspond-
ing to our assumed pmin and pmax values. The radiation dose is calculated on an ICRU
(International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements) sphere-equivalent
of 15 cm radius on the surface of the planet consisting of 100% water, assuming that
life if it exists on the planet it is likely to be water-based. We obtain a dose equiv-
alent rate of 4.12 × 10−12 Sv/s, which is 0.13 mSv/yr. For comparison, the annual
dose equivalent on the Earth’s surface is around 0.33 mSv (according to the National
Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements report No 160). Even though the
15MeV Galactic cosmic ray flux at GJ 273 b is about 200 times smaller than at Earth,
the difference in flux is smaller at energies of a few 100 MeV and above, which is the
part that contributes most to the radiation dose at the surface. Lower energy particles
deposit energy in the top of the atmosphere, and do not contribute to the radiation
dose on the surface.

As mentioned in the Section 4.5.1, active stars can also generate stellar cosmic rays.
Stellar cosmic rays with energies ≳ 100MeV may also contribute to the radiation dose
at the planetary surface and particles with energies ≲ 100MeV can ionise the planet’s
atmosphere.

4.5.3 How are Galactic cosmic rays modulated by the magne-
tised wind of M dwarfs?

Here we investigate how Galactic cosmic rays are modulated by the stellar winds of
different M dwarfs. We divided our sample of stars in two main group according to their
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radial magnetic field/rotation period. Group 1 includes: GJ 273, GJ 411 and GJ 887
which have longer rotation periods and smaller radial magnetic field strengths. Group
2 includes: GJ 15A and GJ 338B which have shorter rotation periods and larger radial
magnetic field strengths when compared with group 1. Fig. 4.5 shows the differential
intensity of Galactic cosmic rays as a function of cosmic ray kinetic energy for group 1
(Fig. 4.5a) and group 2 (Fig. 4.5b).
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Figure 4.5: Differential intensity of Galactic cosmic rays as a function of kinetic energy.
a) Group 1: solid lines GJ 273, dash-dotted GJ 411 and dashed GJ 887. b) Group 2:
solid lines GJ 15A and dotted lines GJ 338B. The colours represent the same distances
in each plot and the solid black line is the LIS.

The magnetic field and velocity properties of the stellar wind are important for the
propagation of Galactic cosmic rays. In general, a stellar wind with a strong magnetic
field can strongly suppress the flux of cosmic rays. This is because a strong magnetic
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field results in a small diffusion coefficient which leads to the Galactic cosmic rays
being strongly suppressed. To a lesser extent, a stellar wind with higher velocity is also
efficient in suppressing the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays.

Fig. 4.5a shows that GJ 887 (dashed lines) has larger cosmic ray fluxes for the same
distance in comparison to the other stars in group 1. This occurs because GJ 887 has
the weakest magnetic field and, as a consequence, the cosmic rays are not suppressed
significantly by its stellar wind. From group 1, GJ 273 (solid lines) has the strongest
magnetic field, however, it modulates the Galactic cosmic rays less than GJ 411 (dash-
dotted lines) with a smaller magnetic field. This is explained by the higher velocity
wind of GJ 411, around 1.6 times higher than GJ 273. This behaviour, however, is
not observed at all radii. At around 1 au for GJ 273 and GJ 411 the fluxes becomes
comparable. The distance where it happens is due to a combination of magnetic field
strength, the wind velocity and the size of the astrosphere.

In relation to group 2, GJ 15A (solid lines in Fig. 4.5b) is the one with the strongest
radial magnetic field and the largest astrosphere. Naively, one might expect, since
GJ 15A has a strong radial magnetic field, a stronger suppression of Galactic cosmic
rays in comparison with all other stars for any given distance. However, when compared
with GJ 338B (dotted lines), GJ 15A (solid lines) does not always modulate the cosmic
rays more as can be observed in Fig. 4.5b at 10 au, for instance. The explanation for
this behaviour lies in the total magnetic field profile of GJ 338B. Because GJ 338B
rotates faster (compared with other stars in the sample), its azimuthal magnetic field
profile (blue curve of Fig. 4.2 right panel) has a larger contribution than the radial
magnetic field (green curve of Fig. 4.2 right panel) for distances greater than 2 au. As
a consequence, the flux of cosmic rays becomes comparable for both stars at about
10 au (pink lines of Fig. 4.5b).

A way to understand the modulation of cosmic rays is by investigating the time-
scales of the physical process involved in the cosmic ray propagation. The advective
and diffusive time-scales are defined as:

τadv =
r

u
, τdif =

r2

κ(r, p)
∝ r2

p/B
. (4.15)

Fig. 4.6 shows the ratio between the advective and diffusive time-scale as a function of
the distance for group 1 (Fig. 4.6a) and group 2 (Fig. 4.6b) for different values of cosmic
ray kinetic energy. The red shaded area is where advection dominates (τadv/τdif < 1)
and the cosmic rays are strongly modulated by the stellar wind. The green shaded
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area is where diffusion dominates (τadv/τdif > 1) and the cosmic rays experience little
to no modulation.
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Figure 4.6: Ratio between advective and diffusive time-scale as a function of distance.
The green shaded area is where diffusion dominates and the red shaded area is advection
dominated. a) Group 1: solid lines GJ 273, dash-dotted GJ 411 and dashed GJ 887. b)
Group 2: solid lines GJ 15A and dotted lines GJ 338B.

From group 1 (Fig. 4.6a), GJ 411 (dash-dotted lines) has the smallest time-scale
ratio for all energies and distances and is followed by GJ 273 (solid lines) and GJ 887
(dashed lines). For this reason, GJ 411 modulates the cosmic rays more than the other
two stars in group 1. From group 2 (Fig. 4.6b), GJ 15A (solid lines) has the smallest
time-scale for r < 2 au, and as a consequence, it has lower cosmic ray fluxes. For
r > 2 au, GJ 338B (dotted lines) has the smallest time-scale but at these distances,
diffusion dominates and the cosmic rays suffer little (or no) modulation.
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For 1GeV energy cosmic rays (Fig. 4.6 blue curves), the region where the cosmic
rays transition from the advection-dominated regime to the diffusive-dominated regime
happens at ≲ 0.3 au for all stars in our sample. This means that for r ≳ 0.3 au diffusion
dominates and the cosmic rays are not strongly modulated. Rodgers-Lee et al. (2021b)
proposed that if diffusion dominates at larger orbital distances varying the size of the
astrosphere have almost no effect on the flux of Galactic cosmic rays. This implies that
the Galactic cosmic ray spectrum for the stars in our sample should not be strongly
affected by variations in astrosphere size as was observed for the case of GJ 338B and
GJ 436 (Mesquita et al., 2021).

4.6 Discussion & Conclusions

In this paper, we investigated the differential intensity of Galactic cosmic rays within
the astrospheres of M dwarfs. We focus on the habitable zones and at the planets
orbit. We also investigate the wind properties of the M dwarfs in our sample. Our
sample of stars were specially selected to include only M dwarfs with known planets
and mass-loss rate measurements from Lyman-α observations. We selected five M
dwarfs, namely: GJ 15A, GJ 273, GJ 338B, GJ 411 and GJ 887. These stars each have
one or two known exoplanets and in total our sample contains 9 exoplanets including
super-Earths and super-Neptunes.

In our simulations, the orbits of GJ 273 c and GJ 411 b lie within the Alfvén radius,
in a sub-Alfvénic region. This configuration can potentially cause a star-planet inter-
action signature on the star as energy can be transported back to the star (Ip et al.,
2004; Saur et al., 2013). Signatures of such interactions include anomalous CaII H&K
emission (Shkolnik et al., 2008; Cauley et al., 2019) and planet-induced radio emission
(Vedantham et al., 2020; Kavanagh et al., 2021).

The stellar wind velocity and magnetic field profiles play an important role in the
propagation of Galactic cosmic rays. A stronger stellar magnetic field profile results in
a lower flux of Galactic cosmic rays in the astrosphere when compared with a smaller
magnetic field strength. To a lesser extend, a stronger stellar wind velocity also results
in a lower Galactic cosmic ray fluxes in the astrosphere in comparison with a weak
stellar wind velocity.

The mass-loss rate estimate from Lyman-α observations of the two binary systems
in our sample is a combination of the two stars. When simulating the stellar wind we
assume that the total mass-loss rate is the individual contribution of a single star in
the binary system. This assumption may not be the best approach but how much it
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would affect the results of the Galactic cosmic ray propagation? If for instance, the
mass-loss rate is a contribution of 80% star A and 20% star B it probably means that
the stellar properties of star A and B are different. If the magnetic field and the stellar
wind velocity are different for star A and B it would probably cause an effect on the
Galactic cosmic ray fluxes in each astrosphere.

Two stars in our sample have an Earth-like level of Galactic cosmic rays in their
habitable zone, namely GJ 411 and GJ 887 (similar to what was found for GJ 436 by
Mesquita et al., 2021). GJ 15A, GJ 273 and GJ 338B have lower Galactic cosmic rays
fluxes in their habitable zone in comparison with Earth.

GJ 273 b is the only known exoplanet in the habitable zone in our sample. However,
it receives a much lower Galactic cosmic ray flux than Earth, up to two orders of
magnitude for 15MeV energy cosmic rays. In addition, GJ 887 c lies close to the inner
edge of the habitable zone, and its Galactic cosmic ray flux is around 10 times lower
than Earth’s value at 15 MeV cosmic ray energies. The other planets in our sample,
with the exception of GJ 15A c and GJ 411 c, show a higher suppression of Galactic
cosmic rays when compared with Earth because they orbit much closer-in. Opposite to
the other planets in our sample, GJ 15A c, has a larger semi-major axis and it receives
slightly higher Galactic cosmic ray fluxes than Earth. GJ 411 c, which has also a larger
semi-major axis, receives a much higher flux of cosmic rays (comparable with the LIS
values) as it orbits close to the outer edge of GJ 411’s astrosphere. Interestingly, due to
its close proximity to the astrosphere edge, GJ 411 c atmosphere could be affected by an
enhancement of low energy cosmic rays in the LIS. Depending on the temperature of the
planet, GJ 411 c may be a good candidate to study the impact of Galactic cosmic rays
on atmospheric chemistry. Spectroscopic observations of molecular features from ions,
such as H3O+ and NH+

4 (Helling et al., 2016; Barth et al., 2021), with the James Webb
Space Telescope (JWST, Gardner et al., 2006) and the Atmospheric Remote-sensing
Infrared Exoplanet Large-survey (Ariel, Tinetti et al., 2021) could possibly constrain
the incident cosmic ray spectrum and detect the existence of a possible excess of low-
energy particles.

In our sample, the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays at large radii is dominated
by diffusion, and according to Rodgers-Lee et al. (2021b) a change in the astrosphere
size for this type of system does not strongly affects the spectrum of Galactic cosmic
rays. This is what we observe for GJ 338B when we increased the astrosphere by 60%.
For systems dominated by diffusion, thus, our lack of knowledge for the ISM properties
does not strongly affect the Galactic cosmic ray propagation. To determine if the
propagation of Galactic cosmic rays in a system is dominated by diffusion or advection
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it is necessary to know the stellar wind velocity and magnetic field. However, it does
not require knowledge of the ISM properties.

It is possible to quantify the impact of cosmic rays on life-forms by calculating the
radiation dose a planet receives on its surface. Assuming GJ 273 b has an Earth-like
atmosphere and no magnetic field we estimated that it receives an equivalent dose
of 0.13mSv/yr. This value is around 40% of the annual dose on Earth’s surface.
Although GJ 273 b receives two orders of magnitude less 15MeV energy cosmic rays
than Earth, for high energy particles (∼GeV) the difference in fluxes are much smaller
(2.3 times less). That is the reason why the radiation dose on GJ 273 b’s surface is
quite significant, because high-energy particles (≳ 100MeV) contribute most to the
radiation dose at the planet’s surface.

What are the implications of a star having a similar Galactic cosmic ray flux as
observed at Earth in their habitable zone? The level of Galactic cosmic rays Earth re-
ceives is not harmful for life as we know it. In comparison, the propagation of Galactic
cosmic rays to Earth when life is thought to have started results in a significant reduc-
tion of Galactic cosmic rays in comparison with the present-day Earth values (Cohen
et al., 2012; Rodgers-Lee et al., 2020). If life already exists on those planets it would
not be negatively affected by the effects of Galactic cosmic rays. These assumptions
also depend on whether the planet has an atmosphere and/or a magnetic field. If life
still does not exist on those planets the Galactic cosmic ray fluxes may be important
for the start of life (Rimmer et al., 2014; Airapetian et al., 2016).

The Parker Solar Probe will be able to measure the Galactic cosmic ray spectrum in
the inner heliosphere (Marquardt & Heber, 2019), which will help to better characterise
cosmic ray models for close-in exoplanets. A 2D (or 3D) cosmic ray transport model
could be used in the future to more accurately model Galactic cosmic ray propagation,
as is commonly used for the solar system (Potgieter et al., 2015a). However, given the
lack of observational constraints for the type and level of turbulence in M dwarf winds
1D models seem well-motivated currently. The results found here can be further used
to investigate the Galactic cosmic ray fluxes at the magnetospheres and atmospheres
of the exoplanets in our sample.
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Abstract

The propagation of Galactic cosmic rays is well understood in the context of the solar
system but is poorly studied for M dwarf systems. Quantifying the flux of cosmic
rays reaching exoplanets is important since cosmic rays are relevant in the context
of life. Here, we calculate the Galactic cosmic ray fluxes in AU Mic and Prox Cen
planetary systems. We propagate the Galactic cosmic rays using a 1D cosmic ray
transport model. We find for Prox Cen b, AU Mic b and AU Mic c that the Galactic
cosmic ray fluxes are strongly suppressed and are lower than the fluxes reaching Earth.
We include in our models, for the first time for a star other than the Sun, the effect
of radial particle drift due to gradients and curvatures in the stellar magnetic field.
For Prox Cen we find that the inclusion of particle drift leads to less suppression of
Galactic cosmic rays fluxes than when it is excluded from the model. In the case of
AU Mic we explore two different wind environments, with a low and high stellar wind
mass-loss rate. For AU Mic, the particle drift also leads to less suppression of the
Galactic cosmic ray fluxes but it is only significant for the high mass-loss rate scenario.
However, both wind scenarios for AU Mic suppress the Galactic cosmic rays strongly.
Overall, careful modelling of stellar winds is needed to calculate the Galactic cosmic
ray fluxes reaching exoplanets. The results found here can be used to interpret future
exoplanet atmosphere observations and in atmospheric models.

5.1 Introduction

In a series of works, we have investigated the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays in
M dwarfs (Mesquita et al., 2021, 2022a), with the aim to derive the flux of cosmic rays
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that reach the habitable zone of these stars. We also calculated the radiation dose
reaching an exoplanet surface (Mesquita et al., 2022a). Here, we continue this series
of works, focusing on two nearby M dwarfs whose orbiting planets are amenable to
atmospheric characterisation: AU Mic and Prox Cen. M dwarfs have habitable zones
that are close-in due to their low luminosity. Because of our current observational
biases towards finding close-in planets, this means that it is easiest to observe planets
orbiting in the habitable zone of M dwarfs. However, being in the habitable zone (i.e.
where surface liquid water can exist, Kasting et al., 1993; Selsis et al., 2007) is not
thought to be the only element necessary for a planet to sustain life. Many factors can
influence exoplanet habitability (see e.g. Meadows & Barnes, 2018). One important
factor for habitability is cosmic rays.

Cosmic rays are a source of ionisation that can drive the production of prebiotic
molecules in Earth-like (Airapetian et al., 2016) and Jupiter-like atmospheres (Barth
et al., 2021). Hence, cosmic rays may have been important for the beginning of life
on Earth and other planets. Fingerprint ions, such as H3O+, H+

3 and NH+
4 (Helling

& Rimmer, 2019; Barth et al., 2021), have been identified as a good indication of
ionisation in hot gas giant atmospheres due to both Galactic and stellar cosmic rays
(also known as stellar energetic particles). Spectroscopic observations with the James
Webb Space Telescope (JWST, Gardner et al., 2006) and the Atmospheric Remote-
sensing Infrared Exoplanet Large-survey (ARIEL, Tinetti et al., 2021) of absorption
features due to these fingerprint ions may be able to constrain the cosmic ray fluxes in
exoplanet atmospheres in the future. In order to interpret future exoplanet atmosphere
observations and also to provide input for atmospheric chemistry models, it is necessary
to know the flux of Galactic cosmic rays reaching exoplanets.

As Galactic cosmic rays propagate through stellar systems they are suppressed, in
a energy-dependent way, by the existence of a magnetised stellar wind (e.g. Grießmeier
et al., 2005; Sadovski et al., 2018; Herbst et al., 2020; Mesquita et al., 2021; Rodgers-
Lee et al., 2021b; Mesquita et al., 2022a). This is analogous to what occurs in the solar
system, known as the modulation of Galactic cosmic rays (e.g. Potgieter, 2013). The
Galactic cosmic ray fluxes reaching an exoplanet are affected by diffusion, advection,
adiabatic losses and particle drift processes that depend on the stellar wind proper-
ties (the magnetic field and velocity). They are also affected by the Galactic cosmic
ray spectrum in the interstellar medium (ISM) and the ISM properties (velocity and
density).

Particle drifts, caused by gradients and curvatures of the heliospheric magnetic
field, have been pointed out as an important ingredient in the description of cosmic
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ray transport inside the heliosphere (Jokipii et al., 1977). Many works have included
the effect of particle drifts to describe the transport of cosmic rays in the heliosphere
(Strauss et al., 2012; Strauss & Potgieter, 2014; Potgieter, 2013; Vos & Potgieter,
2015; Potgieter & Vos, 2017; Kopp et al., 2021), in good agreement with observations
at Earth. Particle drifts were also included to study the young Sun system (Cohen
et al., 2012). However, for other stars the effect of particle drift are usually neglected
(Grießmeier et al., 2005; Herbst et al., 2020; Mesquita et al., 2021; Rodgers-Lee et al.,
2021b; Mesquita et al., 2022a). One reason for this is that to implement particle drift it
is necessary to know the 3D large-scale stellar magnetic field geometry. At this point,
the 3D large scale stellar magnetic field geometry is known for more than a hundred
stars (e.g. Vidotto et al., 2014a; See et al., 2015; Klein et al., 2021a,b), albeit the stellar
wind mass-loss rates have been determined for a smaller number of stars (e.g. Wood,
2004; Wood et al., 2021). Since different stars have different winds due to their different
(and some times extreme) magnetic fields and high rotation rates, 3D models of the
stellar wind are an important tool to study the propagation of cosmic rays and the
effects of particle drift in stellar systems.

In this work, we investigate the well-studied M dwarfs AU Mic and Prox Cen
as they both host detected exoplanets (Anglada-Escudé et al., 2016; Plavchan et al.,
2020; Martioli et al., 2021). Prox Cen b is an Earth-size planet orbiting at 0.048 au
(Anglada-Escudé et al., 2016). AU Mic b and AU Mic c are both Neptune-size planets
at 0.064 au and 0.11 au, respectively (Plavchan et al., 2020; Martioli et al., 2021). In
particular, Prox Cen b orbits in the habitable zone and AU Mic is a JWST target
which will be observed soon using the Near InfraRed Camera (NIRCam) to search
for undetected close-in planets. In addition, the large scale magnetic field geometry
has been reconstructed with Zeeman-Doppler Imaging (ZDI) for both Prox Cen and
AU Mic (Klein et al., 2021a,b). In terms of their stellar wind properties, Prox Cen has a
mass-loss rate constrained by Lyman-α observations to be < 4×10−15M⊙ yr−1 (Wood
et al., 2001). While mass-loss rate constraints for AU Mic are less stringent, models
predict that it ranges from 10 to 1000 times the solar wind mass-loss rate (Plavchan
et al., 2020; Chiang & Fung, 2017). Kavanagh et al. (2021) modelled the winds of the
Prox Cen and AU Mic planetary systems using these observational constraints for the
stellar magnetic fields and mass-loss rates.

In this paper, we use the 3D stellar wind model results from Kavanagh et al.
(2021) to compute the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays through the AU Mic and
Prox Cen astrospheres (analogous to the heliosphere). We use our 1D model of cos-
mic ray transport (Rodgers-Lee et al., 2020; Mesquita et al., 2021; Rodgers-Lee et al.,
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2021b; Mesquita et al., 2022a) to calculate the spectrum of Galactic cosmic rays within
the astrospheres. Here we implement in this model the effect of particle drift for the
first time in an M dwarf system. This paper is structured as follows: our modelling
framework is explained in Section 5.2. We then apply our model to Prox Cen (Sec-
tion 5.3) and AU Mic (Section 5.4), where we compute the cosmic ray fluxes that reach
the known planets of these systems, as well as in their habitable zones. In the case of
AU Mic, we also explore different assumptions for the stellar wind properties, in order
to investigate how a poorly constrained mass-loss rate affects our results. Section 5.5
presents a discussion of our results and conclusions.

5.2 Modelling Framework

Our modelling framework consists of the following ingredients. First, we adopt a stellar
wind model to derive the stellar wind properties (described in Section 5.2.1). Second,
using the stellar wind properties, we model the cosmic ray transport as a diffusive-
advective process as they propagate through the stellar wind (see Section 5.2.3). The
Galactic cosmic rays are injected at the boundary between the stellar wind and the
ISM. We determine this outer boundary by calculating the size of the astrosphere (see
Section 5.2.2).

5.2.1 Stellar wind properties

In order to study the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays through an astrosphere it is
essential to know the stellar wind velocity and magnetic field strength. For AU Mic
and Prox Cen, we use the 3D magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) wind simulations from
Kavanagh et al. (2021). These simulations are conducted using the AWSoM model
(van Holst et al., 2014; Jin et al., 2017), which was originally derived for the study
of the solar wind. Additionally, to benchmark our cosmic ray transport code with
observations of cosmic rays at the Earth, we also use a model of the solar wind, which
is shown in Section 5.A.

In their study, Kavanagh et al. (2021) used reconstructed surface magnetic field
maps for Prox Cen and AU Mic that were obtained using the ZDI method (Klein et al.,
2021a,b). In the AWSoM model, the stellar wind is heated and dissipated by Alfvén
waves injected at the base of the chromosphere. To account for the range of mass-loss
rates expected for AU Mic, Kavanagh et al. (2021) computed two different stellar wind
models: one with Ṁ = 5.5×10−13M⊙ yr−1 and the other with Ṁ = 1.2×10−11M⊙ yr−1.
We refer to these models as ‘AU Mic low’ and ‘AU Mic high’, respectively. Although
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these two stellar wind models have the same stellar wind magnetic field map, they
have different Alfvén wave fluxes, giving rise to different stellar wind mass-loss rates
and terminal velocities.

Table 5.1 summarises some of the properties for the stars studied here, includ-
ing their adopted stellar wind properties. Fig. 5.1 shows the equatorial plane cut
of the stellar wind velocity (top row) and magnetic field intensity (bottom row) for
Prox Cen, ‘AU Mic low’ and ‘AU Mic high’. The values shown for small orbital dis-
tances (r < 100R⋆) are from the 3D stellar wind model of Kavanagh et al. (2021).
Beyond that, the values shown are extrapolated values (see Section 5.B for details).
The stellar magnetic field geometry shapes the stellar wind velocity distribution, i.e.,
a smoother magnetic field geometry results in a smoother velocity. For instance,
Prox Cen shows a complex magnetic field geometry (more than simply a dipole com-
ponent) and streams with very different speeds. AU Mic instead shows a less complex
magnetic field geometry (relatively close to a dipole) and consequently less streams
with different speeds. Compared to our model for the Sun, with u∞ = 540 km s−1, (see
Section 5.A), Prox Cen (810 km s−1) and ‘AU Mic low’ (650 km s−1) have compara-
ble terminal wind velocities while ‘AU Mic high’ has a much faster terminal velocity
of 2460 km s−1. In relation to the stellar surface magnetic field, both Prox Cen and
AU Mic have a much higher magnetic field intensity in comparison to our model for
the Sun, B ∼ 2G (see Section 5.A).

Table 5.1: Properties of the Prox Cen and AU Mic stellar systems. The quantities
without reference are calculated in this work.

Physical parameter Prox Cen AU Mic Unit
‘AU Mic low’ ‘AU Mic high’

Stellar mass (M⋆) 0.12a 0.50b M⊙
Stellar radius (R⋆) 0.14a 0.75b R⊙

Distance (d) 1.30a 9.79b pc
Habitable zone 0.03 – 0.09c 0.26 – 0.66c au

Average stellar surface magnetic field (B⋆) 200d 475e G
ISM/star relative velocity (vISM) 25f 19 km s−1

ISM ram pressure (PISM) 2.5× 10−12 1.5× 10−12 dyn cm−2

Stellar wind mass-loss rateg (Ṁ) 5.0× 10−15 5.5× 10−13 1.2× 10−11 M⊙ yr−1

Stellar wind ram pressure (Pram) 3.3× 10−6 1.2× 10−5 4.6× 10−4 dyn cm−2

Terminal velocityg (u∞) 810 650 2460 km s−1

Astrospheric size (Rast) 75 980 6140 au
aAnglada-Escudé et al. (2016); bPlavchan et al. (2020); ccalculated using the
prescription of Kopparapu et al. (2014); dKlein et al. (2021a); eKlein et al. (2021b);
fWood et al. (2001); gKavanagh et al. (2021).
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Figure 5.1: Equatorial plane cut of the stellar wind properties, from left to right, for
Prox Cen, ‘AU Mic low’ and ‘AU Mic high’. The top row shows the stellar wind velocity
and the bottom row shows the magnitude of the total magnetic field for the full radial
extent of each star’s astrosphere. The values shown for small orbital distances are from
3D stellar wind models (Kavanagh et al., 2021) and the values shown at large distances
are an extrapolation (see Section 5.B for details).
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5.2.2 The astrosphere size

The astrosphere is the ‘bubble’ region around a star dominated by its stellar wind.
The astrosphere size can be very important for the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays
because outside this region cosmic rays are not suppressed. The size of the astrosphere
can be calculated as

Rast =

√
Pram(R)

PISM
R, (5.1)

where Pram is the ram pressure of the stellar wind expressed as

Pram = ρu2 =
Ṁu

4πR2
, (5.2)

where u is the wind velocity, R is a given reference distance beyond which the wind
has reached its terminal velocity. The ISM ram pressure, PISM, can be expressed as

PISM = mpnISMν
2
ISM, (5.3)

where mp is the proton mass, nISM is the total ISM number density of hydrogen and
νISM is the ISM velocity as observed by the star.

To derive the total ISM number density of hydrogen (nISM), we use the same
ISM neutral hydrogen density (nn = 0.14 cm−3) and ionised hydrogen density (ni =

0.1 cm−3) as given by Model 10 of Wood et al. (2000) which is a good fit for nearby
systems in the local ISM. Assuming that the ISM cloud along the line of sight towards
AU Mic is most consistent with the Mic cloud, we derive the heliocentric flow vector
in the direction of AU Mic and the radial velocity of the Mic cloud using the ISM
Kinematic Calculator (Redfield & Linsky, 2008). The heliocentric velocity of AU Mic
is calculated using its proper motion (Gaia Collaboration, 2020) and its radial velocity
(Fouqué et al., 2018). From these assumptions, we calculate the ISM velocity and
pressure as seen by AU Mic to be vISM = 19 km s−1 and PISM = 1.5× 10−12dyn cm−2.
If instead we assume that the ISM cloud along the line of sight towards AU Mic is
consistent with the Local Interstellar Cloud (LIC), the ISM velocity does not vary sig-
nificantly (vISM = 19.4 km s−1 ). For Prox Cen, we use the ISM velocity as given by
Wood et al. (2001) and shown in Table 5.1. The astrospheric size of Prox Cen and
AU Mic (for the two stellar wind scenarios) are given in Table 5.1. The astrospheric
size is proportional to the stellar wind mass-loss rate. Compared with the heliosphere,
where Rast = 122 au (as observed by Voyager 1, Stone et al., 2013, 2019), Prox Cen’s
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astrosphere is 40% smaller while Rast for ‘AU Mic low’ is 8 times larger and for ‘AU Mic
high’ it is 50 times larger.

5.2.3 Cosmic ray transport equation

When interacting with magnetised stellar winds, Galactic cosmic rays can experience
global changes in their intensity and energy, referred to as modulation. The cosmic
ray propagation through a magnetised stellar wind can be described by the transport
equation of Parker (1965). We use a 1D cosmic ray transport model to calculate the
cosmic rays fluxes within the M dwarf systems. The model used here is based on
the model described in Rodgers-Lee et al. (2020) and was already used for M dwarfs
(Mesquita et al., 2021, 2022a). Here, we add for the first time, for a star other than
the Sun, the effect of particle drift.

We numerically solve the time-dependent, spherically symmetric transport equation
for cosmic rays, as given by

∂f

∂t
= ∇ · (κ∇f)− (u+ ⟨vd⟩) · ∇f +

1

3
(∇ · u) ∂f

∂ ln p
, (5.4)

where f and p are the cosmic ray phase space density and momentum, respectively.
The diffusion of cosmic rays is represented by the first term on the right-hand side of
Equation (5.4) and depends on the diffusion coefficient, κ. The stellar wind velocity, u,
and the particle drift velocity, ⟨vd⟩, appear in the second term and represent advection
of the cosmic rays. The last term represents momentum advection, also known as
adiabatic losses, which moves the cosmic rays to lower energies. More details of the
model can be found in Rodgers-Lee et al. (2020). Our results in Sections 5.3 and 5.4
present the differential intensity of cosmic rays, j, rather than the phase space density,
f , where j(T ) = p2f(p). T is the cosmic ray kinetic energy.

We use logarithmically spaced spatial and momentum grids. The inner spatial
boundary is set as 0.01 au and the outer boundary is set as the astrosphere size, Rast, for
each star (see Table 5.1). The spatial grid includes the orbits of the known exoplanets
and the habitable zones. The spatial grid has 80 grid zones for Prox Cen, 100 grid
zones for the Sun and ‘AU Mic low’ and 120 grid zones for ‘AU Mic high’. The spatial
resolution varies for each system because they have different astrosphere sizes. The
inner spatial boundary condition is reflective and the outer spatial boundary condition
is fixed as the Local Interstellar Spectrum (LIS) for Galactic cosmic rays. The LIS
that we adopt is given by the model fit to the Voyager 1 observations using Eq. (1) of
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Vos & Potgieter (2015)1. The LIS is considered to be constant as a function of time
in our simulations. The momentum grid ranges from pmin = 0.15GeV/c to pmax =

100GeV/c with 60 momentum bins. The limits of the momentum grid are chosen
due to the fact that cosmic rays with higher energies than the upper limit are quite
uncommon and not important for planetary atmosphere chemistry (Rimmer & Helling,
2013), while cosmic rays with lower energy than the lower limit are not expected to
reach the planetary surface (Atri, 2017). Low-energy particles, however, can deposit
energy in the planetary atmosphere (Rodgers-Lee et al., 2020) and may be relevant
for chemical models (e.g. Grießmeier et al., 2015; Barth et al., 2021). Both, inner and
outer, momentum boundary conditions are outflow boundary conditions.

5.2.3.1 The diffusion coefficient

The diffusion coefficient, κ, in Equation (5.4), depends on the level of turbulence in
the stellar magnetic field and the cosmic ray momentum. From quasi-linear theory
(Jokipii, 1966; Schlickeiser, 1989), the diffusion coefficient can be denoted as

κ(r, p)

βc
= η0

(
p

p0

)1−γ

rL, (5.5)

where rL is the cosmic ray Larmor radius, p0 = 3GeV/c and β = v/c is the ratio
between the cosmic ray’s velocity and the speed of light. η0 represents the level of
turbulence present in the system. In our simulations we set η0 = 1 to be consistent
with other works (Rodgers-Lee et al., 2020; Mesquita et al., 2021, 2022a). γ determines
the power-law dependency with momentum. The type of turbulence can be described
by different prescriptions, such as, Bohm-type (γ = 1), Kolmogorov-type (γ = 5/3) and
MHD-driven (γ = 3/2) turbulence. We note that the Galactic cosmic ray spectrum
calculated at any given distance is affected by the type of turbulence adopted. The
type of turbulence present in M dwarf systems is still unknown and here we simply
adopt γ = 1, i.e. Bohm-type turbulence. This has been used frequently in many works
(Svensmark, 2006; Cohen et al., 2012; Rodgers-Lee et al., 2020; Mesquita et al., 2021;
Rodgers-Lee et al., 2021b; Mesquita et al., 2022a) and fits the present-day observations
at Earth quite well (Rodgers-Lee et al., 2020).

The magnetic field and velocity are important wind properties in the context of
Galactic cosmic ray propagation. For instance, the stronger the magnetic field, the

1As discussed in Mesquita et al. (2021, 2022a), this is a good assumption since according to γ-ray
observations the inferred cosmic ray spectrum within a region of 1 kpc in the local Galaxy is consistent
with Voyager measurements in the local ISM (Neronov et al., 2017).
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more the Galactic cosmic ray spectrum is suppressed (for fixed values of γ and η0).
This is because a strong magnetic field implies smaller diffusion coefficients. This
means that generally advective processes become more important, resulting in more
modulation of cosmic rays. The same is valid for the wind velocity, however to a lesser
extent (Mesquita et al., 2022a), i.e. a stronger stellar wind velocity results in more
advection which suppresses the cosmic ray fluxes. The stellar wind density does not
attenuate the cosmic rays, as the density is very low. However, it influences the size
of the astrosphere (see Equation (5.1)). In cases where advection is the dominant
physical process, the size of the astrosphere can affect the Galactic cosmic ray fluxes
(Rodgers-Lee et al., 2021b).

5.2.3.2 The particle drift

The averaged particle drift velocity, ⟨vd⟩, is caused by gradients and curvatures in the
stellar magnetic field. The drift velocity can be expressed as a function of the magnetic
field as (Jokipii et al., 1993)

⟨vd⟩ =
pβc2

3e
∇× B

B2
, (5.6)

where B is the stellar wind magnetic field. The drift velocity also depends on the
cosmic ray momentum p and velocity v (through β).

In our 1D propagation model, we only include the radial component of the drift
velocity, which can be expressed in spherical coordinates as

⟨vd⟩ =
pβc2

3e

1

r sin θ

 ∂

∂θ

(
sin θ

Bϕ

B2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

i

− ∂

∂ϕ

(
Bθ

B2

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ii

 er, (5.7)

where θ is the polar angle (θ = 90◦ at the equator) and ϕ is the azimuthal angle.
Fig. 5.2 shows the absolute value of the drift velocity components that we calculate

for Prox Cen for cosmic rays with p = 1GeV/c. The left panel shows term i of Equa-
tion (5.7) as a function of radial distance and polar angle, θ, for the value of ϕ where
the stellar wind velocity have its strongest intensity (ϕ = 97◦). The right panel shows
term ii of Equation (5.7) as a function of radial distance and the azimuthal angle, ϕ,
for the equatorial plane (θ = 90◦). The dotted areas represent regions with negative
velocities. The momentum dependency of the drift velocity is a multiplicative factor,
i.e., the drift velocity is 100 times higher for 100GeV/c momentum cosmic rays than
for 1GeV/c cosmic rays. Both terms of the drift are spatially non-linear and vary as a
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function of r, θ and ϕ significantly, as shown in Fig. 5.2. In the left panel of Fig. 5.2 we
did not include θ = 0◦ because 1/ sin θ in Equation (5.7) implies that the drift value
becomes infinite at this point. In our simulations we only include the drift velocity as
a function of r and p for a single value of θ and ϕ where i and ii are combined. We will
discuss the effect of the 2D/3D spatial variation of the drift velocity in Section 5.5.

Figure 5.2: Components of the radial drift velocity for Prox Cen for cosmic rays with
1 GeV/c momentum. Left: term i of Equation (5.7) as a function of r and θ for ϕ direction
where the stellar wind is fastest (see Fig. 5.1 top row). Right: term ii of Equation (5.7) as
a function of r and ϕ for the equatorial plane. In both plots the dotted regions represent
regions with negative velocities.

The effects of ⟨vd⟩ have been neglected in past studies of M dwarf systems. However,
if ⟨vd⟩ is larger or comparable to the stellar wind velocity, u, it can affect the modulation
of cosmic rays. The particle drift acts as an additional advective term. Hence, when
the particle drift velocity is positive, i.e. radially outward pointing, then the Galactic
cosmic ray fluxes are reduced. We will discuss this in more detail in Sections 5.3
and 5.4.

5.3 Prox Cen: the Galactic cosmic ray fluxes includ-
ing particle drift effects

Prox Cen is the closest star to the solar system and has a terrestrial planet in its
habitable zone. Here, we investigate the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays within its
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astrosphere. Since we use a 1D cosmic ray transport model, we select particular cuts
of the 3D wind simulations to calculate the drift velocity at any given orbital distance.
We investigate the Galactic cosmic ray fluxes at the equatorial plane (θ = 90◦) because
this allows us to investigate the effect of Galactic cosmic rays at the planet’s equatorial
orbit. Since the stellar wind velocity also varies with ϕ, we further fix the value of
ϕ = 97◦ for Prox Cen. We note that at the chosen θ and ϕ the stellar wind has already
reached its terminal velocity within the 3D stellar wind simulation domain.

Fig. 5.3 shows the intensity of cosmic rays as a function of kinetic energy for
Prox Cen when particle drift is considered (dashed lines) and when it is neglected
(solid lines) at different distances. The shaded areas represents the Galactic cosmic
ray flux in the habitable zone when particle drift is considered (dark salmon) and when
it is neglected (light salmon). The black line is the LIS. When particle drift is included,
Prox Cen shows a considerably higher flux of cosmic rays for particles with kinetic en-
ergy below 1 GeV. At the orbit of Prox Cen b, the intensity of 0.1GeV energy cosmic
rays is 7 times higher when drift is considered (dashed violet line) in comparison with
results when drift is neglected (solid violet line). A similar trend is observed at 1 au
(green lines) and in the habitable zone (shaded areas).

The effects we see with the inclusion of particle drifts can be understood by com-
paring the drift velocity with the stellar wind velocity. Fig. 5.4 shows the stellar wind
velocity and the drift velocity profiles (for θ = 90◦, ϕ = 97◦) for Prox Cen. The green
triangles are |⟨vd⟩| for cosmic rays with p = 1GeV/c, while the blue triangles are for
p = 0.15GeV/c. The stellar wind velocity is lower than |⟨vd⟩| for r > 0.3 au (green tri-
angles) and, as a consequence, the drift velocity affects the modulation of cosmic rays.
The Galactic cosmic ray flux within the Prox Cen system is higher when particle drifts
are included because the drift velocity is large and negative in value (open triangles in
Fig. 5.4). If, on the other hand, the drift velocity were positive, the cosmic ray flux
would be reduced.

Our results likely depend on the direction we choose to study (θ and ϕ values).
In the case of Prox Cen for instance, it is possible that for azimuthal angles where
the wind velocity is lower the particle drift may play an even more important role in
modulating the cosmic rays. In Fig. 5.2 we can see that each term of the drift velocity
varies significantly with θ and ϕ. A 2D or 3D cosmic ray simulation would be necessary
to investigate the cosmic ray propagation in other directions.
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Figure 5.3: Differential intensity of Galactic cosmic rays as a function of cosmic ray
kinetic energy for Prox Cen. The solid lines represents the Galactic cosmic ray flux
without considering the particle drift and the dashed lines when the drift is considered.
The black solid line is the LIS. The green lines are the Galactic cosmic ray flux at 1 au
and the violet lines are the Galactic cosmic ray flux at Prox Cen b. The shaded areas are
the Galactic cosmic ray flux in the habitable zone, both accounting for (dark salmon) and
neglecting (light salmon) particle drift. In the case of Prox Cen, the inclusion of particle
drift leads to Galactic cosmic ray fluxes that are an order of magnitude higher for cosmic
ray energies ≲ 0.1 GeV.

5.4 AU Mic: the effect of an unconstrained mass-loss
rate on Galactic cosmic ray fluxes

AU Mic is a young M dwarf stellar system that hosts two Neptune-size exoplanets. Both
exoplanets have close-in orbits and are not within the habitable zone. As discussed in
Section 5.2.1, we investigate Galactic cosmic ray propagation for the two stellar wind
scenarios explored by Kavanagh et al. (2021). Although their magnetic field profiles
are similar, the mass-loss rate and terminal velocity of ‘AU Mic high’ are, respectively,
21 and 4 times larger than the values for ‘AU Mic low’. Because of their different wind
properties, the calculated sizes of the astrosphere differ for these two wind models.
Similar to Prox Cen, we investigate the flux of Galactic cosmic rays for AU Mic in the
equatorial plane and we set ϕ = 133◦ for ‘AU Mic low’ and ϕ = 126◦ for ‘AU Mic high’.

Fig. 5.5 shows the cosmic ray fluxes as a function of kinetic energy for the two wind
scenarios of AU Mic. Here, in this figure, we only show the results of our calculations
that consider particle drift. The orange shaded areas represents the cosmic ray fluxes
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Figure 5.4: Stellar wind and radial drift velocity as a function of distance for Prox Cen
at θ = 90◦, ϕ = 97◦. The magenta line is the stellar wind velocity from Kavanagh et al.
(2021). The green and blue triangles are the absolute value of the radial drift velocity
for cosmic rays with 1 GeV/c and 0.15 GeV/c momentum, respectively. Open triangles
represent negative values and filled triangles represent positive values. Cosmic rays with
higher momenta will have larger drift velocity values and vice-versa.

in the habitable zone, where the dark orange is for ‘AU Mic low’ and the light orange
for ‘AU Mic high’. Blue, purple and salmon lines are the cosmic ray fluxes at 1 au,
AU Mic b and AU Mic c. In general, the Galactic cosmic ray fluxes for ‘AU Mic
high’ are much reduced in comparison to ‘AU Mic low’ (see for instance blue lines in
Fig. 5.5). The difference is particularly sharp for cosmic rays with energy lower than
1GeV. Within each wind prescription, the intensity of cosmic rays at AU Mic b and
AU Mic c is similar since the planets have close orbits.

In the case of AU Mic, the unconstrained mass-loss rate of the stellar wind and
the different terminal velocities from each model strongly affect the Galactic cosmic
ray intensities within the system as shown in Fig. 5.5. This is opposite to what was
derived for GJ 436 by Mesquita et al. (2021), in which the wind properties did not
strongly affect the cosmic ray fluxes. The reason for this, is that AU Mic is dominated
by advective processes (with or without the inclusion of particle drift), while GJ 436
is dominated by diffusive processes. When advection dominates it results in a stronger
suppression of cosmic rays, while when diffusion dominates it results in little (or no)
modulation. The diffusive/advective processes are correlated with the stellar wind
velocity and magnetic field (see Section 5.2.3.1 and the diffusive/advective time-scales
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in Section 3.2 of Mesquita et al. 2021). In addition, when advection dominates the
size of the astrosphere can affect the suppression of cosmic rays (Rodgers-Lee et al.,
2021b).
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Figure 5.5: Differential intensity of Galactic cosmic rays as a function of cosmic ray
kinetic energy for ‘AU Mic low’ (solid lines) and ‘AU Mic high’ (dash dotted lines). Blue,
purple and salmon lines are the differential intensity of cosmic rays at 1 au, AU Mic b and
AU Mic c, respectively. The orange shaded areas represent the fluxes in the habitable
zone, where the dark orange is for ‘AU Mic low’ and the light orange for ‘AU Mic high’.
The stellar wind properties for the ‘AU Mic high’ case are more efficient at suppressing
the Galactic cosmic ray fluxes.

In the case of ‘AU Mic low’, the drift velocity profile for cosmic rays with 1GeV/c
momentum is negative but almost negligible when compared with the stellar wind
velocity profile and, as a consequence, the cosmic ray fluxes are not influenced by the
inclusion of drift. For ‘AU Mic high’, the drift velocity for cosmic rays with 1 GeV/c
momentum is negligible (≲ 30 km s−1) for r < 1 au. For 1 au < r < 10 au, it is positive
and relatively slow, while for r > 10 au |⟨vd⟩| is negative and fast (but slower than
the drift velocity intensities observed for Prox Cen). Thus, the Galactic cosmic ray
intensities are slightly affected by the inclusion of particle drift for close-in distances
(r < 1 au). For large distances (r > 1 au) neglecting the drift can underestimate the
cosmic ray fluxes. For instance, we find at 744 au for 1GeV energy cosmic rays, the
intensity of Galactic cosmic rays when drift is considered is two orders of magnitude
higher when compared with no drift.
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Overall, particle drift is an important ingredient in cosmic ray modulation, particu-
larly when |⟨vd⟩| > u. Here, we fixed ϕ and θ values as previously discussed. However,
we can expect that the presence of particle drift will affect the cosmic ray modulation
of Prox Cen and ‘AU Mic high’ at any given location of the equatorial plane. This is
due to the fact that particle drift changes the modulation of cosmic ray even in the
direction where the wind have the strongest velocity.

5.5 Discussion & Conclusions

In this paper, we investigated the intensity of Galactic cosmic rays within the astro-
spheres of two planetary systems: AU Mic and Prox Cen. AU Mic hosts two known
close-in Neptune-size exoplanets. Prox Cen is our closest star and has a known Earth-
size exoplanet orbiting within the habitable zone. We used a 1D cosmic ray transport
model which includes the effect of particle drift to calculate the cosmic ray fluxes
reaching the exoplanets and the habitable zones. The radial particle drift velocity is
calculated using 3D MHD stellar wind models for Prox Cen, AU Mic (with a ‘low’
and ‘high’ mass loss rate) and the Sun for comparison (Kavanagh et al., 2021, see also
Section 5.A). This is the first time that radial drift velocities have been quantified for
M dwarf systems.

Overall, the inclusion of particle drift velocities, due to gradients and curvatures
of the stellar magnetic field, has a significant effect on the propagation of Galactic
cosmic rays. In general, a negative drift velocity results in a larger intensity of cosmic
rays and a positive drift velocity results in a reduction of cosmic rays. This is because
the particle drift acts simply as an extra advective process in the transport model.
In the two systems studied here, the drift velocity is negative at the cut where we
investigated the flux of Galactic cosmic rays. Prox Cen and ‘AU Mic high’ both have a
larger negative drift velocity while for ‘AU Mic low’ the drift velocity is rather slow for
cosmic rays with 1GeV/c momentum. Consequently, the modulation of cosmic rays is
significantly affected by the inclusion of drift for Prox Cen and ‘AU Mic high’ but only
slightly affected in the case of ‘AU Mic low’.

For Prox Cen, at 1 au (green dashed line in Fig. 5.3) the Galactic cosmic ray fluxes
are larger in comparison to Earth. This is because Prox Cen’s magnetic field profile is
weaker at larger distances (e.g., from 1 au to the astrosphere edge) in comparison to
the solar system and results in less suppression of Galactic cosmic rays for the same
distance. In contrast, both AU Mic scenarios (low and high) have a much stronger
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stellar magnetic field profile in comparison to the solar system, resulting in an intense
suppression of Galactic cosmic rays at the same distance.

Herbst et al. (2020) have also investigated the Galactic cosmic ray fluxes at
Prox Cen b, albeit without considering the effects of particle drift. They found that
cosmic rays were not effectively reduced in comparison to the LIS. In contrast, our
results show lower cosmic ray fluxes at Prox Cen b. For instance, compared to Herbst
et al. (2020), the cosmic ray fluxes at Prox Cen b with energy 1GeV is 7 times smaller
in our simulations when particle drift is not included and 5 times smaller when particle
drift is included. The differences in our results and Herbst et al. (2020) is likely to be
related to the different wind and ISM properties used and the cosmic ray transport
properties. They used a surface magnetic field strength of ∼ 600G measured from
Zeeman broadening (Reiners & Basri, 2008) and a wind velocity of 1500 km s−1 based
on MHD simulations (Garraffo et al., 2016). Both quantities are higher than the values
we used. We also calculate different astrosphere sizes, 122 au (Herbst et al., 2020)
versus 75 au in our work, as a result of our different wind and ISM properties. If the
drift velocities for Prox Cen used in our work were included in Herbst et al. (2020)
work, they would probably find an even larger flux of Galactic cosmic rays than the
values they calculate for Prox Cen b.

In the case of AU Mic, we showed that our lack of a strong constraint for the wind
properties (mass-loss rate and wind velocity) strongly affects the intensity of Galactic
cosmic rays calculated for the system and the size of the astrosphere (980–6140 au).
This is in contrast with the results found by Mesquita et al. (2021) for GJ 436, in which
the lack of knowledge of u and Ṁ did not strongly affect the flux of Galactic cosmic rays
in the system. This is related to the physical process that is more dominant (Rodgers-
Lee et al., 2021b). While GJ 436 is dominated by diffusion which leads to little (or no)
modulation of cosmic rays, AU Mic is dominated by advection processes which strongly
suppress cosmic rays. Interestingly, AU Mic is dominated by advective processes even
without the inclusion of the particle drift. Additionally, because ‘AU Mic high’ has a
larger astrosphere size the Galactic cosmic rays have further to travel through a region
of the stellar wind dominated by advection in comparison with ‘AU Mic low’.

In addition to drift effects, the stellar magnetic field and the wind velocity are
important ingredients to effectively modulate the Galactic cosmic ray fluxes throughout
the astrosphere. A strong stellar magnetic field, leading to smaller diffusion coefficients,
combined with a fast stellar wind velocity is effective at suppressing the propagation of
Galactic cosmic rays inside the astrosphere. The magnetic field intensity can change if
the star has an activity cycle, similar to the solar cycle (see e.g. Hathaway, 2010). When
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the Sun is at activity minimum the intensity of Galactic cosmic rays is higher than at
activity maximum (Potgieter, 2013), with more than an order of magnitude difference in
flux, depending on the cosmic ray energy (Vos & Potgieter, 2015). Prox Cen, similarly
to the Sun, has been suggested to have a 7 year activity cycle (e.g. Yadav et al., 2016).
The magnetic map adopted in our wind model was derived near its activity maximum
(Klein et al., 2021a). This could imply that during its activity minimum Prox Cen
would likely experience a higher flux of Galactic cosmic rays than the results presented
here. In addition, the particle drift will also vary with activity cycle since it depends
on the magnetic field geometry.

Another important aspect to consider is that stars themselves can accelerate stellar
cosmic rays during events such as flares and coronal mass ejections (Rodgers-Lee et al.,
2021a). Prox Cen and AU Mic are both active stars with strong surface magnetic fields
(Klein et al., 2021a,b) and frequent flaring activity (Gilbert et al., 2021, 2022) and, as
such, they should be efficient at accelerating stellar cosmic rays. As a result, for these
stars, stellar cosmic ray fluxes will dominate over Galactic cosmic rays up to a certain
energy. Some works have explored the effect of such events for the exoplanets in the
AU Mic and Prox Cen systems. Scheucher et al. (2020) showed that a strong stellar
cosmic ray event would be able to heat the otherwise cold planet Prox Cen b, playing an
important role in the planet’s habitability. Recently, Carolan et al. (2020) investigated
the effects of strong stellar winds in the atmospheric evaporation of AU Mic b. They
concluded that, even when atmospheric erosion by the stellar wind is not significant,
the geometry and ionisation of the escaping atmosphere can change substantially, im-
pacting the interpretation/prediction of spectroscopic transit observations. In addition
to strong winds, coronal mass ejections and flares can also affect planetary atmospheres,
by increasing atmospheric erosion (Khodachenko et al., 2007; Hazra et al., 2020, 2022).
Although these processes are episodic, they are expected to be more frequent and more
energetic in young and/or active stars (Aarnio et al., 2014), such as AU Mic.

To better account for the full 3D nature of planetary systems, 2D/3D cosmic ray
transport models should be used, similar to models implemented for the solar system.
Although the radial drift velocity varies with the polar and azimuthal angles, which we
have neglected, it is possible with 2D/3D simulations that diffusion could smooth these
variations, resulting in a more continuous distribution of cosmic rays. In this case, the
differential intensity might not be too different than the ones we calculated with our
model. The polar and azimuthal drift velocities may also act in a similar way.

Finally, the Galactic cosmic rays fluxes at the exoplanets’ orbits can be used to
further investigate the intensity of Galactic cosmic rays in planetary atmospheres and
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in atmospheric chemistry models. Our models can also be used to understand future
observations of exoplanet atmospheres with instruments such as JWST and ARIEL.
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5.A Galactic cosmic ray propagation in the solar sys-
tem

In order to benchmark our code we calculate Galactic cosmic ray propagation through
the heliosphere. Here we explain the solar wind model and the results we obtain at
Earth.

To model the solar wind plasma, we follow the same methodologies as in Kavanagh
et al. (2021). Unlike AU Mic and Prox Cen, the mass-loss rate of the solar wind has
been measured in-situ to be 2 × 10−14M⊙ yr−1 (Cohen, 2011). The mass-loss rate
of the wind is sensitive to the value used for the Alfvén wave flux per unit magnetic
field strength SA/B in the chromosphere (Boro Saikia et al., 2020; Kavanagh et al.,
2021). For the Sun, this value has been estimated directly from observations to be
1.1× 105 erg s−1 cm−2 G−1 (Sokolov et al., 2013).

Using this value, with the remaining Alfvén wave inputs being the same as those in
Kavanagh et al. (2021), we model the solar wind using a dipolar magnetic field with a
polar strength of 3G, tilted 5◦ with respect to the rotation axis. Our 3D spherical grid
extends out to 20 solar radii, and contains around 4.5 million cells. The solar wind
model used here is representative of solar minimum with the heliospheric magnetic
field pointing outwards in the northern solar hemisphere (commonly referred to as
A>0 cycles). The mass-loss rate we obtain from our model is ∼ 3×10−14M⊙ yr−1 and
the solar wind terminal velocity is 540 km s−1 (which is in the range of observed values,
e.g. McComas et al., 2000). By extrapolating the magnetic field strength of the 3D
model from its outer edge to 1 au, we found a magnetic field strength at Earth’s orbit
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5.A Galactic cosmic ray propagation in the solar system

of ∼ 4 nT (which is in the range of observed values, e.g. Potgieter et al., 2015b). We
set the size of the heliosphere to 122 au, as observed by Voyager 1 (Stone et al., 2013,
2019). Fig. 5.6 shows the solar wind velocity (left) and total magnetic field intensity
(right) throughout the heliosphere. The total magnetic field resembles an ∼ aligned
dipole, with a bimodal wind velocity distribution typical of solar wind at minimum
(McComas et al., 2000). Using this model, we calculate the propagation of Galactic
cosmic rays as discussed in Section 5.2.3.The flux of cosmic rays found at Earth is
shown as red dots in Fig. 5.7 as a function of the kinetic energy.

Figure 5.6: Left: Equatorial plane cut of the solar wind velocity. Right: Equatorial
plane cut of the magnitude of the total magnetic field for the full radial extent of the
heliosphere. The values shown for small orbital distances are from the 3D solar wind
model and the values shown at large distances are an extrapolation (see Section 5.B for
details).

Fig. 5.7 shows the differential intensity of Galactic cosmic rays at Earth as a function
of kinetic energy during the solar minimum activity and A>0 for different works,
namely: this study (red dots), Strauss & Potgieter (2014) (green dashed line), Strauss &
Potgieter (2014) (magenta dash-dotted line) and Potgieter & Vos (2017) (blue dotted
line). Overall, we get remarkably good agreement between our model and the 3D
models to which we compare our results. The main discrepancies are most likely
related to the different values of B, u∞ and heliospheric sizes used in each model and
the fact that we use a 1D cosmic ray transport model while the other works use 3D
models.

Another point to note is that Potgieter & Vos (2017) uses a ‘softening parameter’ in
the drift velocity equation so that the drift is reduced for cosmic rays with momentum
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Figure 5.7: Differential intensity of Galactic cosmic rays as a function of kinetic energy
at Earth representative of solar minimum conditions. The different linestyles represent
different models for comparison, namely: red dots for this study, green dashed line for
Strauss & Potgieter (2014), magenta dash-dotted line for Strauss & Potgieter (2014) and
blue dotted line for Potgieter & Vos (2017).

below 0.55GeV/c. This reduction in the particle drift is necessary to explain the
observations at Earth. In our models, we did not use a ‘softening parameter’ to reduce
the particle drift velocities to avoid including an extra free parameter in to our model.

5.B Extrapolation of stellar wind profiles to the edge
of the astrosphere

The outer boundary of the stellar wind models for AU Mic and Prox Cen from Ka-
vanagh et al. (2021) is at 100R⋆, however the astrosphere extends much further out.
Hence, we extrapolate the quantities u, Br, Bθ and Bϕ to account for the whole extent
of the astrosphere. Beyond 100R⋆, the radial velocity is extrapolated as a constant
since the velocity has already reached its asymptotic value. To generate a Parker spiral
(Parker, 1958), Br continues to fall with r−2 and Bϕ with r−1. In the case of Bθ, we
use a power law fit for each system. For Prox Cen, Bθ falls with r−1.7, for ‘AU Mic low’
with r−2.2 and for ‘AU Mic high’ with r−4.7. For the Sun we extrapolate Bθ as 1/r4.6

beyond r > 0.04 au. Figs. 5.1 and 5.6 show the extrapolated values of the wind velocity
and total magnetic field for the stars studied here. Note, our stellar wind model does
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not take into account the termination shock (region where the stellar wind properties
change due to the interactions with the local interstellar medium).
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Nederlandse Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift heb ik de interactie tussen M dwerg winden en galactische kosmische
straling en hun mogelijke effecten op de bewoonbaarheid van exoplaneten onderzocht.
Fig. 1 toont een schema dat het hier bestudeerde systeem samenvat. De interactie
tussen het interstellaire medium en de stellaire wind creëert een gebied rond de ster dat
de astrosfeer wordt genoemd. Buiten de astrosfeer diffunderen Galactische kosmische
stralen door de Melkweg en hun intensiteit wordt beschreven door de lokale interstellaire
spectrumwaarden. Om door de astrosfeer te dringen, moeten galactische kosmische
stralen de gemagnetiseerde sterrenwind overwinnen. Eenmaal in de astrosfeer kunnen
galactische kosmische stralen interageren met planeten die rond de ster draaien. De
belangrijkste parameters om dit systeem te beschrijven zijn de eigenschappen van de
stellaire wind, de eigenschappen van het interstellaire medium (ISM) en de beschrijving
van het transport van kosmische straling.

M dwergen, die bewoonbare zones in de buurt hebben, zijn de perfecte kandi-
daten voor observaties van mogelijk bewoonbare exoplaneten. Hun winden zijn echter
zwak en uitdagend om te observeren. In dit proefschrift heb ik numerieke simu-
laties gebruikt om de sterwinden van Mdwergen te beschrijven. In het bijzonder
heb ik een 1D MHD Alfvén-golfgedreven windmodel gebruikt waarin de stellaire wind
wordt verwarmd en versneld door Alfvén golven die aan de basis van de wind wor-
den gegenereerd. De simulatieruimteparameter wordt beperkt door gebruik te maken
van waarneembare parameters, zoals massaverliessnelheid, röntgenhelderheid en mag-
netisch veld. Observatiebeperkingen zijn niet altijd beschikbaar en soms zijn ze niet
voldoende om mogelijke degeneratie in de modellen te overwinnen. Dat is het geval
met GJ 436 stellaire wind, besproken in Hoofdstuk 2. Door gebruik te maken van
röntgenwaarnemingen werd de massaverliessnelheid van GJ 436 tot een bovengrens
beperkt (Ṁ < 7.6× 10−15M⊙ yr−1). Deze bovengrens zou echter kunnen worden gere-
produceerd door verschillende waarden van het stellaire magnetische veld. Dit laat zien
hoe belangrijk observatiebeperkingen zijn om sterrenwindmodellen te beschrijven.

Stellaire windmodellen geven ons informatie over de windeigenschappen, zoals mag-
netisch veld, eindsnelheid en massaverlies. Gecombineerd met ISM-eigenschappen bin-
nen elke ster, kan de astrosfeerafstand worden geschat. Hoofdstukken 3, 4 en 5 laten de
diversiteit zien van astrosferische afmetingen die gevonden worden binnen verschillende
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Figure 1: Schema van het sterrenstelsel dat in dit proefschrift wordt bestudeerd. De
interactie tussen het ISM en de sterrenwind leidt tot een astrosfeer. Buiten de astros-
feer verspreiden Galactische kosmische stralen zich door de Melkweg. Om de astrosfeer
binnen te dringen, moeten galactische kosmische stralen de gemagnetiseerde sterrenwind
overwinnen. In de astrosfeer kunnen Galactische kosmische stralen interageren met de
gastplaneten.

M dwergen, variërend van 6 tot 6140 au voor de steekproef van sterren die hier wordt
bestudeerd.

Kosmische straling is belangrijk in de context van planetaire bewoonbaarheid.
Metingen van galactische kosmische stralen die de aarde bereiken, worden al vele jaren
gedaan. Bovendien zijn kosmische stralingstransportmodellen om de voortplanting van
galactische kosmische straling naar de aarde te beschrijven uitgebreid gebruikt om de
effecten van kosmische straling op aarde te begrijpen. De effecten van kosmische stral-
ing rond andere exoplaneten zijn echter niet goed begrepen. Helaas zijn metingen van
kosmische straling op andere planeten nog steeds niet mogelijk. Om de voortplanting
van galactische kosmische straling door M dwergen in dit proefschrift te beschrijven
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en te bestuderen, heb ik een 1D kosmisch stralingstransportmodel gebruikt. Deze
simulaties kwantificeren de flux van galactische kosmische straling die elke afstand in
de astrosfeer bereikt.

Het stellaire magnetische veld en de windsnelheid spelen een essentiële rol bij de
voortplanting van galactische kosmische straling. Een sterker stellair magnetisch veld
resulteert bijvoorbeeld in een grotere onderdrukking van de intensiteit van galactis-
che kosmische straling (voor vaste turbulentie-eigenschappen en in vergelijking met
een lagere magnetische veldsterkte). Dit kan worden verklaard door het feit dat een
sterk magnetisch veld kleinere diffusiecoëfficiënten impliceert. Als gevolg hiervan wor-
den advectieve processen belangrijker, wat resulteert in lagere fluxen van galactische
kosmische straling. Vergelijkbaar, maar in mindere mate, resulteert een sterkere stel-
laire windsnelheid ook in een lagere intensiteit van galactische kosmische straling in
de astrosfeer (vergeleken met een zwakke stellaire windsnelheid). Dit komt omdat een
sterkere stellaire windsnelheid meer advectie impliceert, wat de flux van galactische
kosmische straling verzwakt.

De stellaire massaverliessnelheid (of stellaire winddichtheid) heeft geen directe in-
vloed op de intensiteit van kosmische straling, aangezien de stellaire winddichtheid erg
laag is. Het heeft echter wel invloed op de grootte van de astrosfeer (via de drukbalans).
De fluxen van galactische kosmische straling kunnen echter worden beïnvloed door
variaties in de astrosferische grootte. Als het fysieke proces wordt gedomineerd door
diffusie, heeft de astrosferische grootte geen effect op de onderdrukking van kosmische
straling. Dit is het geval bij GJ 436 (zie Hoofdstuk 3) en GJ 338B (zie Hoofdstuk 4).
Aan de andere kant, als advectie het dominante proces is, kan de grootte van de astros-
feer de flux van galactische kosmische straling beïnvloeden. Dit is het geval bij AU Mic
(zie Hoofdstuk 5). Samengevat, door advectieve gedomineerde systemen leiden tot een
sterkere onderdrukking van kosmische straling, terwijl diffusie-gedomineerde systemen
tot weinig (of geen) modulatie leiden.

Net als wat er voor de Aarde gebeurt, beïnvloedt het opnemen van driftsnelheden
van deeltjes, als gevolg van gradiënten en krommingen van het stellaire magnetische
veld, ook de voortplanting van galactische kosmische straling door M-dwergastrosferen
(zie Hoofdstuk 5). Over het algemeen werd voor de twee sterren, waarin de deeltjes-
drift was opgenomen, Prox Cen en AU Mic, een grotere flux van galactische kosmische
straling waargenomen (vergeleken met simulaties zonder de opname van deeltjesdrift).
Dit kan worden verklaard door het feit dat beide systemen een negatieve driftsnel-
heid hadden bij de onderzochte radiale schijf, wat resulteerde in een grotere intensiteit
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van kosmische straling. Dit komt door het feit dat deeltjesdrift gewoon als een extra
advectief proces in het transportmodel fungeert.

In het hier bestudeerde monster, met 8 M dwergen en 12 planeten, ontvangen de
meeste exoplaneten een veel lagere flux van galactische kosmische straling dan de waar-
den die op aarde zijn waargenomen. De uitzondering is GJ 15A c, die een grotere halve
lange as heeft en een flux heeft die vergelijkbaar is met de aarde, en GJ 411 c, die
ook een grotere halve lange as heeft en Galactische kosmische straling ontvangt fluxen
vergelijkbaar met het lokale interstellaire spectrum (LIS). De bewoonbare zone van drie
sterren, GJ 411, GJ 436 en GJ 887, bleek vergelijkbare galactische kosmische stralings-
fluxen te hebben met de waarden van de aarde, terwijl de andere sterren (AU Mic,
GJ 15A, GJ273, GJ 338B en Prox Cen) krijgen een lagere flux.

Ten slotte kunnen de hier gevonden resultaten belangrijk zijn voor het begrijpen van
toekomstige waarnemingen van de atmosfeer van exoplaneten met JWST en ARIEL.
Bovendien zullen de waarnemingen van de exoplaneetatmosfeer ons in staat stellen
om de fluxen van kosmische straling in de atmosfeer van exoplaneten te beperken en
mogelijk helpen om de bewoonbaarheidspuzzel te voltooien.
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In this thesis, I have investigated the interaction between M dwarf winds and Galac-
tic cosmic rays and their possible effects on exoplanets’ habitability. Fig. 1 shows a
schematic that summarises the system studied here. The interstellar medium and stel-
lar wind interaction create a region around the star called the astrosphere. Outside the
astrosphere, Galactic cosmic rays diffuse throughout the Galaxy and their intensity is
described by the local interstellar spectrum values. To penetrate through the astro-
sphere, Galactic cosmic rays have to overcome the magnetised stellar wind. Once inside
the astrosphere, Galactic cosmic rays can interact with planets orbiting the star. The
main parameters to describe this system are the stellar wind properties, the interstellar
medium (ISM) properties and the cosmic ray transport description.

M dwarfs, which have close-in habitable zones, are the perfect candidates for ob-
servations of potentially habitable exoplanets. However, their winds are tenuous and
challenging to observe. In this thesis, I have used numerical simulations to describe the
stellar winds of M dwarfs. In particular, I have used a 1D MHD Alfvén-wave-driven
wind model in which the stellar wind is heated and accelerated by Alfvén waves in-
duced at the base of the wind. The simulation space parameter is constrained by using
observable parameters, such as mass-loss rate, X-ray luminosity, and magnetic field.
Observational constraints are not always available and sometimes they are not enough
to overcome possible degeneracy in the models. That is the case of GJ 436 stellar
wind, discussed in Chapter 2. By using X-ray observations, GJ 436’s mass-loss rate
was constrained to an upper limit (Ṁ < 7.6 × 10−15M⊙ yr−1). However, this upper
limit could be reproduced by different values of stellar magnetic field. This shows how
important observational constraints are to describe stellar wind models.

Stellar wind models give us information on the wind properties, such as magnetic
field, terminal velocity and mass-loss rate. Combined with ISM properties within each
star, the astrosphere distance can be estimated. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 show the diversity
of astrospheric sizes found within different M dwarfs, varying from 6 to 6140 au for the
sample of stars studied here.

Cosmic rays are important in the context of planetary habitability. Measurements
of Galactic cosmic rays reaching Earth have been made for many years. Additionally,
cosmic ray transport models to describe the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays to
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Figure 1: Schematic of the stellar system studied in this thesis. The interaction be-
tween the ISM and the stellar wind gives rise to an astrosphere. Outside the astrosphere,
Galactic cosmic rays diffuse throughout the Galaxy. To penetrate the astrosphere, Galac-
tic cosmic rays need to overcome the magnetised stellar wind. When inside the astrosphere
Galactic cosmic rays can interact with the host planets.

Earth have been extensively used to understand the effects of cosmic rays at Earth.
However, the effects of cosmic rays around other exoplanets are not well understood.
Unfortunately, measurements of cosmic rays on other planets are still not possible. To
describe and study the propagation of Galactic cosmic rays through M dwarfs in this
thesis, I have used a 1D cosmic ray transport model. These simulations quantify the
flux of Galactic cosmic rays reaching any distance in the astrosphere.

The stellar magnetic field and the wind velocity play an essential role in the prop-
agation of Galactic cosmic rays. For instance, a stronger stellar magnetic field result
in a larger suppression in the intensity of Galactic cosmic ray (for for fixed turbulence
properties, and when compared with a lower magnetic field strength). This can be ex-
plained by the fact that a strong magnetic field implies smaller diffusion coefficients. As
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a consequence, advective processes become more important, resulting in lower Galactic
cosmic ray fluxes. Similar, but to a lesser extent, a stronger stellar wind velocity also
results in a lower intensity of Galactic cosmic rays in the astrosphere (when compared
with a weak stellar wind velocity). This is because a stronger stellar wind velocity
implies more advection, which attenuates the flux of Galactic cosmic rays.

The stellar mass-loss rate (or stellar wind density) does not influence the intensity
of cosmic rays directly, as the stellar wind density is very low. However, it does affect
the size of the astrosphere (through the pressure balance). The Galactic cosmic ray
fluxes, however, may be affected by variations in the astrospheric size. If the physical
process is dominated by diffusion, the astrospheric size has no effect on the suppression
of cosmic rays. This is the case of GJ 436 (see Chapter 3) and GJ 338B (see Chapter
4). On the other hand, if advection is the dominant process, the size of the astrosphere
can affect the flux of Galactic cosmic rays. This is the case of AU Mic (see Chapter
5). In summary, advective-dominated systems lead to stronger suppression of cosmic
rays, while diffusion-dominated systems lead to little (or no) modulation.

Similar to what happens for Earth, the inclusion of particle drift velocities, due to
gradients and curvatures of the stellar magnetic field, also affects the propagation of
Galactic cosmic rays through M dwarf astrospheres (see Chapter 5). Overall, for the
two stars, in which the particle drift was included, Prox Cen and AU Mic, a larger flux
of Galactic cosmic rays was observed (when compared with simulations without the
inclusion of particle drift). This can be explained by the fact that both systems had a
negative drift velocity at the investigated radial slice, resulting in a larger intensity of
cosmic rays. This is due to the fact that particle drift acts simply as an extra advective
process in the transport model.

In the sample studied here, with 8 M dwarfs and 12 planets, the majority of ex-
oplanets receive a much lower flux of Galactic cosmic rays than values observed at
Earth. The exception, is GJ 15A c, which has a larger semi-major axis and has a flux
comparable with the Earth, and GJ 411 c, which also has a larger semi-major axis and
receives Galactic cosmic ray fluxes similar to the local interstellar spectrum (LIS). The
habitable zone of three stars, GJ 411, GJ 436 and GJ 887 was found to have compa-
rable Galactic cosmic ray fluxes with Earth’s values, while the other stars (AU Mic,
GJ 15A, GJ273, GJ 338B and Prox Cen) receive a lower flux.

Finally, the results found here may be important to understanding future exo-
planet atmosphere observations with JWST and ARIEL. In addition, the exoplanet
atmosphere observations will enable us to constrain cosmic ray fluxes in exoplanet
atmospheres and possibly help to complete the habitability “puzzle”.
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